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Abstrak

Perangkaian Data Dinamakan (NDN) adalah seni bina Internet memuncul yang meng-
gunakan model rangkaian komunikasi baharu berdasarkan identiti kandungan Internet.
Komponen utamanya iaitu Jadual Minat Tertunda (PIT) menyediakan peranan penting
dalam merekodkan maklumat paket Minat yang sedia dihantar tetapi masih menunggu
padanan paket Data. Dalam pengurusan PIT, isu pensaizan aliran PIT adalah sangat
mencabar kerana penggunaan hayat Minat yang panjang secara meluas terutamanya
apabila tiada dasar penggantian yang fleksibel sehingga mempengaruhi prestasi PIT.
Matlamat penyelidikan ini adalah untuk mencadangkan satu pendekatan Pengurusan
Kawalan PIT (PITCM) yang cekap untuk menangani paket Minat yang mendatang
bagi mengurangkan limpahan PIT seterusnya meningkatkan penggunaan dan prestasi
PIT. PITCM mengandungi mekanisme PIT Maya Mudah Suai (AVPIT), mekanisme
Hayat Minat Ambang Pintar (STIL) dan Polisi Hayat Tertinggi Permintaan Terkecil
(HLLR). AVPIT bertanggungjawab mendapatkan ramalan awal limpahan PIT berser-
ta tindakan balasnya. STIL adalah untuk menyesuaikan nilai hayat paket Minat yang
mendatang manakala HLLR digunakan untuk menguruskan kemasukan PIT secara ce-
kap. Metodologi penyelidikan khusus diikuti untuk memastikan kerapian kerja bagi
mencapai matlamat kajian ini. Perisian simulasi rangkaian digunakan dalam mereka-
bentuk dan menilai PITCM. Keputusan kajian menunjukkan bahawa PITCM mengata-
si prestasi PIT NDN piawai dengan 45% lebih tinggi kadar kepuasan Minat, 78% lebih
rendah kadar penghantaran semula Minat dan 65% penurunan kadar keguguran Minat.
Di samping itu, lengahan kepuasan Minat dan panjang PIT dikurangkan dengan ketara
masing-masing kepada 33% dan 46%. Sumbangan kajian ini adalah penting dalam
pengurusan paket Minat bagi sistem penghalaan dan penghantaran NDN. Mekanisme
AVPIT dan STIL serta polisi HLLR boleh digunakan dalam memantau, mengawal dan
menguruskan kandungan PIT untuk seni bina Internet masa hadapan.

Kata kunci: Internet Masa Hadapan, Perangkaian Bertumpuan Maklumat, Penghala-
an NDN, Pengurusan Giliran Aktif, Simulasi rangkaian.
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Abstract

Named Data Networking (NDN) is an emerging Internet architecture that employs a
new network communication model based on the identity of Internet content. Its core
component, the Pending Interest Table (PIT) serves a significant role of recording In-
terest packet information which is ready to be sent but in waiting for matching Data
packet. In managing PIT, the issue of flow PIT sizing has been very challenging due to
massive use of long Interest lifetime particularly when there is no flexible replacement
policy, hence affecting PIT performance. The aim of this study is to propose an effi-
cient PIT Control Management (PITCM) approach to be used in handling incoming
Interest packets in order to mitigate PIT overflow thus enhancing PIT utilization and
performance. PITCM consists of Adaptive Virtual PIT (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart
Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mechanism and Highest Lifetime Least Request
(HLLR) policy. The AVPIT is responsible for obtaining early PIT overflow prediction
and reaction. STIL is meant for adjusting lifetime value for incoming Interest packet
while HLLR is utilized for managing PIT entries in efficient manner. A specific re-
search methodology is followed to ensure that the work is rigorous in achieving the
aim of the study. The network simulation tool is used to design and evaluate PITCM.
The results of study show that PITCM outperforms the performance of standard NDN
PIT with 45% higher Interest satisfaction rate, 78% less Interest retransmission rate
and 65% less Interest drop rate. In addition, Interest satisfaction delay and PIT length
is reduced significantly to 33% and 46%, respectively. The contribution of this study
is important for Interest packet management in NDN routing and forwarding systems.
The AVPIT and STIL mechanisms as well as the HLLR policy can be used in monitor-
ing, controlling and managing the PIT contents for Internet architecture of the future.

Keywords: Future Internet, Information-Centric Networking, NDN routing, Active
Queue Management, Network simulation.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

At the beginning, when the Internet was developed, users were academic in nature;

they were merely interested in file transfers, for example, mail exchange [1]. After

that, with the develop of new technology, especially the advent of computing devices

that have the ability to connect to the Internet, people have more access to the Internet

than ever. The old dream of having information at one’s fingertips, any place, and any

time’ is no longer a dream at all. Thus, the generated data traffic has increased at an

inconceivable speed and is exhausting network resources, such as available bandwidth

and Internet Protocol (IP) address [2]. The popularity of the Internet has caused the

data traffic on the Internet to grow dramatically every year during the last several years

[3]. The main cause of the Internet growth is to share and distribute information, e.g.,

academic, social, commercial, mobile video, and cloud computing over the Internet

[4].

In the other words, nowadays, users of networks have evolved significantly to be dom-

inated by content distribution and retrieval, while still the basic infrastructure is depen-

dent on the connection between the End-to-End (E2E) of their IP addresses. Access to

content and services requires naming methods since methods include the Uniform Re-

source Locator (URL), which links content to the Internet hosts [5]. On the other hand,

the emergence of new applications, such as social networking [6, 7, 8], Video on De-

mand (VoD) [9, 10], sensor networking [11], Interactive on-line gaming [12, 13] and

Internet of Things (IoT) [14, 15, 16], have led the Internet communication to become

named content objects rather than on host-location [17].

In brief, the question is to figure out whether the current architecture and its proper-

ties will turn into the restricting component of the Internet development and a new
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applications deployment [18]. In this regard, many research projects that focus on fu-

ture Internet’s architecture design were funded in the past (e.g., US NSF GENI [19],

EU FIA [20] and AsiaFI [21]). To overcome these aforementioned challenges, the

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [4], a paradigm for the Internet architecture

for the future, has been proposed, making named data, rather than of its physical loca-

tion, the central element of the architecture communication paradigm.

1.1 Information-Centric Networking

Over the years, the number of people using Internet has escalated [22]. Hence, the In-

ternet has become the most important medium for information exchange and the core

communication environment for business relations as well as for social interactions.

Millions of people all over the world use the Internet for a daily plethora activities,

including finding , information access and exchange, enjoying multimedia communi-

cations, selling and/or buying goods, and keeping in touch with friends or families

[23]. Therefore, it is expected that the number of devices (e.g., mobile devices, com-

puters, sensors) of the Internet will soon grow to be more than 100 billion [18], which

may result in a huge amount of data being requested and transferred over the Internet,

reaching approximately 1,000 Zettabyte in 2016 based on the Cisco Virtual Network

Index (CVNI) [24]. The success of the Internet has created higher hopes and anticipa-

tions for new services and applications. Consequently, the current Internet nowadays

may not be able to support sufficiently [18].

Today’s applications are characterized in terms of what that the subscriber wants,

rather than thinking about where it is located. This new proposed architectural de-

sign for the future Internet is termed as Information-Centric Networking (ICN). The

ICN paradigm consists of redesigning the future Internet architecture, placing named

data rather than host locations (i.e., IP addresses) at the core of the network design.
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The design concepts of ICN, as discussed in ([25, 1, 26, 27, 28, 29]), is one of the

important efforts of several global future Internet research actions. In such systems,

the central paradigm is not E2E correspondence between endpoints, as in the present

Internet design. Rather, an expanding interest for profoundly adaptable and proficient

content distribution has motivated the advancement of architectures that focus on data

objects, their properties, and user’s interest for the system to accomplish a reliable and

efficient distribution of such objects [30]. While mounting the future Internet archi-

tecture, many challenges occur that may attract the attention of the researchers, such

as routing scalability, mobility, bandwidth, network management, network security,

content protection and privacy, trust models, fast forwarding, performance reliability,

intelligent distribution of information, robustness and efficiency [31]. Thus, to cope

with these challenges, different Internet architectures of the future emerged under the

umbrella of ICN, such as DONA [32], 4WARD-NetInf [33], Content Centric Network-

ing (CCN) [34] and Named Data Networking (NDN) [35].

NDN [35] is a new architecture of the future, which is based on networking basics that

are driven by hierarchical content names [36]. Despite the fact that the NDN is a totally

novel design based on CCN [34]. NDN mirrors our comprehension of the qualities

and restrictions of the present Internet architecture, and the one which might be rolled

out via incremental positioning over the existing Internet architecture. According to

Jacobson et al. in [37], the hourglass architecture of the existing Internet focuses

on a universal network layer, named IP, that implements the minimum functionality

that is necessary for global interconnectivity. The thin waist of the hourglass enabled

the Internet’s explosive growth through allowing both upper layer and lower layer

technologies to develop independently without any unnecessary constraints. NDN

architecture retains the same shape of the hourglass; nevertheless, NDN changes the

thin waist to concentrate specifically on content rather than on its location. For more
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as an illustration, NDN architecture changes the semantic of network communication

from delivering a packet to a particular destination address to retrieve content which

is identified by a given name (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Internet and ICN Hourglass Model [38, 39]

NDN is a hierarchical naming mechanism, named content routing and content caching.

The hierarchical naming allows the provider’s domain name to be used in making

routing decisions. In the subscriber-driven NDN, a subscriber sends a request to the

network to download a content using its name [37]. The communication in NDN is

driven by the users’ data, through the exchange of two types of packets: Interest (i.e.,

request) and Data (i.e., content). Both types of packets carry a name that identifies a

piece of data that can be transmitted in one Data packet [40]. An NDN router (i.e., in a

traversing path between a publisher and a subscriber see Figure 1.2) can, for instance,

cache content objects that traverse it so that subsequent queries for the same objects

can be satisfied rapidly by the router. This implies that routing in NDN involves finding

and sending copies of data objects to requesting nodes from the most efficient location

in the network [26]. The process of content advertisement and retrieval in NDN are

illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. Content Advertisement and Retrieval in NDN

In NDN, a publisher does not send content directly to the subscriber, but every data

object transmission is regulated by the subscriber. A publisher (also known as the

provider of content) that has contents for distribution does not actually send them in the

network; rather, the publisher sends advertisement packets to inform the network that it

has a content for distribution without any information of the subscriber(s) which might

be interested in this content. The subscribers state their interests for a content without

having information of the potential publishers that could have accessed the content.

Only when the intention of subscribers matches an available content object, the system

initiates a transmission path between the publisher and the subscriber; therefore, the

content retrieval may start for the intended subscriber(s) [26, 41].

To conduct the above mentioned Interest/Data packet sending capacities, each NDN

router maintains three noteworthy data structures tables, including a Forwarding In-

formation Base (FIB), a Pending Interest Table (PIT), and a Content Store (CS)

[38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 34]. The FIB is populated by a name-prefix based routing pro-

tocol and is used to guide Interests toward data publishers. The PIT caches all Inter-

ests which have been sent, but they have not been fulfilled yet. Hence, when an NDN
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router gets various Interests packets with the same name from downstream subscriber’s

nodes, it forwards only the first one upstream towards the data publisher. The CS is a

temporary cache of Data packets that the NDN routers have received. Since an NDN

Data packet is meaningful when it is independent of where it originated from or where

it is sent to, it can be stored to fulfill the future Interests. Figure 1.3 demonstrates the

NDN router and the query procedure.

Figure 1.3. NDN Router Node and Lookup Process

PIT is a novel data structure in the context of NDN router design [42]. It is used to keep

track of pending as well as the satisfied Interests. PIT brings NDN router significant

features (e.g., multipath routing, transmission without the information of destination

or source, better security, loop and packet loss detection) [46]. PIT corresponds to

the set of active Interest packets forwarded by the subscriber(s) and waiting for the

corresponding Data packets to be delivered. Each PIT entry tracks the incoming faces

for the Interest packets and is represented at minimum with the tuple “<<name, in-

face(s), out-face(s), Lifetime, strategy name>>” [47].

PIT entries are made per content instead of per request; any subsequent Interest packet
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for an active PIT entry is stifled at the nearby subscriber node, and the present PIT

entry is updated with the incoming face information. Since the PIT size is limited,

each entry in the PIT is connected with a timeout that depends on the Round Trip

Time (RTT) evaluation (i.e., “RTT describes the lifetime of Interests inside the PIT”

[48]). PIT entry timeouts give a nearby subscriber node the capacity for speedy path

recovery by retransmitting the Interest packets over other accessible faces. Whenever a

NDN router gets a coordinating Data packet for a pending Interest packet, the obtained

Data packet is sent along the face that is indicated by the PIT entry before the request

is evicted from the PIT [49].

Although this table introduces many significant features, the size of PIT is a critical

challenge [50, 51]. In spite of its feasibility in the current technology, it is challenged

by several issues, such as PIT scalability (as discussed in [50, 52, 53, 54, 51]), PIT

lookup (as discussed in [55, 56]), PIT filtering (as discussed in [57, 58]), PIT overflow

(as discussed in [59, 60, 58]) and Interest lifetime (as discussed in [61, 62, 35]). As a

matter of course, these drawbacks motivate the research groups to design an alternate

PIT in NDN.

1.2 Research Motivation

NDN is a new architecture for the future Internet that changes the technical protocols

in order to support applications with implications for social, economic, and policy

dimensions of today’s Internet ecosystem [63]. A lot of studies focused on caching,

applications and security to make NDN perfect [42, 64]. However, the management

of PIT is still one of the primary concerns of "high-speed forwarding" that is a core

component in NDN [65]. Pending Interest Table is a cache table for Interest packets

that requests contents to be transmitted to the subscriber node. In NDN architecture,

when NDN router receives an Interest packet, it is stored in PIT [66]. Consequently,
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the number of PIT entries will increase as the number of Interest packet that arrives,

increases. In reality, this table can overflow with consequent service disruption and

a possible network failure. Therefore, the management of PIT design is challenging

due to its requirements, i.e., per-packet updates, replacement entry condition, look up

speed and keep track of the currently unsatisfied Interest packets.

Based on what mentioned above, the influential problem in PIT is two-folded: the size

of PIT itself and the amount of entries in the PIT when the number of Interest increases

in the network [51]. Thus, the number of Interests that should be stored in the PIT in

order to fully utilize the network depends on the link capacity, the size of Data packets

and the lifetime of entries inside the PIT [48]. The arrangement of PIT was introduced

in the following studies [67, 52, 68, 46, 54] and proposed the implementation of PIT

in an efficient way with the purpose of reducing the required memory size. However,

these works focus only on the implementation of PIT without any consideration of

the PIT overflow problem and management of PIT as a function of content request

workload.

The studies in [61, 69, 70, 71] proposed adaptive Interest lifetime techniques in order

to adjust the Interest lifetime and regulate the Interest packet rate at the receiver. How-

ever, these works do not evaluate the number of unnecessary retransmissions due to

too short Interest lifetimes, and as result increases the delay. Finally, the replacement

policy may have a significant influence on the cache performance [72] since replace-

ment policies play an important role in memory management [73]. However, these

policies did not consider the entry lifetime as a factor to determine the PIT entry to

be replaced, since the spent time for each entry of the PIT memory can affect the PIT

utilization [74].
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The motivation behind this work is that the PIT designing and implementation have not

got much interest till now because PIT is a new network component that is not present

in any other ICN proposal [68, 75]. In addition, PIT design is challenging because

it requires per-packet updates, and the requests stored in the PIT are long, requiring

more memory [52]. This represents the main reason for focusing on this component

(i.e., PIT) in this research as it plays a very important role in the performance of the

NDN routers.

1.3 Research Problem

PIT is the fundamental structure used to maintain the state of each active flow. PIT

grows with subscribers sending their Interest packets and shrinks when Data packets

are received at the in-network NDN router [26]. Since the access speed required for

such a structure and the possibilities offered by the current memory technologies are

limited in size, the PIT size might cause a bottleneck [58]. Particularly, when the rate

of the created PIT entries is greater than the rate of entries that is consumed [59]. If

the network is large with massive requested contents, the PIT size (i.e., the maximum

number of pending Interests currently in the PIT) will grow rapidly till the content re-

quest is satisfied [26], otherwise it is possible that the PIT will become an overflow. On

the other hand, the PIT receives and removes Interest packets exponentially. Hence,

it is not easy to predict that the PIT is overflowed via the incoming Interest rate is

high [60], especially when the requested Data packet experiences some propagation

delay. If the PIT is overflowed, Interest packets will be dropped from the NDN routers.

Based on this, subscribers will experience an increasing Interest packet retransmission

rate that will cause unnecessary traffic load with consequent slow down or complete

collapse in the network [58].

Depending on the PIT status, PIT entry is associated with a timeout that is based on
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the estimation of an Interest packet lifetime [49]. The Interest packet lifetime param-

eter is selected by subscribers not under a network controller itself (i.e., based on the

available NDN rules). Hence, PIT size may become more complicated by a massive

usage of a long Interest packet lifetime that will increase the number of simultaneous

entries in the PIT [58]. In other words, when the subscriber is setting long Interest

packet lifetime, the entry of Interest packet will stay in the PIT for a long time. Thus,

it can increase the probability of discarding incoming Interest packets and leading to

increase the Interest packet retransmission. On the other hand, entries with a short

lifetime imply a large number of unnecessary Interest packet retransmission, because

of delayed Data packets arriving after PIT entries-expired are discarded [69, 70]. Con-

sequently, the PIT size is a crucial factor that can have a huge impact on the number of

both satisfied and Interests packet lifetime, as well as the number of packet drops [5].

NDN router maintains a limited space as a cache because of performance and cost.

Content replacement policies are used to change the new content with the existing

content in the cache [38]. PIT replacement policy is considered as one of the key

parameters to measure the effectiveness of the PIT [76]. The NDN routers’ prototype

implementation (i,e., CCNx) has proposed numerous replacement policies, such as

LRU, Random, and Persistent [47]. However, these policies are not efficient via heavy

load since they may cause many unnecessary cache replacements. Moreover, these

policies do not give any priority to the entry that needs to replace in the PIT when it is

filled. As a result, the subscribers would not be able to receive their requested content

without delay. In addition, Interests packets requesting non-popular data remain a long

time, and would be a large portion in the PIT over the whole network [51]. Therefore,

the needs to develop a new content replacement policy has become so crucial with the

existence of many content replacement policies, but the efficient policy may never be

achieved [38]. The impact of PIT overflow is demonstrated in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. Impact of PIT Overflow on Named Data Networking

Based on mentioned above, the influential PIT overflow problem leads to increase

the probability of increasing retransmission Interest packets by subscribers, increas-

ing Interest packet drop, increasing Interest satisfaction delay as well as decreasing

the utilization of the PIT. These thus, have an effect directly on the performance of

PIT. As a result, previous works focus on data structures design or adaptive Interest

Lifetime treatment under the threat of PIT state explosion. The proposed approach,

Pending Interest Table Control Management (PITCM), develops management of the

PIT dynamics as a function of content request workload and network conditions.

1.4 Research Questions

In addressing the overflowing PIT in the NDN architecture, the research tries to answer

the following questions.

i. How the overflow in the PIT is predicted when the number of entries grows due

to the high packet arrival rate to the PIT?
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ii. How the Interest packet lifetime in the PIT adapts to the impending PIT over-

flows without increasing Interest packet retransmission?

iii. How to determine which PIT entry to be replaced based on PIT conditions for

efficient PIT utilization?

iv. How is the proposed approach evaluated to ensure the impact of performance in

the NDN environment?

1.5 Research Objectives

The main aim of this research is to develop and deploy a Pending Interest Table Con-

trol Management (PITCM) approach in Named Data Network in order to enhance the

management operations of PIT. This approach will be monitoring and controlling the

incoming Interest packets as well as managing the PIT entries in order to mitigate the

PIT overflow. This mitigates the Interest drop, delay and the unnecessary Interest re-

transmission as well as increases the utilization of PIT and the network overall. This

aim can be further achieved by the following particular research objectives:

i. To design an adaptive mechanism that predicts the impending overflow of the

Pending Interest Table.

ii. To design a mechanism that adjusts the Interest packet lifetime in order to avoid

overstaying of PIT entries during heavy network load.

iii. To design a replacement policy that determines PIT entry to be changed for

efficient PIT utilization.

iv. To compile the AVPIT, STIL and HLLR into PITCM in order to evaluate the

impact of proposed approach performance in the NDN environment.
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1.6 Scope of the Research

Internet communication paradigm for the future is moving from host-centric network

to content-centric network. Under this movement, the location where the content is

located is no more important, rather the content itself is the most important. NDN is

proposed as a solution for architecture to support the content-centric networking by

using its Interest packets to request a content and forward Data packets reply to the

Interest packet. However, there are still many challenges and solutions to be devel-

oped and deployment, PIT management becomes a crucial challenge for the storage of

content in NDN routers cache, particularly in PIT.

Figure 1.5. Research Scope

The scope of this study is demonstrated in Figure 1.5. PITCM approach consists of

three components that can affect the PIT performance based on the NDN architecture,

which are AVPIT mechanism, STIL mechanism and HLLR policy. In addition, this

research evaluates the proposed PITCM for NDN architecture using an ndnSIM sim-

ulator with regard to several performance metrics, such as PIT length, Interest drops
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rate, Interest retransmission rate, Interest satisfaction delay and Interest satisfaction

rate. On the other hand, other NDN issues, such as, PIT implementation, PIT place-

ment, Interest filtering and forwarding strategy are out of this research scope.

1.7 Significance of the Research

The main purpose of this work is to propose a management approach (PITCM) which

keeps the initial features of the NDN, and can be implemented by using the current

available hardware and software technologies. PITCM is capable of mitigating PIT

overflow due to the high packet arrival rate to the PIT. The outputs of this research

can provide reliable data transfer features over NDN environment, leading to a set of

acceptable performance levels that are required by the subscribers and publishers. In

addition, an PITCM has the ability to save the future designs of physical network de-

vices, save time (i.e., delay), bandwidth usage, and as a result could be increased in

the utilization of the network overall. Moreover, this study will be also significantly

helpful in the emergency applications, for example, natural disaster (i.e., flooding dis-

aster).

According to Shimazu et al. in [77],the emergency response delay is one of the major

issues that can disable responders (emergency operation centers or emergency rescue

teams) to make timely, informed decisions. The main cause of that is because the cit-

izens and emergency teams or emergency operation centers send and receive a huge

Interest and Data packet between them. Thus, a lot of the Interest packet will drop

because of the PIT overflow (all requests are sent in the same place) and increase esca-

lating crisis. Therefore, implementing PITCM will be very much useful for emergency

operation centers, emergency rescue teams, and citizens. Furthermore, it will increase

the network utilization, and limit packet loss and delay. The other purpose is to encour-

age other researchers to focus on the study in ICN generally and NDN in particular,
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as well as in the PIT because it did not get much attention from the researchers. This

is due to that the PIT is a new component of the network, which is not present in any

other ICN architecture or current Internet architecture.

1.8 Research Steps

To achieve the objectives of this study, the following research steps were performed:

i. Overview the background literature on PIT management proposals related is-

sues.

ii. Classifying the existing PIT management into four classes based on the direction

which is used to manage the PIT.

iii. A comparative performance study of the current PIT management techniques to

explore their strengths and weaknesses.

iv. Perform an in-depth study on identify research concept, research problem, re-

search objectives and research scope.

v. Proposing the Adaptive Virtual PIT (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart Threshold In-

terest Lifetime (SILT) mechanism and Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR)

policy, which leads to enhance the PIT performance significantly.

vi. Simulate the proposed mechanisms individually in ndnSIM simulator environ-

ment and obtain the desired result.

vii. Integrating AVPIT, STIL and HLLR into PITCM approach.

viii. Comparative performance evaluation of the current standard PIT management

and the proposed PITCM approach to investigate their contributions and limita-

tions.
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1.9 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Each chapter begins with a short introduction

that underlines the key contributions and offers an impression of the chapter. The

summaries of the chapters are as follows:

Chapter One presents a general introduction about the research area. It demonstrates

the problems related to this study and underlines the significance of the research.

Specifically, it presents a background to the importance of PIT in NDN router and

the motivation for proposing a new management approach for PIT. Its relevancy is

described through importance, motivation, problem statement, research questions, ob-

jectives and significance of the proposed research.

Chapter Two specifies a technical background of the research work by reviewing the

core properties of the NDN architecture that are essential to describe the proposed

work. It presents brief descriptions of the principles and operations of PIT regarding

the PIT management techniques. Moreover, it critically evaluates the related works

and other studies in the areas associated with the research scope.

Chapter Three explains in general the details about the methodology and research

design that is used to achieve the research objectives. In addition, This chapter presents

several mechanisms used that combined in order to propose and implement PITCM.

The experimental design, verification, validation, and evaluation were also put forward

in this chapter.

Chapter Four elaborates the design of the proposed approach. It describes the full

deployment and techniques of achieving the PITCM components (AVPIT, STIL and

HLLR), including the verification, validation and evaluation of each one. This answers
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the question of proposing AVPIT, STIL, and HLLR. Finally, the results and analysis

are considered briefly in their dedicated sections.

Chapter Five develops PITCM and presents in detail the comprehensive evaluation

of the proposed approach through simulations. The chapter examines the PITCM with

different simulation scenarios with respect to different network topologies. In addition,

the theoretical and graphical comparisons of PITCM with the current solution are also

provided in this chapter.

Chapter Six states the conclusion and reviews how the primary research goals have

been achieved and highlights the main contributions of the thesis, as well as outlines

some possible directions for future work based on the findings of the current study.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent trends in Internet usage and operability of users have diversified into the need

for contents instead of location based. This huge dimension necessitated the creation

of an approach that is mostly driven towards content-centric to access web, videos on

demands, gaming, social interactions and networking and IP-Television. Hence, the

future Internet is projected towards slightly changing current semantics to partly dis-

sociate the host of information from the content information. Consequently, several

research projects from national and multinational labs, and research agencies proposed

a re-branding of the current Internet architecture around the named data or content-

centric approach. Therefore, the new proposed architectural design for the future In-

ternet, termed as "Named Data Networking (NDN)", is a joint research effort in devel-

oping the new Internet architecture. These research efforts are commonly identified

under the auspices of NDN.

The research plan was clarified in Chapter One, whereas Chapter Two describes in

greater details the background and several important research related issues of Pending

Interest Table (PIT) which is studied, implemented, and managed. These probably as-

sist in defining the general framework of this research. In addition, this chapter focuses

on analyzing the NDN communication system, particularly the architecture, features

and application. Moreover, a deep analysis and a critical reviewing of the PIT man-

agement based on PIT implementation, PIT placement, PIT replacement and adaptive

Interest packet lifetime techniques were covered. Based on the above mentioned ap-

proaches, this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 is a brief description of

the current Internet architecture, whereas a basic concept in Information-Centric Net-

works is presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 describe in details NDN

that is related to this research scope. PIT is described in Section 2.5. Subsequently, it
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is followed by Section 2.6 which introduces the main techniques that are used to man-

age PIT. Theories pertinent to PIT management are described in Section 2.7. Section

2.8 presents the overview of applied evaluation methodology. Finally, the chapter ends

with a summary which is presented in Section 2.9.

2.1 Current Internet Architecture

As previously mentioned, the Internet is seen as the packet-switched network on a

larger scale due to its coverage. Practically, the packets are usually forwarded using

the best-effort service model that is offered by the Internet Protocol (IP) [1]. As a

network layer protocol, the IP is responsible of the packet delivery across the entire

network. In addition, IP communication is known as a sender-driven concept, where

the sender constructs an IP packet, appending both the source and the destination ad-

dresses into the packet header before sending it to the network [78]. Currently, the

leading usages of the Internet have been shifted to content generation, access sharing

and access to media information which could be reported as a trend shift of the initial

Internet submission [79].

The location of content, resources, servers, services or users must not be an issue of

concern. Therefore, one among several research challenges is how to make commu-

nications networks as a location-independent as possible. In addition, due to the high

aspiration to make applications more distributed with a better interactivity, coupled

with the increasing growth in content demands, several traditional network functions

of addressing, naming, routing and forwarding become strongly influenced by the cur-

rent applications and the content/media in question [80]. Nevertheless, sometimes, it

is predicted that the architecture suffers on multiple documented and highlighted prob-

lems, many of which could result from the usage engraved to the Internet drastically.

For example, the current Internet architecture was designed to provide basic access
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to specific nodes in a network that is not so dispersed similar to today’s usage. The

current trend is dominated by information dissemination through the medium of the

information requester having to care about the source producing the accessed infor-

mation as its location. But what happens as [81]:

• Billions of devices are connected; capable of being interrogated and providing

the needed information which can be aggregated into services?

• Users currently demand image resolutions in video which requires bandwidths

greater than what it can support over typical link lengths using the current phys-

ical link layers?

• More connected users’ process delay in critical real time video and audio com-

munications while using the Internet?

These changes will only be supported in the existing Internet through huge invest-

ment, and even then the architecture may be exhibited some unstable characteristics.

According to Mathieu et al. in [27], the relationships between network entities are

not limited to the view of the network topology, but the network entities epitomize

social or content-aware connections between users, which can share common interests

(e.g., online photo, newsgroups, and video sharing service including social networks

such as YouTube, Twitter or Facebook). The results of graph model of today’s Inter-

net communications is very complex. Nodes are generally pieces of data instead of

endpoints addressed by the underlying IP protocol; therefore, they are linked by one

or more kinds of interdependency based on the idea of intent, interest or policy-based

membership. While still overlaying on top of the host-to-host conversation model,

all the current workarounds for Internet support of emerging content-centric applica-

tions increase the complexity and do not efficiently map all the relevant ties between

the nodes in terms of multicast delivering, scalability and Quality of Services (QoS)
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guarantees, mobility and security.

To cope with the aforementioned challenges, the incompatibility between the commu-

nication and usage models of the Internet, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [1],

that is referred to as content-centric or a data-driven networking paradigm proposed

earlier. ICN serves as a “clean slate” readjusted architecture through its redesign-

ing principles of placing content in the foreground, with wider interest to the content

ahead of its location in all network transactions. Following these submissions, the

thesis refers to the terms information and data as it relates to content interchangeably.

2.2 Future Internet: Information-Centric Networking

Of course, the Internet architecture for the future will not only bring new content and

media. It should be aimed to retain some of the current semantics, but with added

functionalities of how data would be handled. Also, attention requires to be paid to

the privacy policies, presentation, services, communications, and infrastructure, which

are essential building constitute of the Internet architecture for the future [81]. There-

fore, the new generation of the Internet namely Information-Centric Networking (ICN)

[82, 83, 84, 1, 43, 34] introduced a radical change in Internet communications. ICN

emphasizes information access regardless of location through a new data-based ap-

proach, allowing networks to actively deliver content. Since an information plays the

key role in an ICN, the information model is required to represent information ap-

propriately and support efficient information dissemination [33]. The main principle

is that a communications network must allow subscribers to focus on content they re-

quire instead of having a specific reference, physical location from which the content is

to be retrieved. ICN employs innovative concepts, such as named content, name-based

routing, and security mechanisms that are applied directly to content and in-network

content caching [1].
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In other words, ICN is a longer-term approach to respond to the current Internet

requirements, aiming at incorporating right at its core functionality to support the

routing-by-name paradigm [80]. Hence, the ICN approach is built with the communi-

cation style that concentrates more around the provision and consumption of commu-

nicated information to match Internet users’ interest. The major concern of this net-

work paradigm is to explore and find other forms of delivering information with more

interest paid to content more than the end-point of the information [26]. From ICN

perspectives, the IP addressing in the traditional Internet is going to be fully replaced

with the new naming scheme for better identification of content objects. Consequently,

this will partly dissociate the host locations and the main content identifiers as seen in

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) as an example. Naming content object in particular

will directly provide a more globally unique placement and grant the total independent

of the content location (i.e., the host holding the data) [27].

Figure 2.1. Content Caching in ICN

The main important principle attributed to the data-oriented networking particularly

in ICN paradigm is the involvement of dynamic way of content caching (see Figure

2.1). This provides fast, scalable and reliable forms of delivering content to attain

maximized bandwidth utilization and mitigate congestion. In ICN, an intermediate
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node (i.e., ICN router) in a traversing path between a publisher and a subscriber has

the capability of caching the content objects that traverse its path; this is done in order

to create an easier form of data servicing to subsequent requests for the same data

objects. Thus, it is a benefiting advantage in ICN as this reduces enormous server

visitation for the same content data [26].

Even though ICN is quite a new topic for researchers, several solutions and propo-

sitions covering a wide range of various issues under this topic have been achieved

so far. However, there are still many challenges and solutions to be developed, and

deployment aspects call for more an in-depth investigation in the areas of naming,

caching, routing, scalability, management, mobility, and security [1]. Content names

are the basic network that are primitive for each architecture proposed to ICN [85].

ICN architectures got to give globally unique, persistence, human- friendly names,

security, scalability, global uniqueness, and location-independent [85]. Hence, the

major challenge in this section is to develop a naming system which satisfies all these

requirements. Practically, there is no such single mechanism or system that fulfills all

these needs [1].

Caching is the foundations feature of each architecture proposed to ICN. In reality, the

awareness of information enables the network for determining the cached information

with no reference to the application layer [86]. The major aim is to improve the per-

formance of the network for content distribution, and improve a better delivery and a

more robust transport service. This enhanced performance is gained by reducing the

delay experienced by the user and led to an efficient use of bandwidth in the network’s

core. In addition, reducing traffic near the source of content reduces publisher’s pro-

cessing load. In caching, the main research topics for a network of caches are content

replacement policies and content storage policies [1].
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Similar to the mechanism of naming, those of routing of ICN have certain desired char-

acteristics as proposed by Bari et al. in [85] which are content state, name resolution,

retrieval locality, scalability, discovery of closest copy, network-level deployment, dis-

covery guarantee, and security infrastructure. However, there is no such single mech-

anism that provides all these characteristics. Routing protocols must use techniques to

publish packets to all nodes without leading high control overhead that depends on the

network size.

Content and subscriber security are more substantial in the ICN design versus the

current host-centric design [87]. The ICN architectures security depends on the use

of encryption with keys related to the content-name. As ICN is concerned directly

with naming content, content properties are still preserved explicitly. However, lim-

ited studies have been conducted on the management of these keys, which implies

that the responsibility of creating, distributing and revoking the keys lies within the

communicator of such information. In addition, the attacker tracks user’s information

by carefully studying their requests of content when it is available to all NDN routers

between the subscriber nodes and the content provider nodes [88].

Dirk, Hannu, and Holger in [30] showed the challenge of mobility in two angles:

the name database might be introduced with frequent changes by it, and the content

delivery process might get introduced with delays or disruption by it. Bandwidth

sharing is not addressed by the majority of ICN. Proposing models which capture the

play between bandwidth sharing and in-network caching is crucial, especially for the

purpose of caching dimensioning as well as network. The method in which bandwidth

has to be shared among contending information flows is even, then an open issue that

leads to many challenging questions associated with fairness and efficiency [26, 89].
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ICN should be able to serve a very large number of contents (i.e., scalability) [26].

Moreover, the main challenge in ICN is to face the distribution of billions of objects

to billions of interconnected devices [51]. According to Bari et al. in [85], the largest

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) (e.g., “as discussed by [90]”) table contains around

4 ∗ 105 routes for covering about 3.8 ∗ 109 IPv4 addresses and 6 ∗ 108 hosts. On the

other side, approximately 1012 URLs have been indexed by Google.

In network and in-network management issue, as content object serves generic repre-

sentation in ICN, it however does not fully refer to the application-level data, rather

it could use naming the network entities, such as links, host, and domains or more

commonly anything material or intuitive that may be apparent by the reasoning. To

juxtapose the extended definition, ICN direction could be projected to capture the

knowledge of context information, and thus it may serve as being efficient in design-

ing networks to provide an easy configuration to offer better management [27]. On the

other hand, in-network cache approach used for storage in routers is referred to as the

management and organization of the contents of the cache by using a different data

structure and/or a replacement policy [91]. A data structure is the most suitable for

caching data that are recently accessed as contents, thus yielding quick access when

the information is needed in order to be traversed again. The replacement policy is

efficient for dynamic storage management and the memory extensibility [92].

2.3 Named Data Networking

The various existing ICN initiatives focus on designing an Internet architecture that

will replace the current host-centric model and will directly address the problems and

limitations identified in the previous section. ICN has acquired the attention of the

research community as a new paradigm in networking that can better address users’

need in a networked world [93]. A number of designs have emerged in the last few
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years (see Figure 2.2), including Content-Based Network [94]/Combined Broadcast

and Content-Based [95], Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [32], Net-

work of Information [96], Content-Centric Networking [34], Line Speed Publish/-

Subscribe Inter-Networking [97], Named Data Networking [35], Publish-Subscribe

Internet Routing Paradigm [98], Publish-Subscribe Internet Technologies [29], Scal-

able and Adaptive Internet Solutions, COntent Mediator architecture for content-aware

nETworks [99], MultiCache [100], Content-Centric Inter-Network [101], Mobility-

First [102], and CONVERGENCE [80]. In this research we are focusing and pre-

senting the Named Data Network architecture that it’s related with our problem and

scope.

Figure 2.2. ICN Related Architecture Timeline

Named Data Networking (NDN) [35] is a new project under future Internet architec-

ture based on the CCN architecture [34]. The studies activities for this project are

based on routing and forwarding improvements for CCN. The goals of NDN architec-

ture are to completely redesign and develop the Internet by replacing IP with content

chunks as universal components of transport [85]. NDN is an efficient and simple com-

munication model driven by subscribers who broadcast requests (i.e., Interest packet)
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to ask for a content by name regardless of the IP addresses of the nodes that supply the

content. Interests’ packets are forwarded by intermediate nodes (i.e., NDN routers)

upstream to publishers that are any node stores or owes the requested content. Pub-

lishers simply respond to the Data packets request, which go through the way back to

the subscribers [103].

2.4 Classification of Named Data Networking

NDN [42, 43, 31, 35] has attracted much emphasis in the research area recently, with

different exploration activities focusing on the rising research with the point of mov-

ing from the present Internet engineering which is manufactured and intended for a

host-to-host correspondences model. To carefully analyze the NDN architectural de-

sign, some important functional characteristics and important auxiliary support are

presented in this section as the proposed a taxonomy of NDN (see Figure 2.3). NDN

features are classified into three categories: NDN architecture, NDN services, and

NDN applications.

Figure 2.3. Classification of Named Data Networking
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2.4.1 NDN Architecture

NDN inherits the IP architecture hourglass shape, but it replaces IP’s host-to-host data

delivery by a data retrieval model at the hourglass thin waist [42]. This section dis-

cusses the organization of different components and their interaction within the system

along with its several working principles. Figure 2.4 illustrates the main component

of NDN.

Figure 2.4. NDN System Architecture [35, 34]

2.4.1.1 Packets Types in NDN

NDN architecture introduces two types of packets. The first one is the "Interest" packet

as showed in Figure 2.5 (a). By sending these over the outgoing faces, a NDN router

announces the subscriber node’s demand for content that is named by the Interest

packet. Interest packet is simply broadcasted on the available faces in order to get

the according Data packet returned by the mechanisms of NDN architecture. These

packets usually contain the desired content name by default. Apart from this, the

Interest packet is accompanied with selective information such as the scope inside the

network, where the Data packet have to come from specific filter information. The

Interest packet also has a nonce use for detecting duplicate Interest packets.
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Figure 2.5. NDN Packets Types [35, 34]

The second packet is namely "Data" packet that is used in response to an incoming

Interest packet as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). Data packets are considered to satisfy

an Interest packet in that they keep a one on one relation, where Interest packet is

consumed by Data packet. This rule of thumb keeps a flow balance at each hop and

blocks congestion in the middle of a connection path. Content names in NDN are

hierarchical structured, this Data packet just serve one Interest packet if its name prefix

and the name of Interest packet are matching. Apart from the arbitrary binary data

and name, Data packet also has a digital signature that is of certain cryptographic

digest of the packet and signed information. This last mentioned field provides extra

information regarding the packet including the publisher’s ID to locate the key for

checking the time stamp or signature. With these ways of verification, it is guaranteed

that the packet is identified and authenticated itself, and there is no need of legitimacy

by the channel it got transferred [35, 34].

2.4.1.2 Tables Types in NDN

Each NDN router uses three varying structures in processing packet forwarding. These

varying structures are the Content Store, Forwarding Information Base and Pending

Interest Table [35, 34] as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. NDN Data Structure Tables [35, 34]

• Content Store (CS) is a cache structure (buffer memory) in a NDN router that

stores chunks for a very long time by applying for cache update policies. As

content is self-authenticating as well as self-identifying, each one of the packets

should be useful to certain potential participants in the network nearby. The abil-

ity for serving content directly rather than generating additional lookups reduces

total bandwidth usage as well as latency.

• Forward Information Base (FIB) is used for storing information on packet for-

ward. It is like a routing table in common IP router. FIB stores information on

which faces Interest packets are forwarded upstream towards the source of the

content of the question. Hence, the design enables more than one entry that may

be needed to be queried in parallel since forwarding is not just limited to one

spanning tree.

• Pending Interest Table (PIT) consists of the arrival faces of Interests packet

which have been forwarded, but they are still waiting for matching Data packet.

This information is needed in order to deliver Data packet to their subscribers.

To increase the PIT utilization, the entries of PIT need to be timed out pretty

quickly somewhere around Interest packet lifetime.
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2.4.1.3 NDN Lookup and Forwarding Routing Scenario

In NDN approach, communications are driven by the data subscribers. To request

data, a subscriber sends out the Interest packet that carries a name, which identifies

the desired data. For example, the subscriber requests “www.youtube.com/java.mp4”

(see Figure 2.7). When Interest packet arrives and a content name that matches the

requested name is found at a CS in the intermediate nodes (i.e., NDN routers) or

publisher’s node, the Interest packet is discarded and the content is returned in a Data

packet through the incoming face. If there is no match, then the PIT is checked to

lookup if it already includes any pending Interest packet in this content’s PIT (meaning

that this content has already been requested). Then, the NDN router adds the incoming

face to this PIT entry list and the Interest packet is discarded. Otherwise, the router

remembers the face from which the request comes in, and after which it forwards the

Interest packet by looking up the name in its FIB, which is populated by a name based

routing protocol.

When the Interest packet reaches the publisher’s nodes that have the requested data,

Data packet is returned. This Data packet traces in reverse the path created by the

Interest packet returning to the subscriber. In this regard, it should be remembered that

neither Data nor Interest packets carry any host or face addresses, e.g., IP addresses.

Interest packet is sent towards data producers depending on the names carried in the

Interest packet, and Data packet is returned depending on the state information set up

by the Interest packet at each router hop. In contrast, when Data packet returned, and

it arrived at the NDN router, the NDN router is looked up for finding the matching PIT

entry and forward it to any or all faces listed in the PIT entry. In addition, NDN routers

remove PIT entry and caches the Data packet inside CS table that is basically the NDN

routers buffer memory subject to a cache replacement policy. Data packet takes the

same path as the Interest packet that solicited it but in the reverse direction. One Data
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Figure 2.7. NDN Looking up and Forwarding Scenario [84]

packet satisfies one Interest packet over each hop, achieving hop by hop flow balance

[104, 35, 34].

2.4.2 NDN Services

NDN services concerns main functional characteristics of NDN, which includes

caching, naming, routing, security, management, mobility and forwarding (see Fig-

ure 2.8).

Routing: In NDN, routing provides the path and traversing description for name ob-

ject management in the topology, policies for managing the network lasting changes,

and for updating the forwarding table. NDN routing protocol aids in coordinating the

functionalities in the forwarding plane that is used in face ranking [105]. The routing
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algorithm provides the most suitable dissemination route for Internet, link-state and

distance-vector. Then this provides the general routing used in NDN with slight mod-

ifications [35]. Routing in NDN can thus be classified based on the domain which is

of two types: inter domain (as discussed in [45]) and intra domain (as discussed in

[106, 107, 108]).

Caching: Caching in NDN has several benefits due to the wide reachability it pro-

vides. Cached contents were implemented with the help of another node (i.e., another

NDN router or subscriber nodes) in truly dissociating contents from their publishers.

This form of caching in NDN mitigates the overhead at the publishers’ side. This is

achieved by the provision of multiple copies in the network to save the same contents

at several NDN routers in the network. Caching also provides high benefits of dy-

namic contents for multicast or retransmission when Data packets are dropped or loss

[35]. Cache can be classified into cache placement and cache replacement. Cache

placement provides the decisions of temporarily saving the content on the network (as

discussed in [109, 110, 111]) and cache replacement is the idea of caching the content

at the NDN router, particularly when NDN routers’ tables are getting to the exhaustion

limits (as discussed in [112, 113, 114]).

Mobility: From a broader perspective, the subscriber mobility is a well handled phe-

nomenon due to the subscriber-driven nature of most NDN designs [89]. The sub-

scriber mobility is intrinsically supported in NDN architectures since mobile sub-

scribers can just send new subscriptions of information after a hand-off [38]. In addi-

tion, the NDN is thus, in particular beneficial to the Ad-hoc networking environments

and other communication medium paradigms. Mobile nodes have the ability to com-

municate based on the data needed, instead of particularly computing a more specific

path to reach a destined node [44]. NDN mobility is further divided into MANET (as
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discussed in [115, 116, 53]) and Cellular Networks (as discussed in [117, 118, 119]).

Naming: The main abstraction of NDN is the Named Data Object (NDO) which in-

cludes web-pages, videos, photos, documents, live streaming and interactive media.

Since names are used to identify NDO independently of their location, NDN needs

unique names for each NDO [120]. However, naming defines the critical part of all

data-centric architecture and applications. Due to the inclusion of the flexibility of

dealing with names in NDN, it operates openly on application names, i.e., it merges

the network and application layers. Thus, this makes application developers to proffer

a solution as to design the data naming model closely in order to guarantee the correct-

ness of application functionality that will leverage all the NDN architectural benefits.

The application design is therefore more unique when patterns for Interest packets are

expected to be satisfied with different Data packets [121].

Security: In NDN, each Data packet is signed with a traditional public key to guaran-

tee its sufficiency through verification to meet its authenticity [34]. The main require-

ments of trusted content are origin authentication, data integrity, and relevancy in the

data. Publishers use an appropriate algorithm of signatures (like, “RSA as discussed

by Rivest et al. in [122]”) from a huge fixed set in minimizing the size of the verifi-

able latency of verification, data, and computational cost for data signature generation

and verification [34]. The process of signature verification may contain more rounds

of certificates used in fetching information and verification. Therefore, the possible

solution is to cache validated certificates required for verification which can be used

till their expiry. Security is simply classified into system security (as discussed in

[123, 124, 125]) and application security (as discussed in [126, 127, 128]).

Management: NDN management is the act of managing in and/or outside resources
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of the network. It can be classified into two distinct categories: networking and in-

network management. Network management (e.g., host, link, domain, and topology)

or more generally is anything material that may be perceived by the senses. In other

words, it is the process of administering and managing the networks in order to ef-

ficiently design networks with ease of configuration for management and for general

maintaining the quality of service. In-network management, NDN describes the form

of cache operations as related to the position, the size, time and manner, in which con-

tents are placed, replaced and removed from NDN routers in order to grant the ability

of making information readily and easily accessible. Moreover, In-network manage-

ment is further classified into PIT (as discussed in [50, 52, 55]) and FIB (as discussed

in [129, 130, 65]).

Forwarding: NDN forwarding plane is built with the ability of detecting failures (from

links, node, and packets). For performing recovery actions, routing needs not be per-

formed continuously on FIB updates to improve the scalability and stability of the

NDN routing plane [37]. For the purpose of this research, NDN router forwarding

is classified into forwarding strategies and scalable forwarding. Scalable forward-

ing supports intelligent and stateful traversing. Forwarding plane in NDN router also

acts as a control plane due to its ability in per taking in forwarding strategies in all

the decisions needed for the Interest and Data packet forwarding. Forwarding strat-

egy in NDN router determines how to use multiple forwarding options efficiently and

choose the best face(s) to forward the Interest packet. Among other forwarding strate-

gies deployed by the NDN router forwarding plane are congestion control (as dis-

cussed in [14, 131, 64]), adaptive forwarding (as discussed in [132, 133, 134]), blind

forwarding (as discussed in [39, 135, 136]), and aware forwarding (as discussed in

[137, 103, 138]).
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2.4.3 NDN Applications

NDN provides the practical benefits of well-designed named-network architectures in

real life through different traditional as well as novel applications. According to the

syntax and semantics of the underlying NDN architectural design, NDN supports nam-

ing features in its development for a robust network and applications. NDN naming

is purely an application-specific concept. Hence, this section shows various naming

schemes in existing NDN prose alongside several applications as illustrated in Figure

2.9.

Teleconferencing is a standout emergence amongst the most prominent multimedia ap-

plication, e.g., video-gathering, video telephone and audio chatting, tele-presentation,

tele-educating, and tele-musical practice. A conveyed, server-less, multi-client visit

application is actualized over NDN (see [139, 140, 141]). In Commercial applications,

the primary administrations upheld under these applications are electronic installments

from anyplace, steady support among various datasets, document facilitating adminis-

trations for record synchronization, vehicle correspondence, for example, information

accumulation from vehicles, information gathering, cases found in news, about road

conditions, accident data, climate upgrades among vehicles (see [142, 143, 71]). From

the educational perspective, the primary point of this service is to present the essential

system design advancement over the time. Essential applications are to set up the in-

structive systems like conference rooms and to provide ad-hoc correspondences amid

conferences, meetings, and seminar (see [144, 145, 146]).

In addition, a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is made out of sensor nodes, which are

densely deployed, inclined to failures and disappointments, and are asset compelled.

WSN works in an information driven fashion as queries are addressed with the required

information. A portion of the NDN benefits over WSN (as discussed by Amadeo et
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al. in [11]) through quick information recovery as NDN uses various leveled naming,

scalability as NDN inalienably bolsters broadcast correspondence, caching, simple

application improvement, and adaptable arrangement (see [38, 83, 147]). Tactical

networks are an ad-hoc communication network which connects military devices and

soldiers in the combat zone with the military headquarters in connection to the army

bases. A typical, tactical or calamity recuperation situation is naturally of numerous

levels set in two ways-nodes move in cluster-like (emergency rescue team or coalition

operations) and they are associated through network gateways and backbone. For this

reason, data have nearby pertinence (most information is made and sorted locally).

There are both mobile nodes (e.g., agents, soldiers, mobile sensors) and stationary

nodes (e.g., a command center, fixed sensors) (see [148, 149, 150]).

Consequently, social networking exponentially grew in the last few years. Nowadays,

millions of users interact with each other through Facebook, Twitter, Digg, Google

Plus, and other social media platforms. Numerous forms of Web-based applications

have been submitted to be driven in a content-centric approach. In the traditional web

usage, Users/subscribers issue demands through requests for specific bits of contents,

with totally neglecting where the requested content is set in the system, which is a

regular "content-centrism". Additionally, web advancements have been utilized to

bolster both Online Social Networks and User Generated Content applications, which

present the cases of content-driven applications. This kind of utilizations is normally

upheld and supported by NDN (see [151, 152]).

Moreover, vehicular communication in network systems has been a critical consid-

eration in the most recent couple of years through advancements, particularly with

the advent of the NDN concepts. Scientists and researchers are quick to examine

the attainability of utilizing the content-driven approach in dealing with the enhanced
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productivity in vehicular system networks. Recently, vehicular NDN has been mas-

sively developing for effectively giving more portability support in the foundation or

infrastructure-less systems. Consequently, NDN has been adapted in VANETs (Ve-

hicular NDNs (VNDN)) by researchers of the network domain [115]. Along these

lines, driving the communication paradigm from host-based system into the NDN for

vehicular communications (see [115, 153, 62]).

Several studies have identified the use of NDN in different domains, such as devel-

oping communication APIs [154, 155], gaming [156, 157, 158], Climate Research

and HEP [159], Inter-Process Communication [160], smart city [161, 162], home and

enterprise networking [158], entertainment [163], multi-sensor collaborative sensing

[164], emergency communication support during disaster [165], handling malicious

nodes [166], traffic control for power saving [167, 168], instant messaging [169].

2.5 Pending Interest Table

Pending Interest Table (PIT) is the main component in the context of NDN router

design. It is one of the three principal special data structures recently inculcated into

the NDN router designs in order to attain full functioning of the NDN architecture

by also retaining some of the current Internet semantics [170]. Each PIT section has

five fields [47] as delineated in Figure 2.10 including name associated with the entry

(content name), list of incoming face(s), list of outgoing face(s), time when the entry

should expire, and any other forwarding strategy.

Figure 2.10. PIT Entry Fields [47]
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Content name is uniquely identifies an Interest packet, which prevents the replica

packet sending (known as loop detection). The <<face ID, arrive time>> tuple rep-

resents a full list of incoming faces of the requested information from the subscriber

with the related added information (such as entry time of the Interest packets to the

face). The <<face ID, send time, number of retransmission>> tuple implies a list of

the active faces of which the Interest packets have been sent with its related data (e.g.,

time at which the Interest packet was sent on the face, number of retransmission of the

Interest packets on the face). The lifetime represents the time, whereas a data entry

terminates (i.e., the maximum lifetime among all the got Interest packets for the same

name).

The PIT in NDN router does not only keep track of the Interest packets that requires to

be forwarded for upstreaming to a data source, but it saves the face in which the Interest

packet is received. At every point of data traversal, an entry is saved and recorded to

the PIT. The cached or saved Interest packet is in turn deleted upon upstream data

fulfillment through delivery or when the PIT entry lifetime expires. An important

aspect of the PIT forwarding is the fact that when multiple requests amount to the

same Interest packet, Interest packet names are aggregated which saves duplicating

forwarding. In this case, only the instances of the same Interest packet are stored.

The resulting saved faces are further seen as a help to instigate the forwarding of the

returned data to the request subscribers [170].

2.5.1 PIT Significant Features

According to the Dai et al. in [46], PIT has some significant features which are:

i. The enabling of the PIT and Data packets to be traversed through routing without

necessarily specifying the source or destination. This implies that the PIT has
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the ability to make NDN communications with higher Interest packets on the

content rather than the location of the contents or the content exchanger.

ii. The feature above inherently supports communications anonymously, making

network attacks hard to dispatch and correspondence engagement more secure.

iii. In PIT, loops are persistently prevented due to named Interest packet forming a

random nonce that is stored as the PIT entry. When this is placed, duplicate faces

are effectively discarded. Therefore, Data packets are prevented from looping

since reversed paths are used for traversing Interest packets.

iv. The property above also helps NDN router in inherently supporting routing us-

ing multi-path. This is also due to the NDN router that has the capacity of

sending out Interest packets using multiple faces with less emphasis to loops.

v. PIT features include the provision of the support for Data packet multicasting

when multiple Interest packets are received through NDN routers that have the

same content.

vi. PIT feature also includes the detection of Data packet loss when Interest packets

are to be responded to or beyond a time threshold.

All the above aforementioned critical elements of PIT in NDN routers empower the

NDN architecture to be an information/content-driven network. In addition, with the

current fast packet arrival rate, PIT will have a huge size, and thus it requests a greater

degree in accessing information (deletion, insertion and lookup) frequency. These

have brought about a wide level of headed research on the attainability of PIT and

content-centric through exploration. Components that PIT conveys make it vital and

fundamental in NDN router. Hence, PIT content management remains a knotty obsta-

cle which hinders the practical implementation as well as development of NDN.
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2.5.2 PIT and Research Issues

There are yet many challenges and solutions that need to be proffered in the devel-

opment and deployment aspects of PIT. Thus, this calls for in-depth investigation in

terms of PIT since it has become one of the most significant and highly important re-

search area in the field of content-centric. Raaid et. al., in [171] highlights some open

issues in PIT, which is identified and desirable properties for PIT.

i. Lookup operates: since the PIT increases when subscribers sending their In-

terest packet and decreasing when Data packets arrive at the NDN routers. In

case of the number of PIT entries increases, these required access speed to PIT

structure and the possibilities available in this meaning by using current mem-

ory techniques, that make the PIT size representable as the main bottleneck that

affects the whole NDN infrastructure. Because of the PIT is very dynamic for

all incoming Interest packets and matching Data packets, a special process (i.e.,

lookup process) must be happening in the PIT which should to be performed

faster. This requires fast memory that is unfortunately merely offered for small

storage sizes (see [55, 56]) .

ii. Filtering: one of these issues, malicious users can create artificial Interest pack-

ets in order of filling the PIT on NDN routers. Hence, it is implementing a

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. This type of attack can possi-

bly be implemented by distributing the generated request packets that include

valid destination prefixes without existing resource names, in order that the NDN

routers correctly forward Interest packets and keep new entries inside the table.

Nonetheless, replies never come back. Another issue of security in NDN archi-

tectures is the vulnerability of NDN router to the PIT pollution attacks. This

type of attack includes sending random Interest packets for content as a way

to modify large values for the lifetime field. Thereby forcing NDN routers, for
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storing unpopular entries in their PIT (see [57, 58]).

iii. Entries situation: PIT should provide low-routing overhead, metadata updates,

avoids congestion, low-latency entry operations addition and deletion. The in-

teresting question at this point, how to determine that the Interest packet deletion

must be expiry-time based on some hybrid or explicit schemes.

iv. Interest Lifetime: other issues are, when the dropping of both the Data and In-

terest packets occur on the way as a result of the network impairments, deciding

where the NDN router or the endpoint could be, setting the timeout in duration

and retransmitting the Interest packet after a timeout remain the key issues that

could affect the performance of the entire network [170]. In addition, the im-

pact is noticed directly on the occupancy of the PIT. According to the CCNx

protocol technical documentation, “A node MUST retransmit interest packets

periodically for pending PIT entries” [172]. However there is no unanimous

agreement on how often should this periodic retransmission be done.

v. PIT overflow: the PIT is very dynamic due to the high speed packet arrive rate to

the PIT. Thus, for all incoming request packet and matching Data packet, hence

a special process must be happening in this table. These processes should have

to be performed faster to avoid this table may be overflowed, which cause the

delay and packet loss for these packets because the PIT receive and remove the

Interest packets exponentially. It is not easy to predict the tables are full. If

the table is overflowing, subscribers’ requests will be discarded from the NDN

routers, and based on this, subscribers will experience an increasing Interest

retransmitting rate that will lead to a complete collapse of the whole network

(see [59, 60, 58]).

vi. PIT replacement: cache memory remains one of the most studied topics in the

computer architecture research. With the ever-increasing speed added between

processor and memory, this emphasizes the need for a more efficient memory
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hierarchy for better network and content manageability. When PIT sets become

full and a new Interest packet of memory needs to be placed into the PIT, there

should be a provision for replacement based on the built-in algorithm for content

placement. Replacement policy, therefore is one of the most crucial factors

of determining the effectiveness of a cache memory. Its importance becomes

even more essential with the latest technological trends moving toward a highly

associative cache support paradigms [76]. Consequently, the most crucial issue

among them is the PIT management i.e., to specify what Interest packet is to be

replaced and what is the cost in replacement in an event that the table overflows,

with subsequent service disruption and possible network collapse.

2.6 PIT Management Techniques

The state of PIT at each NDN router has several critical functions. First, PIT includes

the number of faces through which Interest packet has arrived. In addition, it provides

natural support for multicast functionality. Second, the router can control the rate of

Figure 2.11. PIT Management Techniques
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incoming Data packets by controlling its PIT size. Finally, PIT with data caching, an

NDN router removes the dependency on transport protocols to prevent congestion col-

lapse [35]. Based on that, enhancing the management operations of PIT is required. In

this study, PIT management techniques classify into four categories: PIT implemen-

tation, PIT placement, PIT replacement, and adaptive Interest packet lifetime. Figure

2.11 shown the main PIT management techniques based on previous studies.

2.6.1 PIT Implementation Techniques

The PIT may present stringent restrictions in terms of scalability. The challenging task

is the design of a scalable PIT because it needs efficient data structure to implement

PIT since it requires per packet updating and longer naming. This increase in the

size of PIT leads to memory consumption, lookup delay and decreases the quality

of PIT. To address the problem, several PIT approaches have been proposed, which

are classified into three categories: Hash Table (e.g., NPHT and Finger print-only

PIT), Trie Structure (e.g., ENPT), and Bloom Filter (e.g., DiPIT, Compressed PIT and

MaPIT).

2.6.1.1 Name Prefix Hash Table (NPHT)

NPHT [173, 34] is the first and simple approach in which PIT and FIB share the

hash table logical. Two kinds of structures are indexed, which are the Forwarding

Information Entries (FIEs) and the Propagation Entries (PEs), where metadata about

pending Interest packet info and forwarding info are kept respectively. Each Interest

packet in NPHT points to PEs and FIEs. In PIT, Interest packets are presented in form

of PEs. Each Interest packet has a unique nonce field. Propagating Hash Table (PHT)

is established to store all the nonce fields. Because of the uniqueness propriety of

nonce fields that is unique for each Interest packet. PHT stores all the nonce field of

the Interest packets presented in PIT. The benefit of this design is to prevent loops in
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the network due to its impact on the operational flows.

2.6.1.2 Fingerprint-only PIT

Fingerprint-only PIT [52] proposed an PIT plan that utilizes fixed-length fingerprints

rather than name strings. Fingerprint-only PIT promises Interest packet delivery with

a minimized representation of the storage. This design approach is based on ideas

that storing fingerprints save memory space, and that edge NDN router can aggregate

most of the duplicate Interest packets. Subsequently, this system-wide solution for

versatile PIT can unwind the Interest packet collection necessity for the core NDN

routers. Interest packets are accumulated at the edge switches and afterward arrival at

the central network. The central NDN router essentially forwards the overall arrived

Interest packets. Finally, the main Interest packet bundles are gathered at the edge

NDN routers before coming to the publisher node. The publisher node receives only

one Interest packet request. At that point, one Data packet is replayed and distributed

to the subscribers. The entire packet processing procedure is transparent to the sub-

scribers and publishers. The PITs in edge NDN routers operate as presented in the

original NDN design, where name strings are stored, and Interest packet aggregation

is sustained.

2.6.1.3 Encoded Name Prefix Trie (ENPT)

This approach denoted by ENPT [46] relies on encoding the Name Component En-

coding (NCE) approach to shrink the size of PIT by speeding up the performance

of lookup, insertion and deletion operations. NCE stores the elements as character

strings to be searched within the table. A Name Prefix Trie (NPT) strategy is utilized

to emerge the names with the same prefix. Because of the nature of NDN, the names

will be organized in a hierarchical way. This contributes to more organized and man-

ageable PIT. However, shrinking the PIT size in this way is not sufficient for faster PIT
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access. Therefore, the names are associated with codes (integer values), thus the PIT

operations, such as lookup, deletion, and insertion, will be faster.

2.6.1.4 Distributed Bloom Filter based PIT (DiPIT)

The approach in [68] implementation of PIT is denoted by DiPIT. This approach per-

forms better on PIT in terms of speed, space, and cost of content retrieval. For DiPIT,

Bloom Filters (BFs) are an important part because it is faster updated and lookup op-

erations. In addition, these are very effective for memory utilization, but the ratio of

"false positive" can be increased in this regard. DiPIT-based design builds one PITi

(i.e., a small PIT table) on each NDN face. In the DiPIT design, BFs are used to con-

struct PITi tables. Moreover, all faces share an additional BF. The idea behind this

design is that each PITi works independently and the footprints of the Interest packets

are recorded in a Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) that arrive from the perspective face.

In this way, Data packets that attained all PITi tables are parallel, checked and then

forwarded on the faces if there is any matching footprint in the PITi.

2.6.1.5 Compressed PIT

Compressed PIT approach [54] is a proposed PIT compression with United Bloom Fil-

ter (UBF) to compress PIT effectively. For compressing PIT with Bloom Filters (BFs),

the key is a face as well as the value is a name set. In the transposed PIT entries, it is

associated to each face, and there is one BF that exemplifies the name set. The essen-

tial form of BF is not suitable for this compression because the deletion of elements

is not supported. However, BF is utilized to represent each one of the possible exten-

sions of BF. For each received Interest packet, CCN router checks the Interest packet

name; if it is matched in any of the Bfs, the Interest packet will not be forwarded.

On the other hand, for each Data packet, which is received from a face, NDN router

will check the Interest packet name in all available BFs. The Interest packets will be
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forwarded to the faces with BFs that contain the name. UBF is proposed to get rid of

the need for deletion in order to avoid such unexpected anomalies.

2.6.1.6 MaPIT

To enhance the implementation of PIT to fulfill the existing network requirements and

memory technology, Li at el. in [67] proposed a new data structure Mapping Bloom

Filter (MBF) as well as an improved PIT called MaPIT to meet the PIT requirements

and make its usage of the existing memory chip. MBF is a data structure improvement

of BF to support mapping and querying the set elements in the memory as well as

lowering on-chip memory utilization. MBF is comprised of two modules; the first

one is the Index Table (IT) and the second one is a Packet Store (PS). IT is deployed

on the on-chip memory to get into the PS. Recorded contents will be designated for

dispersed locations on the PS that is fixed cache in the off-chip memory. The Index

Table consists of two structures, i.e., a regular Bloom Filter (BF) and Mapping Array

(MA). While using the BF, the elements are checked if they are available in the MBF

or not. To reach the PS, the MA value is utilized as the offset address of the PS.

MaPIT consists of two storages, which are off-chip memory and an on-chip memory.

The off-chip is the memory, where CBF is working, whereas on-chip memory is the

one, where the IT of MBF is working as a summary. Table 2.1 presents a comparison

to clarify the whole idea on the PIT implementation approaches in NDN in terms of

technique name, evaluation type, environment used, performance metrics, focus on

and drawback.

A comparative Table 2.1 presented to complete all idea on the PIT implementation

approaches in NDN. NPHT approach is effective during the normal operation because

the main idea is to implement PIT. The hash table is capable of doing a quick lookup

operation, but it has the following drawbacks. Because of the architecture of NDN,
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the PIT depends on rigorous matching, where each record must be remembered; this

requires more memory space. This situation becomes worse if the number of entries

has increased because it results in increasing the delay time experienced by a sub-

scriber. In such a case, the NPHT approach will be not efficient for scalability issue.

In addition, there is no clear operation to avoid PIT overflow; therefore, this can affect

memory usage and increase the packet loss. Fingerprint-only PIT approach is imple-

mented to reduce the PIT table for a core router with SRAM/RLDRAM chips, and

it overcomes duplication Interest packet request and fingerprint collisions. However,

this approach has given a poor explanation in the side of lookup when the link speeds

increase. Moreover, the approach does not include an operation to avoid PIT overflow.

Hence, this can affect memory usage and increase the packet loss in both core and

edge NDN routers.

ENPT obtains some benefits from both accelerate the access throughput of PIT and

reduce PIT size, thus resulting in the decrease of the memory utilization. Although this

approach improves PIT by arranging the PIT entries in order to ensure high insertion,

deletion, and search speed as well as shrinking PIT size. However, this approach

needs more complex architecture to achieve these objectives [58]. Since an additional

special encoding algorithm has been required, much more storage space is consumed.

DiPIT approach is an efficient PIT approach based on Bloom Filter. It can increase

throughput for an incoming Interest packet to reduce the memory usage (up to 63%)

in the NDN router. However, this approach does not filter Interest packet duplications

since the same Interest packet arriving at different faces are recorded individually at

different PITi. Moreover, this technique is not mention the impact of CBF at PIT when

the false negative occurs if any of the counters decrease to zero, thus leading to Interest

packet loss and redundant traffic. Furthermore, this approach did not mention what

should happen if PIT becomes an overflow that can affect the performance approach.
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Compress PIT with Bloom Filter (BF) approach uses an extension of BF, namely UBF

to eradicate the demand of deletion to avoid such unexpected anomalies. Hence, the

communication can be easily recovered from the errors through retransmission. The

most important advantage of UBF is that the density can be controlled and there is no

incorrect deletion. This approach can reduce storage space required by about (40%)

with only (0.1%) error probability. However, the drawback of this approach is in-

creasing the routing overhead because Interest packets which have the same name is

forwarded twice or more times in one epoch couple and this approach does not in-

clude an operation to avoid PIT overflow. MaPIT approach is presented to enhance

the implementation of PIT. This approach can minimize the consumption of mem-

ory to (2.097 Mbytes), lowering the probability of false positive to be under (1%) for

(2000000 names). In addition, it is implemented on SRAM memory as on-chip mem-

ory to satisfy today’s memory technology as well as network requirements. Hence,

the proceeding algorithm has required an additional much storage space since several

additional components are included in this approach. Moreover, it is not mentioned

how to avoid PIT overflow when it occurs.

2.6.2 PIT Placement Techniques

Although PIT data structures reduce memory consumption during high link rates, the

memory requirements can exceed the size of a single memory chip. PIT placement

refers to where in an NDN router the PIT must be implemented [55]. Therefore,

there is a need to divide the PIT; one is for each incoming/outgoing face of the NDN

router to handle subscriber requests at the line speed [38]. Consequently, there are

four placements to handle this issue: input line, output line, input/output lines and the

third part line card.
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2.6.2.1 Input Line Card Placement

Input line card placement [68, 54] is indicated that a PIT should be composed in each

input line-card. Accordingly, a requested or sent Interest packet creates a PIT entry

only in the PIT of the line-card when received. In the event that the corresponding

Data packet is received at the output line-card, the Data packet are broadcasted to all

input line-cards for the PIT which further indicates a decision of the Data packet being

forwarded or otherwise.

2.6.2.2 Output Line-Card Placement

As proposed in [46], an optimal positioning of the PIT should be on each output line-

card. Thus, an Interest packet should not necessarily create the PIT entry when it is

received in the input line-card, rather it should use the output line-card forwarding,

and the selection should be done using the LPM of the FIB. By using the approach,

the aggregation of Interest packets is received at several line-cards, which also proves

some multi-path cases limitations. The scenario works in the fashion of receiving In-

terest packets that are handled at a line-card k being forwarded to two distinct output

line-cards, l and h. Upon satisfaction, the Data packet returning route is used through

forwarding the line-card k. Accordingly, the resulting Interest packet creates two en-

tries in PITl and PITh, respectively. The challenge therefore remains that the line-card

l and k is unable to detect if Data packet were received earlier at the other line-card. In

addition, it is assumed that another Interest packet is received at line-card k and is sent

to line-card l with another Interest packet being a different Interest packet from the

initial, for the same Data packet at line-card k but is sent to line-card h. This implies

that the initial received Data packet on line-card l or h, should satisfy both Interest

packets in practice; therefore, two Data packet are needed for this PIT’s placement.
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2.6.2.3 Input/output Line-Card Placement

This placement was initially proposed by the Dai et al. in [46], but it was dismissed in

favor of the output-only placement. This implies that it is important to place the PIT in

both input and output line-card positions. Similarly, Interest packet makes a PIT entry

for both the input line-card at the point that it is received and at the output line-card,

where it ought to be sent. In contrast with the output placement, this placement has

two advantages: the absence of the unnecessary look-ups in the FIB and duplicated

Interest packets in presence of multi-path.

2.6.2.4 Third Part Line Card Placement

This placement was originally discussed in [55], which indicates that a PIT should

be placed at each input line-card as in the input-only placement. When an Interest

packet is posed for content C at a line-card, it is "delegated" to a third party line-

card as the name implies. The resulting third party line-card is therefore selected as

the k = contentID mod N, since N is the number of line-cards in the NDN router and

contentID is the hash (e.g., CRC-32) that bears the content name or H(C). Conse-

quently, the content aggregation is done for all entries of C to the PIT completely

independent on the line-card that bears the Interest packet received for C. From the

output point, no PIT is required. When the Data packet is acknowledged through re-

ceipt, the output line-card identifies K through the operations of a modulo evaluation

as: H(C)mod N. Executing operations and other actions enable the placement for both

multipath and loop detection as the third party line-card to act as the entry aggregation

point. For instance, when two Data packet are expected at two different output line-

cards, the initial received Data packet are forwarded to a third party line-card, where it

subscribers each pending Interest packet. The same dissemination pattern is followed

at the instance of the Data packet received as the second part. It is then forwarded

to a third party line-card. Table 2.2 summaries the characteristics of all the line card
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placement discussed in this sections.

As the PIT keeps track of what content is requested and from which line-card’s faces,

this ensures a single outstanding Interest packet in the presence of concurrent content

requests as well as it allows to multicast the Data packet received as a response. Thus,

an efficient design of the PIT is a key in order to prevent a central bottleneck and

enables an NDN at wire speed. However, moving to multiple decentralized PITs rather

than a central PIT can be quite challenging to maintain loop detection, correct Interest

packet aggregation, and multipath support. Therefore, Input line-card placement lacks

loop detection to correct Interest packet aggregation since each PIT is only aware of

the local list faces and listnonces. In addition, input line-card placement requires a

number of lookups in the PIT for the subsequent returning of Data packet which could

also result into a bottleneck.

In output line-card placement, only its placement is achieved which requires an FIB

lookup per Interest packet even though when the previous Interest packet for the same

content has already been received. Finally, loops cannot be detected as each output

PIT is only aware of the local listnonces. Whereas input/out line-card placement, loops

prove difficult to be identified for the same reasons as above. A minor issue is that

the Data packet may trigger two or more operations of lookup in the PIT of the line-

card where it is obtained, and in the PIT(s) of the line-card(s) from where it was

initially subscribed for. Finally, the drawback of the third party placement is that it

progenerates the operation through additional switching operations for both the Data

and Interest packets.
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2.6.3 PIT Replacement Policies

Replacement policy in PIT is one of the important factors that determines the effec-

tiveness of cache (e.g., PIT). It has become even more important with the advent of the

technological trends towards highly associative cache practices. The state-of-the-art

processors therefore employ various cache policies, indicating that there is no com-

mon replacement that stands out as the best [76]. Hence, this section explores some

common PIT replacement policies in greater perspective. It is therefore paramount to

investigate the performance of different PIT in relations to replacement policies for

contemporary workload in different PIT configurations. This will address how some

existing policies relate to PIT. In addition, replacement policies have a different effect

on the instruction and entries in PIT. This specific problem is addressed by performing

a critical evaluation of some possible PIT replacement policies i.e., Persistent [47],

Random [47, 76] and LRU [174, 175, 76].

2.6.3.1 Persistent Replacement Policy

Persistent is assumed as the default replacement police for PIT in NDN router which

is added to speed up the operations, thus reducing the complexity in implementation

[47]. Persistent policy has been proposed as a solution to coordinate PIT in Interest

packet interactions. Persistent replacement policy requires that mostly new Interest

packet should be selected to be rejected only from its allocated memory space when

there is no free space in its PIT. Therefore, this policy does not require holding any

information about the access in history.

2.6.3.2 Random Replacement Policy

As the name implies, this policy randomly selects a candidate entry and evict it in

order to present free space when necessary. Like the previous policy, this policy does

not require holding any information about the access in history. The replacement
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policy chosen here is the simplest; the evicted Interest packet is randomly selected.

This policy seems pretty easy in implementation due to the advantage of a pseudo-

random counter for the whole cache operation. It however, consumes few resources,

but it performs badly due it is not usage-based. Its performance relies solely on real

randomness of the sequence. In Random policy, when PIT reaches its limit, random

entry (could be the newly created one) will be removed from the PIT. Therefore, there

are two inverse cases in this policy. The best case is by removing the entry which

has too long expiration time with a minimum frequency. On the other hand, the worst

case is by removing the entry which has the lowest expiration time with a maximum

frequency.

2.6.3.3 Least Recently Used Replacement Policy

The Least Recently Used (LRU) [176] policy is among the most popular algorithms

that are based on the least-recently-used cache replacement rule. LRU tends to keep

more frequent items used in the cache as well as quick adaptation to the potential

changes in document popularity. This results in an efficient performance of the overall

replacement policy. In order to understand further the insight into network caching

designing and algorithms, it is important to gain a thorough comprehension of the

baseline LRU cache replacement policy [177]. In the analysis of LRU caching policy,

due to being recently in use, the entry with the highest access is most likely to be

accessed again in the near future, and the entry that has been "least recently used"

would be replaced by the PIT controller when the PIT demands a new entry adding.

Hence, this policy does require holding the information about the access in history.

The comparison in Table 2.3 presents a summary of the characteristics of the PIT

replacement policies.

One of the primary goals of the NDN is to manage cache contents, particularly in
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PIT, in NDN routers to accommodate Interest packet efficiently. Similarly, it is also

a challenging task to decide which content should be evicted from the memory of

the NDN router, and the need arises when a new packet arrives and the cache of the

router is full [178]. However, there is a weakness that needs to be developed, and

deployment aspects call for an in-depth investigation. Although the Persistent policy

is simple to implement and easy to operate, it rejects the new entries when the PIT size

reaches its limit. However, no consideration was given to the Interest packet lifetime

and Interest packet frequency which can affect the performance of PIT as well as the

whole network, In addition, Interest packet aggregation will become useless.

Although the Random policy is simple to implement in hardware, it is less efficient

than the other policy because some entries may accumulate large request counts. Ran-

dom policy may also have little Interest packet lifetime as a factor that is replacing

and it could be the newly created one to be removed from PIT. In case of LRU and

the number of Interest packet to keep track of increases, it becomes more expensive

(i.e., harder to implement and slower) if one wants to ensure that the policy always

discards the least recently used entry. LRU can also lead to many unnecessary cache

replace [112]. In addition, it is not efficient via heavy load, and does not care about

entry lifetime as a factor.

Therefore, the needs to develop a new PIT replacement policy have become so crucial

for the existence of many content replacement policies. In order that, our proposes

policy is considered the entry lifetime and the popularity of the entry as factors to

determine the PIT entry to be replaced, since the spent time and number of requests

for each entry of the PIT memory can affect the PIT utilization.
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2.6.4 Adaptive Interest Lifetime Techniques

The size and shape of PIT are directly dependent on the traffic that is processed by

an NDN routers [179]. In NDN, subscribers transmit Interest packets that establish

soft states in forwarding nodes. Hence, Data packets can travel in the reverse path

back to subscribers. Each Interest packet has a lifetime that determines how long a

soft state is kept valid at maximum, i.e., if no Data packet is received in return. Since

Interest packets are only forwarded upstream if the same Interest packet is not already

forwarded, the Interest packet lifetime has a direct impact when Interest packets are

retransmitted at subscribers [69]. In addition, NDN packets processing is based on an

FIB to forward Interest packets towards content sources, and PIT, to remember already

sent Interest packets for the duration of an Interest packet lifetime or less if satisfied

by Data packet earlier.

This timer for new PIT entry is initialized and set according to the lifetime field in

Interest packet. The default time of Interest packet lifetime in NDN is setting 4 seconds

(4000 ms) [61, 58]. This is thus considered as the sufficient duration for NDN router to

hold an entry in its PIT to receive Data packet. However, in the case of high traffic load

or when Data packets are returned with a delay, this may lead to maximum number

attaining of entries in the PIT. Consequently, it may result in bottlenecks by exhausting

memory space as well as the Interest packet search and propagation delay for waiting

longer to download a content. The size of PIT is conclusively said to be directly

proportional to the entry lifetime. The problem might be exacerbated by a massive

usage of long Interest packet lifetimes, which would further increase the number of

simultaneous entries in the PIT.

As for this fact, this table may be overflow, which could also lead to dropping incom-

ing new Interest packet and redundant unnecessary retransmissions of Interest packet.
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This can consume most of the bandwidth which may even result in consequent ser-

vice disruption. In order to avoid the resulted bottleneck experienced by PIT size, the

Interest packet lifetime should be adaptive. To address the problem, several adaptive

lifetime mechanisms have seen proposed, such as DPEL, CCNTimer and LTI. This

research carefully reviews each of the above mentioned lifetime mechanisms in wider

perspectives.

2.6.4.1 Dynamic PIT Entry Lifetime (DPEL)

Bouk et al. in [61] proposed a new scheme named Dynamic PIT Entry Lifetime

(DPEL) that dynamically adjusts the Interest packet lifetime in PIT for vehicular NDN.

In DPEL, the lifetime of each Interest packet is needed to be calculated at every tra-

versed hop in a distributed fashion in order to acquire the resulting lifetime in an alle-

viated form if the numbers of relay nodes and hops are increasing. Since the network

is always deployed as a highly non-static environment when Interest packets are not

satisfied, the data provider and forwarding seem hard to assume that the Data packet

will traverse on the same reverse route. Therefore, the resulting profession of the PIT

by that Interest packet is termed ineffective. Thus should be deleted earlier than the

normal or static lifetime of any Interest packet.

In DPEL, the PIT Entry Lifetime (PEL) of new PIT entry is dynamically adjusted in

the PIT of each NDN router that forwards Interest packet. The Interest packet’s PEL

at a successive forwarder is computed using Interest packet’s hop-count and forwarder

node’s own Interest Satisfaction Rate (ISR) information. The results demonstrate that

any forwarding node with a higher ISR has a very small average PEL because it fre-

quently purges PIT entries after receiving the requested Data packets. As a result, a

forwarding node with a higher ISR does not need to store PIT entry for a longer time.

To support this claim, PEL mechanism was proposed as described below:
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The decay rate of PEL of an Interest packet generated for content c, Tc, at hop h is

calculate as:

Tc
h =−Tc .µ .(1− ISR) (2.1)

where µ is the decay constant, Tc is the PEL at vehicle V and ISR is the Interest

satisfaction rate of the Interest packet forwarding node at hop h . The hop number h

is incremented and updated by every upstream Interest packet forwarding node. By

solving the Equation (2.1), the resulting solution is:

Tc(h) = Tch = T0 .e−µ.h.(1−ISR) (2.2)

where T0 is the initial decay value assigned by the Vc. At the network setup time, the

ISR of all the vehicles is set to 0. In this case, the proposed model also ensures the

exponential decay in PEL µ at hop h, as:

Tch = T0 .e−µ.h (2.3)

The Tc and µ are initialized by the Vc and PEL depends on these values along with the

Interest packet forwarding node’s ISR and hop-count h of the Interest packet. Hence,

DPEL quickly discards the pending Interest packets received from the subscriber at a

significant distance to alleviate the PIT size without compromising ISR.

2.6.4.2 CCNTimer

CCNTimer is an adaptive Interest packet lifetime for wireless multihop communica-

tion [69]. CCNTimer algorithm uses the same exponential moving average for sRT T
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and rttVAR as TCP (as referred by Allman et al. in [180]). RTT measures the time

between the transmission of the first Interest packet in a segment and the reception of

the corresponding segment. In case of timeouts, Interest packets may be retransmitted,

but the RTT start time of the corresponding segment is not changed because the seg-

ment has possibly been successfully transmitted over some hops and cached in NDN

routers. Tout defines the number of timeouts for each segment. In addition, sRT T is

weighted by a factor w to obtain the Interest packet lifetime. This ensures that the

Interest packet lifetime is slightly longer than the usual RTT, which avoids spurious

retransmissions. While too long Interest packet lifetimes only have an influence in

case of collisions, too short Interest packet lifetimes may already trigger retransmis-

sions if Data packets are returned with a delay, thus causing unnecessary traffic. In

the worst case scenario, too early Interest packet retransmissions may cause collisions

with delayed Data packets. Moreover, possibilities of the collisions of received and

transmitted packets are likely to occur regularly in wireless multi-hop networks. Even

though the traffic load is low, the Interest packet lifetime is not drastically increased in

case of timeouts.

2.6.4.3 Interest Control Protocol (ICP)

Carofiglio, Gallo, and Muscariello in [70], outlined a window-based Interest flow Con-

trol Protocol (ICP) driven by an Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD)

mechanism to direct and manage the Interest packet rate from the perspectives of the

receiver. An ICP is thus imagined as a guide to control Data packet recoveries from

the different routes (sub-paths) that constitute every traversing route from a subscriber

to a content repository. ICP timer properly sets the Interest packet timer value (T )

and the PIT timer, which allow for the removal of the pending Interest packet at nodes

to be essential in NDN manageability. Generally, T must be trivially set larger than

the minimum network delay, otherwise every sent Interest packet would trigger a timer
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expiration. Consequently, a minimum T is of the essence in order to guarantee higher

utilization of the available bandwidth. Hence, in the case of variable T , ICP maintains

a delay in round trip to estimate its Data packet receiving which is done by updating

RT Tmin and RT Tmax averaged over a history excluding retransmitted Interest packets.

Table 2.4 summaries the characteristics of all the mechanisms discussed in this sec-

tions.

A comparative Table 2.4 presented to complete all idea on the adaptive Interest

packet lifetime mechanisms in NDN. DPEL quickly discards the pending Interest

packets received from the subscriber at a significant distance to alleviate the PIT

size without compromising Interest satisfaction rate. It is implemented for mitigat-

ing approximate (40%, 55% and 77%) of PEL and the number entries of PIT for

(T c = 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1), respectively. However, this scheme has given an insuffi-

cient explanation regarding the increased number of Interest packet that is used in

evaluation. Also, the effect of the PIT overflow on Interest packet lifetime is not con-

sidered. Hence, this can affect network utilization. Moreover, the adapting of Interest

packet lifetimes is a function under the subscriber responsibility.

CCN Timer performed on two evaluation scenarios (i.e., low traffic and high traffic

scenarios). In case of low traffic, CCN Timer outperforms in significantly shorter

retrieval times to compare with TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator without trans-

mitting more Interest packets. In high traffic, CCN Timer performs similar to

TimeoutEstimator and TCP’s RTO according to the transmission times as well as

transmitted Interest packets. In addition, the Interest packet lifetime is not required

to be doubled in case of a timeout. Evaluations have shown that increasing the In-

terest packet lifetime only slightly CCNTimer is enough to receive subsequent seg-

ments without timeouts. However, this algorithm is applied in simple environment
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settings. Thus, the subscriber is responsible for adapting the Interest packet lifetimes

as a function. Moreover, the effect of the PIT overflow on Interest packet lifetime on

the performance of PIT was not mentioned.

ICP analysis is realized as the most advantageous statistical bandwidth sharing and

for guaranteeing efficient and fairer bandwidth utilization. However, this protocol

does not evaluate the number of unnecessary retransmissions as a metrics in order to

evaluate this protocol since this parameter is very important for determining the effect

of adapting Interest packet lifetime on Interest packet flow control. Also, the affecting

PIT overflow on Interest packet lifetime was not considered. In addition, the subscriber

was responsible to adapt the lifetimes of Interest packet when the congestion happens.

Therefore, the introduction of smarter mechanism for an Interest packet lifetime man-

agement at content routers, which adapt Interest packet’s lifetime as a function of the

network load: a router can grant larger lifetime value for incoming Interest packet

in case of low traffic, and PIT is not overflowed, and conversely, implement a short

of lifetime value for incoming Interest packet shaping when the traffic is increased

and PIT is overflowed. With such a mechanism, our mechanism will break down the

hypothesis that the NDN routers do not manage Interest packet lifetime values.

2.7 Theories Pertinent to PIT Management

There are three major theories adopted in this research; Queuing Theory, Renewal

Theory and Scheduling Theory. The following subsections will introduce these theo-

ries in the context of this research
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2.7.1 Queuing Theory

Queuing theory is the key analytical modeling technique used for computer systems

performance analysis [181]. Queuing theory deals with stochastic models that de-

pict the transformation of the subscribers’ random flows during servicing by servers.

In such a way, Queuing theory is significant whatever the concept of queue, break-

down, waiting, and loss that appear [182]. At this point, a Queue Management algo-

rithm [183] is the process where a router chooses when to drop a packet and which

packet should be selected for dropping at its output port, when it becomes congested.

Queue Management algorithms attempt to approximate fairness by appropriately drop-

ping packets in order to minimize network congestion and keep up reasonable queue

lengths. One case of queue management algorithm is the Active Queue Manage-

ment (AQM) (as discussed by Thiruchelvi and Raja in [184]; as discussed elsewhere

[183, 184, 185, 186]), which tries to balance congestion control at the endpoints to

avoid packet dropping.

Characteristically, AQM is a proactive congestion control mechanism, where the data

are sent by a network node to the sources if early congestion is detected. The data can

be sent expressly as "Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)" (as discussed in [187])

marks, or verifiable by packet drops [188]. When congestion increases, the AQM

scheme intensifies its feedback to the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) endpoints, i.e.,

by dropping or marking more packets. The sources, in response to these congestion

notifications, would decrease their data transmission rates in order to avoid queuing

overflows and reduce the losses that can result. Subsequently, it is necessary that the

AQM must readily detect congestion, and give quick and compelling feedback to the

sources. Generally, the queue management mechanisms consist of three mechanisms,

namely:
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• The congestion indicator, and

• The congestion control function, and

• The feedback method.

The congestion indicator is utilized by the queue management mechanism to decide if

there is congestion, whereas the congestion control chooses what needs to be done if

congestion is identified. The feedback method is the congestion flag which is used for

alerting the source to adjust its transmission rates [183]. According to Thiruchelvi and

Raja in [184], AQM can be classified into three families, namely queue length based

(e.g., Random Early Detection (RED) [189], Stabilized Random Early Drop (SRED)

[190]), rate based (e.g., Adaptive Virtual Queue (AVQ) [191], Stabilized Adaptive

Virtual Queue (SAVQ) [192]) and AQM based on queue length and rate merits (e.g.,

Random Exponential Marking (REM) [193], Stabilized Virtual Buffer (SVB) [194]).

Adaptive Virtual Queue (AVQ) is a rate-based AQM scheme [195, 191, 196, 197],

which attempts to maintain the arrival rate at a desired usage. According to Adams

et al. in [183], the AVQ is based on the penalty function technique as proposed by

Kunniyur et al. in [191]. The AQM-AVQ can be adapted to address the PIT overflow

problem by proposing the Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mecha-

nism.

2.7.2 Renewal Theory

The Renewal theory is primarily concerned with the Poisson processes for arbitrary

holding time (as discussed by Miaji in [198] and by Couch in [199]). This defini-

tion widens the range of utilizing the Renewal theory in packet scheduling mechanism

more than the Probability theory. In other words, Renewal theory participates in cal-

culating the expected time for a packet to arrive in a specific queue and compares
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the long tenure benefit of different insurance policies. Another distinguished property

of Renewal theory is the positive and negative rewards, which imply that there are

some benefits or a better allocation for the good behaved user and some charges or

drawbacks for the misbehaved users [198]. The Renewal process is considered as a

continuous process as long as the arriving process is independent or uncorrelated. The

concepts of Renewal Theory can be adapted to address the impact of Interest packet

lifetime on the performance of PIT by proposing the Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime

(STIL) mechanism.

2.7.3 Scheduling Theory

In computer networks, scheduling is the method by which work specified by some

means is assigned to resources that complete the task (job). The task may be virtual

computation elements (e.g., share CPU time, threads, and data flows), which are in turn

scheduled onto hardware resources (e.g., network links, processors, and expansion

cards). The main purpose of scheduling theory is to minimize resource starvation and

to ensure fairness amongst the parties utilizing these resources. Scheduling deals with

the problem of deciding which of the outstanding requests is to be allocated resources.

There are many scheduling algorithms, such as First In First Out, Custom Queuing,

Weighted Fair Queuing, and Priority Queuing [198].

Priority Queuing (PQ) is a congestion management technique that schedules traffic,

for example the higher-priority queues "always" get serviced first. This can cause the

traffic of other lower-priority queues to starve out. The basic idea of PQ is to isolate

the traffic in various classes concurring to a particular rule [200]. The theory of PQ

suggests that (t) the total amount of processing required by the entry waiting to be

processed (or, in queuing terminology, the clients holding up in queue) has already

been determined [201]. The Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy uses the
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concept of PQ to determine the PIT entry that needs to be replaced for efficient PIT

utilization.

2.8 Overview of Applied Evaluation Methodology

In this section, various techniques are presented and considerations for evaluating dif-

ferent ICN designs. Through this, practitioners and researchers alike would be able to

contrast and compare different ICN architectures each other. In addition, introduced

several topologies that have been used in ICN studies so far, which are adopted and

selected them in this study.

2.8.1 ICN Simulators Tools

Simulation has been widely the option of simulating dynamic scenarios, mainly net-

works and real systems. It is a computer-based system model or generated using com-

puter programming. In addition, simulation is a more flexible tool for studying the

performance of various protocols [202]. Thus, simulation was the chosen method for

the performance evaluation in this study as this technique is widely used in represent-

ing the dynamic behavior and responses of real systems [203]. Many discrete event

network simulators are available for use today. Some of these are commercial prod-

ucts requiring researchers to purchase them first, whereas others are free and open

source products that can be downloaded, used, and modified. Some of the most popu-

lar tools that are available for communication network researchers are OPNET [204],

OMNET++ [205, 206], and Network Simulator 3 [207, 208].

• OPNET: The Optimized Network Engineering Tool (OPNET) (as discussed by

Chang [204]; and as discussed elsewhere [209]) is a very powerful network

simulator. Its main purposes are to optimize cost, performance, and availabil-

ity. OPNET provides an environment that supports modelling of communication
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networks and distributed systems. The OPNET environment contains tools for

all phases of a study, including design, simulation, data analysis, and data col-

lection. There are three layers for the hierarchical structure of an OPNET model:

Network layer, Node layer, and Process layer. Each of these layers has an ed-

itor incorporated with them in the OPNET environment. According to Chang

in [204], the major features of OPNET are explained here as: (i) Modeling and

Simulation Cycle, where OPNET gives effective tools to help clients experience

three out of the five stages in a design circle (i.e., the working of models, the

execution of a reproduction and the investigation of the output information). (ii)

Hierarchical Modeling, OPNET utilizes a various leveled structure to model-

ing. Each level of the hierarchy depicts distinctive parts of the complete model

being recreated. (iii) Specialized in communication networks, detailed library

models give backing to existing conventions and permit scientists and engineers

to either adjust these current models or grow new models of their own. (iv) Au-

tomatic simulation generation, OPNET models can be gathered into executable

code. An executable discrete-event simulation might be fixed or simply exe-

cuted, bringing about the output information.

• OMNeT++: OMNeT++ [210] is a C++ based discrete-event simulator for mod-

eling correspondence systems, multiprocessors and other disseminated or paral-

lel frameworks. It is an open source, and can be utilized under the Academic

Public License that makes the product free for non-benefit utilizing. The inspi-

ration of creating OMNeT++ was to deliver an effective open-source discrete-

event simulation tool that can be utilized by scholastic, educational and research-

oriented commercial institutions for the simulation of computer networks and

distributed or parallel frameworks. OMNeT++ is accessible on every common

platform, including Linux, Mac OS/X and Windows, using the GNU C Compiler

(GCC) tool chain or the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler. OMNeT++ represents
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a framework approach. Instead of specifically giving reproduction parts to com-

puter networks, queuing networks or different areas, it gives the fundamental

apparatus and instruments to compose such simulations. Particular application

ranges are upheld by different simulation models and frameworks, such as the

Mobility Framework or the Internet NETtworking (INET) Framework. These

models are created totally freely of OMNeT++ and take after their own release

cycles. An OMNeT++ model comprises of modules that communicate with

message passing. The dynamic modules are named straightforward modules;

they are composed in C++ utilizing the simulation class library. Basic modules

can be gathered into compound modules and so forth; the number of hierarchy

levels is not constrained [205].

• NS3: Network Simulation 3 (NS3) is a discrete event simulator, which can be

used for the implementation of numerous applications. The NS3 project started

in [211] as an open source. It is a free and open source network simulator that

has been made available for teaching, research community, students, and de-

velopment work under the General Public License, version 2 (GPLv2) license

[212]. In NS3, there are numerous external animators and tools. This simula-

tion platform provides users with a single, integrated Graphical User Interface

(GUI) environment, data analysis, and visualization [213]. NS3 has been de-

signed in modular fashion as a set of libraries. These libraries may be combined

together as well as with other external software libraries. Currently, NS3 can be

installed only on Linux operating system in the native mode. In addition, the

non-availability of backward compatibility with NS2 will also hinder the ready

acceptance of NS3 as the default simulation tool since users will be reluctant to

abandon NS2 immediately [203].

According to Pentikousis et al. in [214] and Pentikousis et al. in [215], respectively,
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simulators and emulators must be able to capture faithfully all features and operations

of the respective information-centric architectures. NDN architecture needs flexible

simulators that would support user’s easy usability, configurability, simplicity, and

logical programming dynamism to simulate NDN. NDN is required that simulators are

easily extendable through open source options. Adequate documentation and manual

guides are needed to easily handle simple and complex network experiments through

increasing network sizes, nodes, time, parameters, and metrics selection. There are

some simulators for CCN/NDN architecture:

• CCNPL-Sim, this simulator is written in C++ [216] and is based on CBCBsim,

from which it imports part of the forwarding layer and the Combined Broadcast

and Content-Based (CBCB) routing protocol, whereas the features of CCN pro-

tocol have been designed from the scratch. The simulator has been considered

to evaluate per-hop sending behavior and publisher based congestion control,

where a fine-grained control over individual packets is basic to get precise exe-

cution results. CCNPL-Sim is the main CCN/NDN simulator to offer out of the

box implementations of flow control algorithms, like Additive Increase Multi-

plicative Decrease (AIMD), thus representing a characteristic decision to main-

tain a strategic distance from the weight of a comparable usage from the scratch.

CCNPL-Sim has the drawback of utilizing a custom discrete-event simulator.

Thus, aside from the few scale studies that concentrated on congestion control,

different simulators might be desirable over CCNPL-Sim for more extensive

purposes or vast scale research for which ccnSim is a superior fit [82].

• ccnSim [217] is a kind of simulator which is known as chunk-level simulator for

the CCN architecture and is designed in C++ under the framework of Omnet++,

that is depicted and traditionalized in. The principle point of ccnSim is versatil-

ity, permitting to address situations with expansive CCN cache size (up to 106
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chunks) and catalog sizes (up to 108 contents) on off-the-shelf item equipment

[82]. According to Afanasyev in [121], ccnSim was composed and executed

with the primary objective of executing experimentation of various cache re-

placement policies for the cache of the NDN router. In such a case, it cannot

be considered a fully showcased execution of the current NDN design. In the

present adaptation of ccnSim, the FIB and the PIT segments are actualized in

the least complex conceivable way. This implies that it is incapable of assessing

the diverse information sending procedures, distinctive directing arrangements,

or diverse congestion control techniques.

• ndnSIM module is part of the NDN tool set, which permits the execution of NS3

simulations (as discussed in [218, 47]). In particular, five versions of ndnSIM

are available including ndnSIM 1.0, ndnSIM 2.0 ndnSIM 2.1, ndnSIM 2.2 and

ndnSIM 2.3. ndnSIM is based on NS3 structure. The development of ndnSIM

has the objectives mentioned below [47]:

– It is an open-source bundle to empower the exploration group to execute

the activities on a typical simulation framework.

– It is ready to loyally simulate the entire operations that are necessary for

the NDN protocol.

– It maintains packet-level compatibility with CCNx execution [219], to per-

mit sharing of the activity estimation and packet examination tools between

CCNx and ndnSIM. In addition. It coordinates utilization of real CCNx

traffic traces to drive ndnSIM simulation tests.

– Being ready to bolster expansive scale simulation tests.

– Facilitating network layer experimentation with directing, content caching,

packet sending, and congestion administration.

Following the NDN design, ndnSIM is actualized as another model of the net-

work layer protocol that may keep executing on top of any accessible model re-
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lated to available link-layer protocol (e.g., wireless, CSMA, and point to point)

as well as on top of a network layer (e.g., 1Pv4 and 1Pv6) and transport layer

(e.g., TCP and UDP) protocols. This adaptability permits ndnSIM to reproduce

situations of different homogeneous and heterogeneous sending scenarios (e.g.,

NDN-only and NDN-over-IP).

The simulator is actualized in a particular mold, utilizing separate C++ classes

to model behavior of every network layer element in NDN: PIT, FIB, CS, system

and application interfaces, Interest forwarding methodologies, and so on. This

modular structure permits any segment to be effectively adjusted or supplanted

with no or insignificant effect on different parts. In spite of the center protocol

stack, ndnSIM incorporates various fundamental activity generator applications

and aids classes to rearrange formation of simulation scenarios (e.g., helper to

install NDN stack and applications on nodes) and tools to accumulate simulation

insights for estimation purposes.

Figure 2.12. ndnSIM Components Block Diagram [47]

The “ndn:L3Protocol, ndn:Face, ndn:ContentStore, ndn:Pit, ndn:Fib,
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ndn:ForwardingStrategy and the reference to applications related to NDN, con-

taining easy packet generators and sources are component-level constructs which

have been deployed in ndnSIM. Figure 2.12 demonstrates the essential collaborations

among them. Each element in line with the core exception “ndn::L3Protocol” has

a great amount of substitute implementations which might be randomly selected by

the simulation scenario with the help of classes, known as “helper classes” (for more

details see http://ndnsim.net/helpers.html).

Many simulators are obtainable for CCN/NDN with a corresponding scheme. Accord-

ing to Tortelli et al. in [82], Figure 2.13 reports the results of the study, where the label

Custom stands for both articles in which the authors claim to utilize their custom sim-

ulations, and papers. The generic tools, such as NS3, Matlab, Omnet++, and QualNet

are mentioned with no sign about the required alterations and/or with no reference to

the utilized code. Based on figure below, it is obvious that there is several arrangement

of ICN simulation tools, as discussed in the surveyed papers.

Figure 2.13. ICN Simulation tools used [82]
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The dominant part of which is CCN/NDN simulation, the most well-known simula-

tor is ndnSIM with 21%. On the other hand, about 2/3 of presented results are not

reproducible, due either the researchers have not even specified the tool used for the

evaluation part of their proposal 18%, or they have used a custom simulator 45%. Ta-

ble 2.5 describes a comparison of the following three simulators: CCNPLSim, ccnSim

and ndnSim.

Table 2.5
Comparison Between Different Simulations

Criteria CCNPL-
Sim

ccnSim ndnSIM

Real code execution # # #

Debugger support " " "

Tracing support " " "

Open source " " "
Based on environment NS3 OMNeT++ NS3
Scalability # High High
Deployment Moderate Moderate Moderate

2.8.2 Topology Selection

According to [215], “there is no single topology that can be used to easily evaluate

all aspects of the ICN paradigm”. Studies from [220, 221, 222] have observed that

the ideal structure of the topologies can affect the overall performance of the network.

This is seen as a result of the overall structure or the hierarchical relationships that exist

in the network topologies. In this research, several network topologies with different

network sizes and varying number of nodes were used to test the validate and evaluate

our proposal models. More specifically, the scenarios are apply an Dumbbell topol-

ogy [223, 5], Tree topology [223], an Abilene topology [224] and Rocketfuel-mapped

AT&T topology [121]. The experiment outcome for every simulation scenario com-

pares the related work simulation results with the model simulation results.
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Dumbbell topology is a very common topology that has been used in many congestion

network simulations [225]. Several researches and studies [226, 59, 126, 203] have

used Dumbbell topology for evaluating the fairness properties of congestion control

scheme in CCN/NDN. The former Dumbbell topology was used to study the impact of

competing Interest packet rate on links and overflows of the PIT between consumers

and many publishers. A simple Dumbbell topology (see Figure 2.14) contains six

nodes (i.e., two subscriber nodes, two publisher nodes, and two NDN routers) and five

links, is selected [227].

Figure 2.14. Dumbbell Topology [227]

Continuously with Figure 2.15 that shows a simple a Tree topology. A tree topology

is a special type of structure in which many connected elements are arranged like the

branches of a tree. For example, tree topologies are frequently used to organize the

devices in a corporate network. In a tree topology, there can be only one connection

between any two connected nodes. Because any two nodes can have only one mutual

connection, tree topologies form a natural parent-child hierarchy. Studies by [226,

224, 228, 169] have evaluated them works using Tree topology in order to allow for

the expansion of an existing network and achieve deep knowledge for the purpose of

this study. In this research, Tree topology contains 25 nodes (i.e., nine subscribers,

nine publishers and seven NDN nodes and 24 links) [223].
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Figure 2.15. Tree Topology [223]

The third topology is based on the Abilene network, which was created by the Internet2

community and connects regional network aggregation points to provide advanced

network capabilities to over 230 Internet2 university, corporate, and affiliate member

Figure 2.16. Abilene Topology [224]
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institutions in the US [229]. Recent studies by [230, 78, 231, 167] have hence sub-

mitted the importance of using Abilene topology with more emphasis on the probing

result introduced. Abilene topology in this study (see Figure 2.16) consists of 11 NDN

routers, 25 consumer nodes, 10 publisher nodes, and 50 links [224].

Figure 2.17. Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T Topology [121]

Rocketfuel is very good at collapsing the interfaces on the same router (alias resolu-

tion), leading to more accurate maps. It also uses many (over 600 in our data set)

public traceroute servers as vantage points, thus providing a fair view of an ISP’s rout-

ing [232]. Therefore, several studies such as [233, 132, 105, 234, 121, 119, 235] were

utilized a Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T topology in their experiments. In order to per-

form our evaluation model in a more realistic network environment, a modified version

of Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T topology was chosen (see Figure 2.17). Rocketfuel-

mapped topology nodes is separated into three types: subscriber (296) nodes, NDN

routers (108), and publisher (221) nodes and nodes and 2,101 links. Table 2.6 is illus-

trated the topologies that chosen in the present simulation scenarios based on valida-

tion and evaluation the design models.
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Table 2.6
Validation and Evaluation the Design Models vs Topologies

Topologies
AVPIT STIL HLLR PITCM

Va. Ev. Va. Ev. Va. Ev. Va. Ev.
Dumbbell Topology "

Tree Topology " " "

Abilene Topology " " " "

Rocketfuel Topology " "

Va.: validation and Ev.: evaluation

2.9 Summary

This chapter provides the new theoretical shift of Named Data Network (NDN) by

covering in details many PIT management techniques. This chapter started with an

overview of NDN; the main concept and challenges have been demonstrated in this

area. Then, the main issue of PIT that can effect network performance was high-

lighted. In addition, many techniques in this area were explained in detail based on

the literature review techniques since they are related to this research problem and

scope. Moreover, a diagnostic evaluation to all related techniques was achieved in

order to highlight and identify the gap. As a result, the proposed techniques aimed at

mitigating the effect of increasing the Interest packet rate on the PIT and enhancing

the utilization of PIT. In the next chapter, the research framework for attaining the ob-

jectives of this research, which were highlighted in Chapter One, was presented. The

following chapter also involves validating and evaluating PITCM approach.
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68, 54, 173]forwarding:[14, 131, 64, 227, 185][137, 103, 277, 138][39, 135, 136][132, 278, 133, 134, 279]multi:[139, 140, 280,

141, 281, 282, 283, 284]comm:[142, 143, 71, 285]educ:[140, 144, 71, 286, 146, 145]social[151, 152]tactic[148, 149, 150]senso

[161, 287, 255, 83, 288, 151, 14, 144, 289, 147] vehi: [115, 290, 291, 116, 153, 292, 62, 293] mise: [156, 159, 154, 155, 160,

162, 157, 163, 158, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169].
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main goal of this research is to manage of Pending Interest Table (PIT) entries

and to control the incoming Interest packets in Named Data Network (NDN) architec-

ture for enhancing the utilization of PIT. To realize this goal, Pending Interest Table

Control Management (PITCM) approach was proposed, which consists of an Adaptive

Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart Threshold Interest (STIL)

mechanism, and Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy. The combination of

the AVPIT, STIL, and HLLR is distinctive of this research.

Hence, this chapter introduces the methodology that was employed in this research

to design and implement PITCM, verification and validation of the implementation

as well as the performance evaluation process. The chapter starts with the overall

research methodology framework as showed in the next section. Section 3.2 shows

the initial plans of the research. Section 3.3 describes the second stage that focused

on studying and criticizing the previous works. Modeling design is demonstrated in

Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents the experimental design. Verification and valida-

tion methods are described in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 proposes the evaluation and

analysis of the result, and Section 3.8 presents research conclusion followed by the

report documentation in Section 3.9. Finally, in Section 3 .10 the chapter summary is

presented.

3.1 Design Research Methodology Framework

This thesis aims at developing management approach for PIT based on queuing,

scheduling, and renewal principle that can adapt itself to the changes in the behav-

ior of service PIT. By adapting the changes in the behavior of service PIT, PITCM
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was designed and implemented which gives results in high utilization of PIT in terms

of low-Interest drop, low-delay, low-retransmission, low-PIT length and high- Interest

satisfaction that may meet the requires of the subscribers. These requirements are fit-

ted with the design research definition as proposed by Lucienne and Amaresh in [294].

They stated that the research design must be scientific in acquiring valid results in both

the theoretical and practical sense. Due to the unique features of the research design,

a special methodology is needed.

The research methodology can be either traditional such as Design Research Method-

ology (DRM) [294], Waterfall methodology [295], spiral methodology [296], Proto-

type methodology [297], V-Shaped methodology [298], or specific (see [198], [299],

[300] and [202]). Thus, the goal of this research is to determine the answers to the

questions through the usage of scientific techniques. Therefore, our research method-

ology that was applied in this work would be scientific and comprehensive enough to

guide the entire process from the beginning to the end. This probably ensures that

the experiments conducted and the results produced are trustworthy, repeatable and

comparable.

The specific research methodology of this thesis consists of several stages. These

included an initial plan of this research, a study of the previous works as well as a

critical review of them, a design of the model, an experiment of the system design,

verification and validation, an evaluation and analysis, research contributions, and re-

porting the work. Figure 3.1 illustrates the research methodology stages and the link

between them with the main process and outcomes for each stage. In the next sections,

an explanation of the main concepts and objectives of each stage were provided. In

addition, the main methods and deliverable for each stage was emphasized.
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Figure 3.1. Research Methodology Framework
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3.2 Initial Plan of Research

The key goal of the research is to present that the solutions propose for a problem

are meaningful enough to justify the study. The other goal is to demonstrate that the

methodology used is feasible and appropriate, and the outcomes are likely to verify the

efficiency and provide an original contribution. In other words, what you are answer-

ing is "will it work?”. Therefore, the first stage in any research is to draw the research

plan in order to highlight the main content for this work and how it was distributed.

The initial plan of research consists of three phases as depicted in Figure 3.2.

Step One (research focus) studied the literature review and highlighted the challenges

of NDN paradigm, the main issues associated with previous works regarding PIT in

NDN architecture in order to identify the research gap, the objectives, the scope and

the research significance. Step two (core thesis contributions) focused on proposing a

Pending Interest Table Control Management (PITCM) approach that has been able to

mitigate the overflowing of PIT and manage the PIT entries as well . This approach can

support the management of PIT in NDN architecture as well as monitor and control

the incoming Interest packet during increasing the number of PIT entries with highest

Interest packet lifetime that may cause PIT overflow. In this step, the AVPIT, STIL,

and HLLR were designed and used to achieve the purpose of this research.

Integrating AVPIT, STIL and HLLR into PITCM, testing and evaluation the proposed

approach is shown in the Third step. This step which includes the performance met-

rics, validation and network environment, as well as a comparison with the current

solutions. In addition, to determine the parameter that should be applied, such as PIT

size, the number of Interest rate in the network depends on the number of user’s nodes

and topologies.
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Figure 3.2. Research Plan

The outcome of Initial Plan of Research stage are:
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• Forming a research focus and the research motivation, and

• Forming the research problem, the research questions in line with the research

objectives, and

• Identifying the research scope, type of research, research methods, and

• Last but not least state out the expected research contribution and deliverables.

3.3 Overview and Critical Analysis

It is the second stage of the research framework, which was used to describe and study

the NDN architecture in the literature. In addition, this stage was used to obtain a deep

understanding of the PIT management, Interest lifetime, and replacement techniques

in order to introduce the gaps that cause the problem of PIT in NDN router for the

current work. Hence, the effect of the management of PIT in the performance of entire

network is identified and highlighted. Moreover, this stage also criticized the current

works that were used to address the problem of PIT. In this stage, the researcher is

identified the important key factors discussed the research problem, e.g., the PIT size

and the number of entries that let PIT becomes overflow. Figure 3.3 illustrates the main

processes in this stage, where each process was provided to increase the understanding

that can lead to refining a conceptual framework of this research.

The outcomes of critical analysis stage are:

• Identifying the problem of PIT, and

• Highlighting the management issue in PIT, and

• Criticizing the literature review related to the current PIT management solution

(Chapter Two).
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Figure 3.3. Main Steps in the Critical Analysis Stage

3.4 System Modeling

System Modeling considers the main stage in this framework because it includes the

proposed approach. The adopted theories are queuing theory, renewal theory, and

scheduling theory. These theories are behind for designing our approach components

in order to manage the entries in the PIT when it is filled. For example, the queuing the-

ory manages the flow Interest packet. The renewal theory manages the Interest packet

lifetime of the incoming Interest packet. Whereas the scheduling theory manages the

entries inside the PIT when it became overflow. Thus, Pending Interest Table Control

Management (PITCM) approach design first comes from the concept, the problem, the

objectives and the scope.

The concept in this research is to propose three major properties, namely Adaptive

Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart Threshold Interest Life-

time (STIL) mechanism, and Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy of PIT
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system in order to monitor, manage and control a fast, space-efficient of PIT in NDN

router. Thus, these research goals were achieved, as presented in Chapter One. PITCM

approach is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. PITCM Approach

Queuing theory, renewal theory and scheduling theory build the infrastructure concept

for the proposed approach. Therefore, the conceptual design is further analytically ex-

plained by the system. Hence, further clarification of the proposed concept is required.

3.4.1 Pending Interest Table Control Management Conceptual Model

In order to improve PIT while basing on the critical review of several related works, a

PIT management has been determined as the key factor to be addressed. In addition,

the aim of this research were to design and implement a PITCM that manages the PIT

to mitigate PIT overflow and increase the utilization of PIT in Named Data Network

architecture in order to prevent network collapse. Hence, in addressing the manage-
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ment of PIT, a conceptual framework was designed to clarify the expected improved

situation by proposing an AVPIT mechanism, a STIL mechanism, and a HLLR policy.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the proposed conceptual model of this research.

Figure 3.5. Conceptual Model of PITCM

3.4.2 Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table Mechanism

Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mechanism was designed to predict

the impending of PIT overflow when the number of PIT entries increases due to the

heavy Interest packets load received to the NDN router. An AVPIT uses both PIT size

and Interest packet arrival rate as part of its overflow indicator and attempts to keep

the Interest arrival rate and the PIT size around their individual target values. Figure
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3.6 and Figure 3.7 present the block diagram of the AVPIT at the reception of both

Interest and Data packets, respectively.

Figure 3.6. AVPIT: Reception Interest Block Diagram

The proceeding mechanism of an AVPIT at the reception of Interest packets and ac-

tions that indicates the PIT overflow is as follows:

• For each incoming Interest packet to the PIT.

i. The VPIT is updated based on the virtual link capacity.

ii. VPIT is checked whether it is overflowed or not.
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iii. In case of the VPIT is not overflowing, PIT is updated by increasing it, VPIT

size is updated by increasing it as well.

iv. Virtual link capacity is calculated and updated.

v. The last step in this case is updating the last Interest packet arrival time.

vi. Otherwise, the VPIT is overflowing. The new Interest packet should be dropped

from VPIT, and the real Interest packet is replaced with exit entry inside the PIT.

vii. NACK packet is sent to the subscriber nodes to inform them about the PIT status

in order to decrease the Interest packet sent rate.

viii. Virtual link capacity is calculated and updated.

ix. The last step in this procedure is updating the last Interest packet arrival time.

Figure 3.7. AVPIT: Reception Data Block Diagram

• For each incoming Data packet to the NDN router.
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i. Verifying the name of the available Data packet with PIT entries. If a match is

found, the entry should be deleted from the PIT.

ii. The PIT is updated by decreasing it.

iii. The VPIT is updated by decreasing it.

iv. Continuing with normal NDN processing.

v. Otherwise, normal NDN processing.

To validate and evaluate the accuracy of the proposed AVPIT, a Dumbbell and Tree

topologies are considered with a variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM simulator.

AVPIT was validated and evaluated to ensure that it meets the intended requirements

in terms of PIT length, and Interests drop based on NDN router. AVPIT validation

focuses on considering the relationship between the PIT overflow and the number of

PIT entries. In addition, for evaluating the AVPIT, the obtained results using AVPIT

were compared with the traditional NDN PIT 1 that already was implemented.

3.4.3 Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime Mechanism

The main goal of Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mechanism was proposed

to manage the Interest lifetime at content PIT in an NDN router that adjusts the Interest

packet lifetimes as a function of the network load. Thus, NDN router grants larger

lifetime values for incoming Interest packets in case of low traffic and when the PIT

is not full. On the contrary, NDN router grants shorter lifetime values for incoming

Interest packets in order to avoid overstaying of PIT entries during heavy network load

and the PIT is full. Figure 3.8 illustrates the block diagram of the STIL mechanism at

the reception of Interest packets and treats the Interest lifetime.

1Note that the “NDN PIT” in this thesis refers to the standard PIT in NDN router without any
additional enhancement [214, 215]
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Figure 3.8. STIL Block Diagram

• The summary of this mechanism is listed as follows:

i. If the VPIT is not overflowing.

ii. PIT is checked whether it is empty or not.

iii. If the PIT is empty and the incoming Interest packet is the first arrival of the

PIT, the threshold lifetime is updated by calculating the average Interest life-

time between the first incoming Interest packet and the initial value of threshold

lifetime.

iv. Otherwise, the threshold lifetime is updated by calculating the average Interest

lifetime between the incoming Interest packet and the threshold lifetime.

v. Threshold is checked whether its large than Interest lifetime, then Interest life-

time is updated.

vi. On the other case, if the VPIT overflow, checking whether the number of Interest
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packet received via the NDN router’s faces is similar or diverse.

vii. If the result implies that the the number of Interest packet received is diverse.

Hence, it checks whether this packet came from the same face that has the max-

imum number of Interest packet received. If it is from the same face, then the

threshold Interest lifetime is updated by calculating the average Interest lifetime

for only the Interest that has come from this face inside the PIT.

viii. Threshold is checked whether it is less than Interest lifetime, then Interest life-

time is updated.

ix. Otherwise, the threshold lifetime is updated by calculating the average Interest

lifetime for all Interests included in the PIT.

x. If the result implies that the Interest packet received is the same number of Inter-

est packet via all faces. In such a case, the threshold Interest lifetime is updated

by calculating the average Interest lifetime for all Interests included in the PIT.

xi. Threshold is checked whether it is less than Interest lifetime, then Interest life-

time is updated.

To validate and evaluate the accuracy of the proposed STIL, Tree and Abilene topolo-

gies are considered with a variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM simulator. STIL was

validated and evaluated to ensure that it meets the intended requirements in terms of

average Interests packet lifetime, Interest packet retransmission and Interest stratifica-

tion rate based on NDN router. STIL validation and evaluation considers the relation-

ship between the PIT overflow and the Interest packet lifetime value. The obtained

results (using STIL) were compared with the NDN PIT and DPEL solutions.

3.4.4 Highest Lifetime Least Request Policy

The replacement policies are helpful in evicting the entry from the PIT and build a

new space for the incoming Interest packet. Because of the limited size of the PIT,
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a PIT cannot store the entries requests when this table becomes overflow. Hence,

the replacement policy was used to determine PIT entry to be changed for efficient

PIT utilization. Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy is a type of memory

management algorithm which is used to manage memory within the NDN routers

when the VPIT indicates that the impending overflow of the PIT.

Figure 3.9. HLLR Block Diagram

The traditional characteristics of this policy allows the PIT to keep track of the number

of times an entry packet is requested from memory using a counter to count every face

that requests the this entry from the PIT. Each time a reference is made to that entry,
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the counter is increased by one. This algorithm is used to evict determine entry from

the PIT and create a space for the new entry to be stored. In this section, the block

diagram of the HLLR policy is presented at the reception of Interest packets and their

replacement as well, as showed in Figure 3.9 above.

• The summary of this policy is outlined below:

i. As the VPIT overflows.

ii. Firstly it checks the PIT, finding the all entries that has requested only one time.

iii. Entry weight (i.e., the weight needed in order to determine which entry should be

evicted from PIT) is calculated by finding the entry that has maximum lifetime.

iv. This entry is replaced with the incoming Interest.

v. Otherwise, the entry weight is calculated based on Interest lifetime and number

of request for each entry inside PIT.

vi. The total number of request is calculated for all entries inside PIT.

vii. The total amount of entries lifetime is calculated for all entries inside PIT.

viii. The weight to each entry is calculated.

ix. The entry which has the maximum weight is determined.

x. This entry is replaced with the incoming Interest.

To validate and evaluate the accuracy of the proposed HLLR, Tree and Abilene topolo-

gies are considered with a variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM model. HLLR was

validated to ensure that it meets the intended requirements in terms of Interests retrans-

mission, Interest Drop and Interest satisfaction based on NDN router. HLLR validation

focuses on considering the relationship between the PIT overflow and the number of
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PIT entries. The obtained results using HLLR were compared with the available PIT

replacement policies (e.g., Persistent, Random and LRU).

3.5 Design of Experiments

The proposed approach implements and verifies within the environment of a simula-

tion tool. The simulation for generating traffic Interest was used for validation pur-

poses. Therefore, an adequate approach in implementing any proposition is to adopt

a reliable, verified, and scholarly approved simulation program. Hence, this section

focuses on editor language, common simulators of the ICN and/or NDN architectures,

simulation setting and networking topologies based on literatures.

3.5.1 Editor Language

In this research, the proposed approach was transformed into C++ code since ndnSIM

requires C++ is the base programming language. In addition, all models should be ver-

ified to assure that they have been coded properly and free of bugs or errors. Therefore,

Eclipse (see [301]) C/C++ Development Tool (CDT) that runs on top of the Eclipse

platform was used for this purpose. The Eclipse IDE for C/C++ Developers pro-

vides an advanced functionality for C/C++ developers, including an editor, debugger,

launcher, parser, and makes file generator, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10. Eclipse C/C++ Development Tools [301]
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Moreover, CDT’s Code Analysis (CodAn) integrated in Eclipse is capable of assisting

the researcher by highlighting and indicating possible syntax errors to the researcher

as he or she types the code, finds bugs, and other issues as problems, warnings, and

so on. CodAn works by scanning C++ code and checks for potential programming

problems as well as syntax and semantic errors, as shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11. CDT’s Code Analysis in Eclipse Model

3.5.2 Simulation Settings

All experiments that are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 were performed using the

ndnSIM. A comprehensive simulation is performed particularly by measuring the

many performance metrics as presented in Section 3.7.1 via using a machine with

Linux Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system, because the ndnSIM works with high effi-

ciency in Linux environment than other operating system. And the hardware computer

Intel Core (TM) i7-3612QM at 2.10 GHz CPU, 16 GBytes of DDR3 RAM.

For more illustrations, Table 3.1 is described the main notations that are used in Chap-

ter Four.
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Table 3.1
Summary of the Notation Used in this Thesis

Symbol Description
N Set of NDN nodes
n NDN node
l Link
ηL Number of links connected at NDN router
mn Interest rate
Č Virtual capacity
C Real capacity
f Faces
fr Face requests ratios
λ in

PIT Interest packet flow into to the PIT
λ in

CS Interest packet flow into the CS
λ out

CS Interest packets flow that are not satisfied by a Data packet
Tth Threshold lifetime of PIT
p Interest/Entry
pτ Entry lifetime
R Set of requests ratios for all faces
r Request
η f ace Number of faces at NDN router
ηr Total number of request received from given face
ηR Total number of request received from all faces
λ hit

CS Content Store hit probability
λ Interest packet arrival rate at the face ( f )
Qτ Total amount of lifetime for all entries
ηPIT Limit size of PIT
PITsize Number of entries currently in the real PIT
V PITsize Number of entries currently in the VPIT
t Process time
s Arrival time of previous Interest packet
h Current time
fmax Face number that has received maximum Interest rate
w Entries belong face ( f ) into PIT
rc Frequency of the entry already caching in the PIT
µτ Maximum PIT entry lifetime

In addition, the full range of parameters that might have impacts on the experiment,

must be opted precisely for increasing the validity of simulation results. Hence, Ta-

ble 3.2 is illustrated the quantity’s parameters that chosen in the present simulation

scenarios with their design ranges.
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Table 3.2
Design Range for the Simulation Parameters

Parameter Description
Simulation Environment ndnSIM [47, 207]
Simulation Topology Abilene [224], Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T [234]
Forward Strategy Flooding Strategy [47]
CS Replacement Policy LRU [234]
PIT Replacement Policy LRU, Random, Persistent [47, 207]
Interest Rates 1000 - 10000 (Interest/second) [233, 170, 52]
Content Store 10000 Data packets
PIT Size 1000 - 10000 Interest packets
Interest lifetime 4000 ms [69, 302]

In this research, network topologies with different network sizes and varying Interest

traffic load were used to test and evaluate the proposed models. For this purpose, two

enterprise topologies were used, which are Abilene topology and Rocketfuel-mapped.

The experiment outcome for each simulation scenario compares the related work sim-

ulation results with the PITCM.

3.6 Verification and Validation

Two steps exist for ensuring the quality of a simulation study, namely Verification and

Validation (V&V). Model verification verifies that the model is transmuted from one

form into another as required with adequate precision. Model verification deals with

developing the accurate model. The precision of transmuting a problem formulation

into a model specification or the precision of transforming a model illustration from

a micro flowchart form into an executable code is estimated in the model verification

[303]. In other words, verification is to make sure that the model implements those as-

sumptions correctly. ndnSIM environment was used in this research. Hence, ndnSIM

requires C++ as the base programming language. Therefore, all proposed components

of PITCM are transformed into C++ code. AVPIT, STIL, and HLLR must be verified

to ensure that the code is correct and free of errors.
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The second step called validation is to make sure that the assumptions are realistic.

Model validation can be defined as “substantiating that the model, within its domain

of applicability, behaves with satisfactory accuracy consistent with the study objec-

tives. Model validation deals with building the right model" [304]. Validation must

be performed to make sure that the mechanisms meet the requirements in terms of the

techniques that are employed as well as the results that are obtained, which is included

in the task to construct the precise model.

According to Balci in [303], V & V techniques can be classified into four categories:

“informal, static, dynamic, and formal”. The primary approach applied in this research

is a dynamic technique that is commonly used in model V & V. Hence, it is used to

ensure that the implementations of the mechanisms are correct by comparing testing

that is executed under different conditions and the obtained values. In other words,

dynamic techniques, such as Graphical comparison, Performance testing and Sensitiv-

ity analysis that are required proposal model execution and are intended for evaluating

the proposal model based on its behavior of execution [305]. Brief implications of

verification and validation process are demonstrated in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12. Verification and Validation Process [198]
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Graphical comparison technique is an inelegant, heuristic and quite practical approach

which is useful as a preliminary approach to model V & V. The graphs of results

that generated from simulating the model over time were compared with the graphs

of results of valid mechanisms variables to investigate behaviors i. e., similarities

in periodicities, number and location of inflection points, trend lines, skewness, rise

linearity, phase shift, and exponential growth constants. Therefore, AVPIT is validated

by using Graphical comparison technique in order to show a behavior of AVPIT.

Performance testing technique is used for testing whether all characteristics of the per-

formance are measured as well as evaluated with enough accuracy, and all established

performance requirements are satisfied. Thus, STIL uses performance testing tech-

nique to perform validation to ensure that the mechanism operation is in accordance

with the specifications. Sensitivity analysis technique is performed by methodically

changing the input values and parameters of the proposed model across a range of

interests and taking into consideration the effect on the behavior of the model. Sensi-

tivity analysis can determine those input values of which model behavior is extremely

sensitive. Hence, the model can be improved by ensuring that those values deter-

mine with an adequate accuracy. Therefore, HLLR was validated by using graphical

comparison technique in order to show a similar behavior of HLLR compared to the

behavior of Persistent policy.

Accordingly, as clarified in Chapter One, this research focuses on the design and im-

plementation of PITCM that addresses the overflow problem of PIT in Named Data

Network architecture. Hence, the research has proposed simulation models to verify

the results. Therefore, PITCM has been implemented in ndnSIM environment, and

the results were obtained from other research works, which can be utilized to validate

the results of simulation, respectively. In order to achieve the study goal, Figure 3.13
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presents a block diagram describing the main stages of the PITCM according to this

research.

Figure 3.13. Stages of Verification and Validation

The specifications of the proposed approach are described in the first block. There

are three components in this research which are AVPIT mechanism, STIL mechanism,

and HLLR policy. The second block constitutes the conceptual/analytical modeling of

this research, which is built to describe the expected preferred and improved situation

using the proposed AVPIT, STIL and HLLR. The third and fourth blocks represent the

design and implementation of the proposed AVPIT, STIL and HLLR in the simulation

environment. In the next blocks, verification and validation of the computer program

model are checked to make sure of their usability and performance, respectively. Fi-

nally, integration AVPIT, STIL and HLLR into PITCM approach in order to evaluation

and analysis in the next stage.

3.7 Performance Evaluation

Evaluation of the performance methods are a very crucial step in evaluating the final

results of any research or project [306, 307]. It is required if a system designer intends
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to compare a number of alternative designs for finding the accurate design [299, 308].

Accordingly, different ICN architectures were evaluated in the literature review using

a mixture of theoretical analysis, empirical measurements (testbed) and simulation or

emulation techniques. All popular methods were evaluated including network archi-

tectures, services and protocols in the networking community. Researchers usually

follow a specific methodology based on the objectives of their experiments (e.g., to

evaluate scalability, quantify resource utilization, and analyze economic incentives).

In addition, the experimental process itself in addition to the evaluation methodology

are now actively investigated in ICN architectures. There are many factors that can af-

fect the experimental results, such as network condition (e.g., Available link capacity,

topology selected, link delay, node mobility, background traffic load, loss rate char-

acteristics, disruption patterns, and the variety of devices used) [215]. This research

has evaluated the AVPIT, STIL and HLLR individually by comparing with the current

works in the first stage as well as with the traditional NDN PIT in the next stage after

integrating these components in PITCM approach.

3.7.1 Evaluation Metrics

The main step in the performance evaluation is the performance metrics selection.

According to Ghazali in [308] and Suki in [299], selecting the performance evaluation

metrics is a key step and an important part in all performance evaluations. In this

regard, Habbal in [306] argues “performance metrics can mean different things to

different researcher depending on the context in which it is used”. Thus, the selection

of the proper performance metrics is very important to investigate the behavior of the

approach of different viewpoints. The use of multiple different metrics gives us a

complete picture of the performance of the proposed approach [309]. Selecting the

proper performance metrics is also very important for investigating the behaviors of
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the protocol from different perspectives. In addition, the use of multiple different

metrics gives us a complete view of the performance of the proposed mechanism.

There are four reasons for choosing the suitable metrics for performance evaluation in

simulation technique. Firstly, it should be available or simple to be implemented in

ndnSIM. Secondly, it should be either most recent or most famous. Thirdly, it is more

preferable if the approach is utilized in real-life routers. Finally, most previous stud-

ies have used it as a reference. Hence, this study focuses on the PIT Length, Interest

Retransmission Rate, Interest Drop Rate, Interest Satisfaction Delay and Interest Sat-

isfaction Rate metrics that used to measure the performance of the proposed objectives

of this research. This performance evaluation was done by means of the same metrics

that were used by other researchers in previous studies.

• PIT Length refers to the amount of non-expired pending Interests that exist on

each and every router. Thus, it obtains the real number of cached PIT entries

[61, 278, 170, 60]. The performance of PIT is good when the number entries

currently in the PIT are not being reached the maximum capacity of the PIT.

• Interest Retransmission Rate (IRR) is perceived by the subscriber that measures

the percentage of Interest retransmissions among the entire outgoing Interest

packets when it is reissued because of timeouts [60, 310]. The performance of

PIT is good when the IRR is decreased as much as possible without effect on

the network utilization.

• Interest Drop Rate (IDR) can be explained as the percentage of dropped Interest

packets among the entire incoming Interest packets [170, 109]. Thus, it refers

to the number of Interests drop in the PIT because of the Interest replacement or

Interest lifetime has expired. The performance of PIT is good since the IDR is

decreased.
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• Interest Satisfaction Delay (ISD) refers to the time interval between the first In-

terest generated by the subscriber for the specified content and the Data packet

received in satisfying [115, 214, 116, 215]. The performance of PIT is good

when the ISD is minimized. This is due to the Data packet not forwarded to-

wards the longer paths.

• Interest Satisfaction Rate (ISR) refers to the percentage of satisfied Interests per

NDN router in the network [61, 311, 38]. The performance of PIT is good as

the ISR is high; from ISR, it is possible to obtain the effective amount of Data

packet that satisfied by the NDN router—how much data effectively reached the

subscribers.

3.7.2 Results Analysis and Discussion

There are two sources of the results. Firstly, results are accumulated from the sim-

ulation or implementation of the proposed mechanism and comparison with the re-

lated works (see Chapter Four), and secondly, results are collected from the evalu-

ation of PITCM and comparison with the previous work (see Chapter Five). Both

results necessitate multiple analyses which vary and may be similar to each other in

some aspects. The former experiments which are related to the implementation of the

proposed mechanism require a specific data analysis related to the performance. By

comparison, data analysis for evaluation of the mechanism takes a different approach.

The evaluation of the proposed approach is achieved by its results with others’ cur-

rent works using specific metrics, such as PIT Length, Interest Retransmission Rate,

Interest Drop Rate, Interest Satisfaction Delay and Interest Satisfaction Rate.

3.8 Research Conclusion

The previous section shows the final stage of developing the PITCM which is the

main goal related to this study. This section demonstrates the summary of the research,
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research contributions, research limitations, and the recommendations for future works

that is presented in Chapter Six.

3.9 Research Reporting

A research report is a document prepared by a researcher or a group of researchers

who focus on a specific study (field). The work of a researcher becomes gratifying

only if the report of the discoveries becomes available to the users who are able to

utilize it. It is also important that the report is operational, which can mean different

things for various types of users. Hence, this study is reported in six chapters, which

are the introduction, the literature review, the research methodology, the design and

implementation of PITCM, the evaluation and a conclusion. This research focuses on

the PIT in NDN architecture to address the effect increasing the network load on the

performance of PIT, which is covered from Chapter One to Chapter Six. Hence, this

research does not provide a detailed survey, but the sufficient amount of information

that can work for this study is presented comprehensively.

3.10 Summary

This chapter has presented in general the details about the methodology and research

design that were used to achieve the research objectives. A specific methodology

was used to realize all the research steps starting from the area of understanding the

literature review. Accordingly, the research purpose was identified and followed by

designing and implementing Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mech-

anism, Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mechanism, and Highest Lifetime

Least Request (HLLR) policy, which were integrated in Pending Interest Table Con-

trol Management approach in order to solve the problem of PIT (overflow). The ex-

perimental design, verification, validation, and evaluation were also presented in this

chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PENDING INTEREST TABLE CONTROL MANAGEMENT

APPROACH

Chapter One and Chapter Two thoroughly illustrated the background of this research

through the introduction and the literature review that covered the problem definition,

the research objectives, and the research scope. In addition, infrastructure building

of the academic background was clarified to explain and criticize the related works,

which was used to address the problem. Chapter Three established the research

methodology as a guideline to achieve the objectives of this research as well as il-

lustrated all the steps needed for performance evaluation of the developed approach.

Next, this chapter designs and implements a Pending Interest Table Control Manage-

ment (PITCM) approach components, aims to enhance the management operations of

Pending Interest Table (PIT) by monitoring and controlling incoming Interest packets

as well as managing PIT entries in order to mitigate PIT overflow. Section 4.1 ex-

plains the Pending Interest Table Control Management approach. The Adaptive Vir-

tual Pending Interest Table mechanism, Smart Threshold Interest lifetime mechanism

and Highest Lifetime Least Request policy are covered in detail (theory, description,

model analysis, verification, validation, and evaluation) in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4,

respectively. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the chapter with a summary.

4.1 Pending Interest Table Control Management Approach

The specific problem that was considered in this research, as stated earlier, was achiev-

ing a controlling and monitoring mechanism of the incoming Interest packets, and

managing the entries of PIT in the Named Data Network environment. The ultimate

aim of this thesis was to design and implement a Pending Interest Table Control Man-
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agement (PITCM) approach in the Named Data network architecture. PITCM is a new

PIT management approach based on NDN PIT in order to monitor, control, and man-

age the PIT, which leads to mitigate PIT overflows, thus, increasing the utilization of

PIT. PITCM incorporates three proposed components, namely Adaptive Virtual Pend-

ing Interest (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mecha-

nism, and Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy. In this chapter, AVPIT,

STIL, and HLLR shall be described comprehensively.

The system model in the present study must capture PIT features and concepts (see

Section 2.5.1). Hence, each component of the PITCM approach was designed to ac-

complish a specific objective as presented in Chapter One. In the next section, the

proposed approach is presented in detail including the approach components with oth-

ers necessary mechanisms for completing the approach design. According to Mamun

in [312], it is important to define some of the assumptions before presenting any pro-

posed model. Hence, the assumptions made to develop this model are outlined as

follows:

• NDN nodes are homogeneous and have only one CS, FIB, PIT, and VPIT.

• Each Interest and Data packet have a constant size.

• The main cause of Interest retransmission and Interest drop is PIT overflow. The

Interest retransmission and Interest drop probability due shallow or overflow of

buffer is omitted.

• Overflow occurs in PIT, where the Interest packet becomes a high rate without

satisfied by CS.

• The main cause of Interest retransmission and Interest drop is PIT overflow.

• NDN nodes are classified into three types: router nodes (intermediates), sub-

scriber nodes (consumers/requesters), and publisher nodes (services/providers).
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• The initial Interest lifetime is fixed for all Interest packets; initially it is 4000

ms.

• Adopting the form of the penalty function is derived from loss probability for a

M/M/1 queuing model.

• Consider which consists of a set (N) of NDN routers; where N =

{1,2,3, ...,n, ...N}, for nεN with Interest transmission rate of mn at time per

second. Moreover, consider a node (n) contains a set (nL) of links where

L = {1,2,3, ..., l, ...,L}, each with finite capacity (C), and lεL. In this case,

each n uses a set nL⊆L of the links. Hence, the N set that uses a link (l) is

represented as N = (nεN, lεnL). Let p represent an entry with entry lifetime of

τ at time per millisecond (pτ). Let mn = [m1,m2, ...,mn]
T be a vector of all node

Interest packet rates. Also, consider PITsize to be a fraction of the number of

entries currently in the PIT, since PITsize = {1,2,3, ....., p, ......PITsize}.

4.2 Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table Mechanism

NDN routers need to define efficient mechanisms for traffic controlling when numer-

ous subscribers compete to access the same or different resources, which may lead

the PIT to be flooded. As a result, Interest drop, Interest retransmission, or Interest

satisfaction delay would be increased. This section provides a particular mechanism,

namely Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) for detecting the impending

PIT overflow. In addition, the proposed mechanism works as a response decision to

handle the PIT overflow recovery.

In order to have the content-centric concept attained, each NDN router needs to be out-

fitted with four components, which are Content Store (CS), Forwarding Information

Base (FIB), Pending Interest Table (PIT), and Virtual Pending Interest Table (VPIT).

Since the VPIT is a logical component with a buffer size equivalent to the buffer size of
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the actual PIT, the VPIT is used as an indicator in order to predict the impending over-

flow of the PIT. This section presents an AVPIT model, the theory, AVPIT analysis,

validation, and evaluation of the proposed mechanism.

4.2.1 Description of AVPIT Mechanism

The AVPIT mechanism was designed based on the AVQ-AQM scheme that attempts to

maintain the Interest arrival rate at PIT. The motivation behind the AVPIT mechanism

was to design an efficient PIT management mechanism in low-delay, low-drop, and

high utilization of the PIT. An appealing feature of the AVPIT mechanism is that the

mechanism uses a virtual PIT to make the Interest arrival rates adhere to the desired

utilization of the link. The AVPIT mechanism maintains a virtual PIT, where the

capacity is known as the virtual link capacity, which is less than the real link capacity.

As an Interest packet is received in the real PIT, the virtual PIT is also updated to

reflect the new Interest packet arrival.

When the virtual PIT overflows, Interest packets in the real PIT are replaced, whereas

the fictitious Interest packet (i.e., size of the packet) in the virtual PIT is discarded. In

addition, AVPIT mechanism reduces the virtual capacity whenever the total Interest

packet flow into the link exceeds the desired utilization at the link. If the total In-

terest packet flow into the link is smaller than the desired utilization at the link, the

virtual capacity increases. Thus, by reducing the number of drops or replacing Interest

packets, this allows subscribers to increase their Interest packet rates.

This mechanism basically utilizes the Interest packet rate mismatch and regulates uti-

lization rather than just based in the PIT length. Thus, AVPIT uses both the VPIT size

and the Interest packet arrival rate as part of its overflow indicator and attempts to keep

the Interest arrival rate and PIT size around their respective individual target values.
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AVPIT then predicts the impending overflow of the PIT when the number of entries

grows due to the high packet arrival rate at the PIT. Based on this, this mechanism

answer of the first question of the research questions that highlight the direct influence

workload on the PIT and network performance as well. Therefore, the main goals of

AVPIT are:

• to make the virtual capacity adaptive at each Interest packet arrival epoch,

• to react to impending PIT overflow before it takes place, and

• to reduce waiting time for subscribers/download nodes by informing them faster

than Interest packet timeout, as well as to reduce the effects of Interest packet

retransmission for NDN routers.

Example: the PIT overflow would occur when the total amount of incoming Interest

packets to the NDN router exceeds the PIT capacity. During the period of heavy rate

with delay from transmitters in the network, the PIT in the NDN routers is filled. If

this delay continues, the PIT would then be overflowed. Thus, the Interest packets

which cannot be accommodated in the PIT are discarded by the NDN router, and

the Interest packet must be retransmitted by the subscribers. As a result, dropping

Interest packets by the NDN router would clearly indicate PIT overflow. To illustrate

the AVPIT design, a simple example is shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.

In the given example, the NDN router comprises four components (i.e., CS, FIB, PIT,

and VPIT). For instance, it is assumed that the PIT can cache eight Interest packets

in total, whereas the size of VPIT is the same as that of the PIT (see Figure 4.1-a).

Upon each Interest packet arrival, a fictitious Interest packet enters the VPIT if there is

sufficient space in the PIT, while the real packet enters into the PIT (see Figure 4.1-b).
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Figure 4.1. AVPIT: When VPIT is not Overflow

The VPIT is updated based on "update virtual link capacity" each time the NDN router

receives a new Interest packet (see Figure 4.2-a). Upon the arrival of the new Interest

packet, if the VPIT overflows, the Interest packet is discarded in the VPIT and the real

Interest packet is replaced with the evicted entry from the PIT. At the same time, the

NACK packet notification is sent to the downstream nodes (see Figure 4.2-b).
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Figure 4.2. AVPIT: When VPIT is Overflow

As mentioned earlier, two operations will be active after it has been indicated that the

VPIT is overflowed, which are the replacement policy and feedback operation which

return the NACK packet to the downstream nodes. In the AVPIT mechanism, the re-

placement policy is one of the significant features which determines the efficiency of

a cache. A common NDN router uses the replacement policy in cache memory man-
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agement when the PIT is full. Therefore, the replacement policy can have a significant

influence on PIT performance. More detail about this replacement policy is provided

in Section 4.4.

Meanwhile, the Interest Negative ACKnowledgement (NACK) is a packet sent by up-

stream nodes to inform the downstream nodes that data cannot be retrieved or delivered

in response to a request. NACK is useful in forwarding strategy as an explicit signal.

In the AVPIT mechanism, Interest Negative ACKnowledgement method is adopted to

notify the downstream nodes when the VPIT overflows. If the VPIT overflows, the

NDN router will send the NACK packets based on statistical probabilities from which

the Interest packets have been received. The possibility of sending a NACK packet

also grows with the growth of the PIT entries.

The NACK packet follows the reverse path of the Interest packet by consuming the

Interest information in the PIT. Subscribers expand the "Interest sending window" by

one with no timeout of Interest packet. If a NACK packet is received, the subscribers

maintain a rate limit of Interest sending by half (“use an Additive Increase Multi-

plicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm [313, 227]”) without retransmitting the Interest

packets for the NACK packets. AIMD is a congestion control mechanism used to

adapt a subscriber’s Interest packet request rate; Interests packet exceeding the fair

share are discarded with NACK packets and simple AIMD mechanism utilized to ad-

just the subscriber’s Interest packet request rate [227].

Yi et al. in [314] and Cheng et al. in [277, 314] proposed the Interest NACK packet as

a fast failure detection and evaluated its benefits in handling network failures. Interest

NACK packets may be classified under the title "explicit feedback congestion control

mechanism" [5]. The purpose of this categorization is the definition of NACK packet
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itself. If an NDN router neither satisfies nor forwards an Interest packet because of

link congestion, PIT overflow, and Interest loop, the NDN router sends the Interest

NACK packet back to the downstream node. Nevertheless, this may create a loop in

the network due to Interest packet retransmission. To overcome this issue, Ndikumana

and Hong in [315] argued that once an upstream node fails to forward the Interest

packet, it needs to send back the Interest NACK packet to the downstream node due to

employing its own alternative paths. If the Interest packet forwarding failure continues,

the downstream node repeats the same process until the Interest NACK packet reaches

the subscriber. Therefore, in this research, this concept was adopted for fast network

fault detection and notification.

The NACK packet must carry the same name as it appears in the Interest packet.

The Interest NACK has three important parts, namely Interest Name (failed Inter-

est), Nonce (the nonce carried), and Error code. The Error code (NACK Loop,

NACK_Congestion, or NACK Giveup_PIT) is associated with the description that ex-

plains the reason why the Interest packet cannot be forwarded. Thus, proper action

needs to be taken accordingly to select an alternative path [278, 315]. Therefore, re-

turning Interest NACK packets bring three features to the system, (i) it cleans the PIT

state much faster than waiting for timeout of Interest packet lifetime, (ii) the down-

stream nodes can identify the specific cause of a NACK in order to take an informed

local recovery action [314], and (iii) it can help mitigate the effects of Interest flooding

attacks [132].

4.2.2 Analysis of AVPIT Mechanism

The PIT is considered the most crucial component in the NDN node because it keeps

track of Interest packets forwarded upstream towards a content publisher node; there-

fore, the returned Data packet may be sent downstream to its subscriber nodes. Con-
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sequently, a flexible mechanism is needed in order to manage the PIT when the PIT is

full. Hence, a flexible mechanism would decrease Interest packet drop, and as a result

decrease the Interest packet retransmission and Interest satisfaction delay. An AVPIT

mechanism was proposed to manage the PIT in the NDN router for early detection of

overflows.

AVPIT was designed based on Kunniyur and Srikant’s scheme [191]. In the AVPIT

mechanism, the link capacity of the VPIT is denoted by (Č), where (C) is consid-

ered as the link capacity of the PIT, such that Č ≤ C. In addition, the size of the

VPIT(V PITsize) is equivalent to the size of the real PIT (PITsize) (i.e., number of en-

tries currently in the real PIT), which has a limit size (ηPIT ). The service rate of the

PIT is greater than that of the VPIT, and both have similar arrival rates. Consequently,

the VPIT will boost faster than the PIT and would tend to overflow more rapidly. At

any time the VPIT becomes overflowed, the Interest packet is discarded from the VPIT

and the real Interest packet is replaced in the PIT. At each Interest packet arrival epoch,

the virtual link capacity is updated as follows:

Č =C−λ
in
PIT (4.1)

where λ in
PIT is the Interest packets arrival epoch into the link that has been recorded

for the first time at PIT and after which forwarded them by looking up the names in

its FIB. In order to simplify the equation 4.1, needs to calculate differential equations.

If the NDN router receives an Interest packet, it is first checked in the CS. Let the

(Phit
CS ) denote the hit probability of CS, which is a fraction of Interest packets that are

satisfied by Data packets cached in the CS. Hence, there is no need to forward the

Interest packet to the PIT, as mentioned in [316]. In this case Phit
CS =1, which gives rise
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to the following:

λ
in
CS = ∑iε|η f ace

λi.(1− phit
CS) (4.2)

where λ in
CS is the total Interest packet flow into the CS, (λ ) is the Interest packet arrival

rate at the face ( f ), and i = {1,2,3, ...,η f ace} ∀ iεη f ace. The rate of Interest packets

is forwarded to the PIT if it is not satisfied by the CS in NDN, i.e., at Phit
CS =0, it is as

follows:

λ
out
CS = ∑iε|η f ace

λi.(1− phit
CS) (4.3)

where i = {1,2,3, ...,η f ace} ∀ iεη f ace.

Then, the PIT considers if no data packet have been cached in the CS. Hence, the PIT

Interest is forwarded to the PIT as mentioned in [317]:

λ
in
PIT = λ

out
CS (4.4)

Hence, by substitution:

λ
in
PIT = ∑iε|η f ace

λi.(1− phit
CS) (4.5)

where i = {1,2,3, .........,η f ace} ∀ iεη f ace.

For each Interest packet arrival, a false Interest packet is updated in the VPIT when

there is enough space in it, and allows it to be serviced in the PIT. At any time the

VPIT becomes overflowed, the Interest packet is discarded from the VPIT, and simul-

taneously the real packet is replaced in the PIT. This is considered as the beginning of
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the analysis of the AVPIT mechanism at the reception of both Interest and Data pack-

ets. As an Interest packet arrives, it considers three cases based on the relationship

between the PIT and VPIT, as well as the virtual capacity of the link.

• Case 1: Updated the VPIT (V PITsize).

Let (t) denote the process time (i.e., the actual time between the Interest arrival to

VPIT and current time), (s) denote the VPIT arrival time of previous Interest packet,

and (h) denote the current time, so t is defined as follows:

t = h− s (4.6)

An accurate t estimation is necessary to identify the changing virtual capacity link of

each Interest packet, both incoming or outgoing from the system. Therefore, updating

the VPIT (V PITsize) based on the virtual capacity link (Č) and the actual time of the

incoming Interest that is needed, is estimated as follows:

V PITsize = [V PITsize−Č.t]+ (4.7)

Meanwhile, [w]+ = max(w,0) in order to ensure that the value of V PITsize would not

be less than zero.

• Case 2: V PITsize + p≤ ηPIT

Based on the PIT concepts, if it is supposed that the current Interest packet is p, then
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the p is inserted into the PIT and PITsize will be updated based on Equation(4.8).

PITsize = PITsize + p (4.8)

Next, V PITsize is updated as mentioned in Equation (4.9).

V PITsize =V PITsize + p (4.9)

• Case 3: V PITsize + p > ηPIT

If the incoming Interest packet overflows the VPIT, the packet is discarded in the

VPIT and the real Interest packet is replaced by updating the real PIT depending on

the replacement policy used by NDN router. At the same time, the related Interest

NACK packet is sent to the downstream node. Following that, NDN router sends the

respective Interest NACK packet to the downstream nodes to inform them that there is

an impending PIT overflow in order to limit or adjust the Interest packet rate. In case

2 and case 3, when the NDN node receives the Interest packet, the link capacity (Č)

updating is derived as follows:

Č = Č+C.t (4.10)

Č = min(Č,C) (4.11)

Č = max(Č− p, 0) (4.12)
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The Č is monitored by the NDN router, which is the value of Č that is equal or less than

the value of C. Meanwhile, when the NDN router receives a Data packet, verifies the

name of available Data packet with PIT entries, and a match is found, the Data packet

is then forwarded through the faces and the Interest packet must be deleted from the

PIT. Thus, the PIT will be updated (decreasing), as described by Equation (4.13) and

Equation (4.14), respectively.

PITsize = PITsize− p (4.13)

V PITsize =V PITsize− p (4.14)

The proceeding algorithms of AVPIT are presented at the receiving of both Data and

Interest packets via Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

Algorithm 4.1 Treatment of Data packet in AVPIT

Input:
p : Entry
PITsize: Number of packet currently in the PIT
V PITsize: Number of packet currently in the VPIT

Main process:
Begin
Check if Data packet name is matching any PIT entry name then

Update the size of PIT based on PITsize� PITsize− p // decreasing PIT size
Update the size of VPIT based on V PITsize� V PITsize− p // decreasing VPIT size
Erase entry from PIT
Cache the data in the Content Store

end_if
else

Discard Data packet
end_else

End
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Algorithm 4.2 Treatment of Interest packet in AVPIT

Input:
p : Interest packet
s : VPIT arrival time
t : current time
C : Actual capacity
Č : Virtual capacity
PITsize : Number of packets currently in the PIT, initially equal 0
V PITsize : Number of packets currently in the VPIT, initially equal 0
ηPIT : Limit size of PIT

Main process:
Begin
// at each interest packet arrival epoch do

Check if Phit
CS equal zero then

Calculate the Interest arrival rate at PIT based on λ in
PIT ← ∑iε|ηp λi.(1− phit

CS)
end_if
Break

else
Calculate the process time based on t← h− s
Update the size of the virtual PIT, calculating based on V PITsize←V PITsize−Č.t
Make the size of the virtual PIT has become zero, if virtual PIT size is less than zero

Check if the size of virtual PIT with incoming Interest packet size less than the limit
size of PIT then // PIT does not overflow.

Add a new entry to the PIT // normal NDN processing
Update the size of PIT based on PITsize� PITsize + p
Update the size of PIT based on V PITsize� V PITsize + p

end_if
Go to step #

else
Check if the size of virtual PIT with new Interest packet size large than the size

of PIT then // PIT does overflow
Make replacement entry in real PIT // normal NDN process
Return Interest NACK (PIT_Overflow) to downstream node

end_else
#: Recalculate the process time

Calculate the virtual capacity based on Č← Č+C.t
Check if the virtual capacity large than actual capacity then

Make virtual capacity as the same actual capacity value
end_if
else
Update the virtual capacity based on Č← Č− p
end_else

Make virtual capacity has become zero, if virtual capacity has less than zero
end_if

Update Interest packet arrive time by s← h
end_else

End
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4.2.3 AVPIT Verification and Validation

AVPIT mechanism was verified using the method described in Chapter Three and

confirmed the following:

• AVPIT mechanism has been programmed correctly, and

• AVPIT mechanism implementation is free from any errors or bugs.

To validate the accuracy of the proposed AVPIT mechanism, Graphical comparison

technique is used. In this technique, the graphs of results that generated from simulat-

ing the model over time were compared with the graphs of results of valid mechanisms

variables in order to investigate behaviors. In addition, a Dumbbell topology was con-

sidered with a variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM simulator. The former Dumbbell

topology was used to study the impact of competing Interest packet rate on links and

overflows of the PIT for 200 seconds of simulation time. A simple Dumbbell topology

(see Figure 2.14) contains six nodes and five links, is selected.

Throughout this section, flooding route was used as the routing protocol in this sce-

nario. Meanwhile, the maximum traffic load of 10000 Interest packet per second was

set for all subscribers, and the PIT size is assumed to be 1000 entries. For this simu-

lation scenario, the results obtained from AVPIT were compared with results obtained

from traditional NDN PIT. This comparison was based on the behavior of an AVPIT in

a certain heavy load (i.e., high Interest packet rate) for a particular performance met-

ric. In other words, the AVPIT mechanism is expected to show a different behavior

compared with the behavior of the traditional NDN PIT.
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Figure 4.3. PIT Length vs Time for NDN PIT and AVPIT

Figure 4.3 compares the validation of the real number of Interest packet caching in the

PIT over time, both using and without using the AVPIT mechanism for NDN router

based PIT overflow. In the Figure 4.3 (b), the fluctuations in the AVPIT’s graph were

not identical with the traditional NDN PIT graph. It can be observed that the PIT sized

traditional NDN PIT fluctuates at a level that is close to the maximum capacity for the

PIT, based on the simulation time when the PIT is overflowing. This is because the

PIT controller needs only to replace the incoming new Interest packets according to

the PIT replacement policy. On the other hand, by applying AVPIT, it can be observed
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that the PIT size fluctuates significantly up and down during the simulation time, due

to the adaptive ability of the AVPIT based on the traffic load of the network and the

VPIT conditions. When the VPIT becomes overflowed, the new Interest packet is

discarded in the VPIT and the real Interest packet is replaced in the real PIT, while at

the same time the NACK packet is sent to downstream nodes which maintains another

rate limit accordingly. Hence, the figures above show that the overall behavior of

AVPIT corresponds with the description and analysis of AVPIT, which supports that

the AVPIT mechanism is valid.

Figure 4.4. Interest Drop vs Time for NDN PIT and AVPIT
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As seen in Figure 4.4 after an initial transient period, it can be observed that the NDN

PIT Interest packet drop is completed with the Interest drop range between (1072

and 1089) Interest packets, and it fluctuates in this range. Hence, the fluctuation of

the Interest packet drop is due to the packet nature of the NDN PIT processing for

the arrival of Interest packets when the PIT suffers overflow. On the other hand, it

can be observed that the AVPIT (see Figure 4.4 (b)) Interest drop is completed with

the Interest drop range between (6 and 237) Interest packets, while fluctuating in this

range. By reducing the Interest drop that may occur over heavy traffic load, significant

cost can be reduced in both packet processing overhead and storage in the NDN router.

Hence, it is proven here that AVPIT prevents unnecessary traffic in the network.

4.2.4 AVPIT Evaluation

With the aim of evaluating the performance aspects of the AVPIT mechanism, a com-

parison using ndnSIM was conducted using the traditional PIT in the NDN router. For

this purpose, a Tree topology (see Figure 2.15). For each simulation scenario, the

experiment was repeated 10 times for 300 seconds of simulation time. These simu-

lations were performed using the NDN nodes. In the presented scenario, there were

two different performance metrics, namely the real amount of Interest caching in PIT

and Interest drop at the PIT, which were analyzed to investigate the performance of

the AVPIT.

Figure 4.5 shows the real number of Interest caching in PIT using and without using

the AVPIT mechanism for the NDN router (router R) over a Tree topology. The hor-

izontal x-axis represents the different PIT sizes (i.e., 100, 200,300, 400, 800, 1000,

1200, 1600, and 2000 entries), while the vertical y-axis represents the real number of

Interest packet caching in PIT. Meanwhile, the other parameters were selected as CS

size = 1000 entries, and the Interest packet rate = 10000 Interest/second. As far as
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traditional NDN PIT is concerned, the real number is almost close to the capacity of

PIT when setting a small PIT size scenario. In contrast, the AVPIT average PIT size

would increase gradually from approximately (85 entries) to around (1541 entries).

Interestingly, the AVPIT greater reduces the real number of Interest packet caching in

PIT as compared to traditional NDN PIT.

Figure 4.5. PIT Length vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and AVPIT

Figure 4.6 illustrates the Interest drop rate differences of AVPIT and traditional NDN

PIT over 10 different Interest packet rates (i.e., 1000-10000 Interests/second), whereas

the other parameters were selected as PIT size = 1000 entries, and CS = 1000 entries.

The vertical y-axis represents the Interest drop rate, while the horizontal x-axis repre-

sents the different Interest packet rate per second. Both groups showed a gradual rise

in Interest drop as the Interest packet rate increased, and as far as traditional NDN PIT

is concerned, the Interest drop fluctuated between (22.74%) and (47.80%). In contrast,

the AVPIT Interest drop increased gradually from approximately (14.25%) to around

(29.98%). Thus, it was observed that the Interest drop for both mechanisms linearly

increased with the increase in Interest packet rate by the subscribers. Interestingly, the
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AVPIT greater reduces the Interest drop rate as compared to traditional NDN PIT.

Figure 4.6. IDR vs No. of Interest Rate for NDN PIT and AVPIT

As a conclusion, the traditional NDN PIT and AVPIT were compared using a Tree

topology and the results are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. In particular, it is claimed

here that AVPIT may be used in order to reduce the PIT overflow, and is able to

maintain a real number of Interest packet caching in PIT with minimal Interest packet

drop at the PIT, when compared to traditional NDN PIT.

4.3 Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime Mechanism

Implementing an PIT needs large and fast memory configuration to store the incoming

Interest packets at a particular point in time. In addition, the entry is lodged in the PIT

for a time interval referred to as lifetime (i.e., Interest lifetime value is indicated as

the approximate time remaining before the Interest packet times out); this is specified

as an inbuilt parameter of the Interest packet. As soon as the Interest packet lifetime

expires, while the response still remains pending, the holding memory is thus freed

to accommodate an incoming Interest packet. Interestingly, it has been noted that the
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lifetime parameter is usually chosen by the subscribers. Moreover, the PIT size could

amount to a bottleneck problem for the NDN infrastructure when large sets of requests

flood the network and Data packets are returned with a delay.

Furthermore, it is predicted that the use of longer Interest packet lifetime which would

further increase the number of simultaneous entries in the PIT. Despite the diversified

nature of the NDN router, sometimes a large lifetime is still essential since subscriber

nodes would subscribe for some given contents that are asynchronously produced in

future requests. In this section, this specific problem motivated the researcher to pro-

vide a Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mechanism, which defines the man-

agement of an Interest packet lifetime at content PIT. The STIL can change the Interest

packet lifetime value (granted to be larger) during low network load, and thus the PIT

is not overflowed. In contrast, STIL can change Interest packet lifetime value (granted

to be less) during heavy network load, and the PIT is overflowed without increasing

Interest packet retransmission. This is in order to avoid overstaying of PIT entries.

The significance of this section is that it presents the STIL model, the theory, analysis

of STIL, and validation and evaluation of the proposed mechanism.

4.3.1 Description of STIL Mechanism

The initial design of the PIT memory size was to determine the number of entries and

the lifetime of each entry [173]. Thus, the adaptation of Interest packet lifetime is

helpful to utilize the PIT memory size sufficiently. According to Anastasiades et al. in

[69] in the NDN nodes’ prototype implementation (i.e., CCNx [302]), the default life-

time for Interest packet is 4 seconds (i.e., 4000 ms). However, this parameter is chosen

by subscribers, and not by the network controller itself. The problem can exacerbate

via long Interest packet lifetime . In order to deal with the aforementioned problem,

a need arose to develop a special mechanism to manage Interest packet lifetime (i.e.,
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STIL) at content router levels by adapting Interest packet lifetime as a function under

the NDN network load. Hence, STIL can adjust the Interest packet lifetime in order

to avoid overstaying of PIT entries during heavy network load, which is the main goal

for this mechanism.

Based on the discussion above, the STIL mechanism breaks down the hypothesis that

the intermediate nodes (NDN routers) do not manage Interest packet lifetime values.

Therefore, STIL mechanism answer of the second question of the research questions,

which it is highlighted the direct effect of massive use of long Interest lifetime on the

PIT size, that leads to increase the probability this table become overflowed. The main

goals of STIL are:

• to observe the incoming faces list in order to determine which face has a high-

est receiving Interest packet in the NDN router (if and only if there are variety

number of Interest packet received via the NDN router faces), and assist in de-

termining the Interest packet that is coming from the face, and

• to manage the incoming Interest packet lifetime to PIT, as a function of the

network load.

4.3.2 Analysis of STIL Mechanism

The Renewal theory behind the STIL mechanism addresses issues of both Interest

packet lifetime and PIT size. In addition, the update procedure depends on the incom-

ing Interest packets, which implies that every time packets arrive to the PIT, an update

is required. The former issue can be resolved by assigning a specific parameter, while

the latter is settled by an estimation using Renewal theory and storing the entry based

on the value of Interest packet lifetime and face behavior. An adaptive mechanism for

the Interest packet lifetime is beneficial in NDN router scenario to control how quickly
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retransmission can be performed in case of PIT overflow. This is considered as the be-

ginning of the analysis of the newly developed mechanism (STIL) to adaptively set

the lifetime for incoming Interest packets. Moreover, in order to support this adaptive

mechanism, the face that has a higher number of Interest packet received needs to be

determined. It is assumed that fmax is the face number that has received a maximum

Interest packet for set (R). Whereas R is a set of ratios of the number of requests re-

ceived from a given face (ηr) to the total number of requests received from all faces

(ηR), which is calculated as follows:

fr =

(
ηr

ηR

)
(4.15)

where fr is the requests ratio via face f that is belonging to the set R.

fmax = max( fri) (4.16)

where fri={ fri| fri ⊆ R,∀iεη f ace}. When fmax > 0, the function returns either the face

number which has received a maximum number of Interest packet or 0 that represents

all faces have received the same number of Interest packet.

As an Interest packet arrives, three cases based on the relationship between the PIT

and Interest packet lifetime can occur.

• Case 1: the PIT is empty, let (Tth) be denoted as a threshold of an average

lifetime that represents an entry lifetime between the Tth values, which initially

is assumed as a default set to 4000 ms with the first incoming Interest packet
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lifetime to the PIT given as:

Tth =
4000+ pτ

2
(4.17)

where pτ is the lifetime of an incoming Interest packet.

• Case 2: the PIT is not overflowed and the PIT is not empty, so the Tth is updated

by calculating the average lifetime between the Tth values, with the incoming

Interest packet lifetime to the PIT as follows:

Tth =
Tth + pτ

2
(4.18)

Hence, the value of lifetime of an incoming entry is updated as:

pτ = max(Tth, pτ) (4.19)

Since Tth is larger than the incoming Interest packet lifetime, then pτ will be updated

based on (4.19). Hence, by applying the Equations (4.18) and (4.19) for all incoming

Interest packets to the PIT, it motivates the entry to keep alive as long as possible

before the expiration of entry lifetime.

• Case 3: the PIT is overflowed, thus the average lifetime for all entries that belong

to face ( f ) is calculated (when the number of Interest packet received via faces

is varying) or for all entries of PIT (when the number of Interest packet received

via faces is similar), it is subtracted based on the equation from the old threshold,

which is as follows:
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Theorem 4.1: The threshold lifetime (Tth) for all entries belonging to PIT is given by:

Tth =


Tth( fmax) =

∑iε|w pτi
w i f fmax > 0

Tth(PIT ) =
∑iε|PITsize

pτi

PITsize
Otherwise

(4.20)

where w is the total number of entries ε ( fmax); and PITsize is the total number of

entriesε (PIT ). Thus, the STIL updates the incoming PIT entry lifetime based on the

Interest packet received via the face and PIT conditions.

Proof: Theorem 4.1 shows a rule of updating the new incoming PIT entry lifetime

based on updating the Tth parameter of either the specific given face (i.e., fmax), or

for all entries belonging to the PIT. Thus, the STIL algorithm is implemented for

monitoring and managing PIT for each incoming PIT entry lifetime when the PIT

becomes overflowed. Therefore, the STIL will make a choice of selecting from the

two available options mentioned above. When there are different number of Interest

packet received via the faces, Equation (4.20) is determined, and as mentioned above,

the fmax returns the face number at the maximum number of Interest packet arrival.

Let Tth( fmax) denote the average lifetime that the PIT receives from the face ( fmax),

that is still stored in the PIT. Therefore, Tth( fmax) is defined by:

Tth( fmax) =
∑iε|w pτi

w
(4.21)
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where i = {1,2,3, ...,w}, and w is the total number of entries ε ( fmax) inside the PIT.

When the number of Interest packet received is similar over all faces, Tth(PIT )) de-

notes the average lifetime for all entries into the PIT. Therefore, Tth(PIT ) is defined

by:

Tth(PIT ) =
∑iε|PITsize pτi

PITsize
(4.22)

where i = {1,2,3, ...,PITsize} and PITsize is the total number of entries ε (PIT ). Con-

sequently, either one of these equations is true (i.e., (4.21) or (4.22) are mutually

exclusive). Accordingly, the expected value of the calculated lifetime is as follows:

Tth =

[
∑iε|w|PITsize pτi

w|PITsize

] fmax|PIT

(4.23)

[x] fmax|PIT represents the update of the lifetime of the newly incoming entry for face

( fmax) or PIT . During overflow, the value of lifetime of an incoming Interest packet is

updated based on Equation (4.24) as follows:

pτ = min(Tth, pτ) (4.24)

This can be helpful by granting shorter lifetime values in case of high traffic loads, and

when the PIT becomes full. Hence, by applying Equation (4.23), it motivates the entry

to keep alive for the shortest acceptable period before the expiration of entry lifetime.

Initially, STIL was implemented and developed based on traditional NDN PIT. Thus,

STIL will be activated when the real PIT becomes overflowed. This investigation

further proceeds with the algorithm of STIL presented in Algorithm 4.3:
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Algorithm 4.3 Treatment of entry lifetime in STIL

Input:
Tth : Threshold lifetime of PIT, initially equal 4000 Or based on subscribers setting
pτ : Entry lifetime
p: Incoming entry

Main process:
Begin
if the PIT does not overflow then

if the PIT is empty then
Update by Tth calculating the average between the 4000 and incoming Interest lifetime

end_if
else // PIT not empty

Update Tth by calculating the average between the Tth and incoming Interest lifetime
based on Tth =

Tth+pτ

2
Update the entry lifetime based on pτ ← max(Tth, pτ)

end_else
end_if
Break
else // PIT overflow

Check if there is any face has received highest number of Interest arrival And the incoming
Interest belong to this face then

for all entities belong the face has received highest number of Interest packet into
PIT do

Calculate the threshold lifetime parameter based on Tth←
∑iε|w pτi

w
end_for

end_if
Go to step *

else // The number of Interest packet received is the same for all faces Or the incoming
Interest not belong to this face

for all entities belong in PIT do
Calculate the threshold lifetime parameter based on Tth←

∑iε|PITsize pτi

PITsize
end_for

end_else
*: Update the entry lifetime based on pτ ← min(Tth pτ)
end_else
End

4.3.3 STIL Verification and Validation

The primary concern is to ensure that the proposed STIL has been programmed cor-

rectly inside the ndnSIM, and it has been implemented properly on the computer.

Verification was conducted following the techniques mentioned in Chapter Three and

aimed at confirmed the following:
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• STIL mechanism is programmed correctly, and

• STIL mechanism implementation does not contain any errors or bugs.

It was verified that PIT overflow leads to decreased PIT utilization. Therefore, this sec-

tion focuses on an adaptive lifetime parameter in order to avoid Interest packet stay for

a long time inside PIT using the proposed STIL mechanism. The validation of STIL

was intended to ensure that it meets its intended requirements in terms of adapting the

lifetime of Interest packet based on the status of the PIT. Thus, the validation of STIL

focused on examining the relationship between PIT overflow and the lifetime value

over two different ways, including a numerical analysis, and simulation scenarios.

Numerical analysis is a method that is used to validate the analytical model by assum-

ing valid input and calculating them based on the model equations. These methods are

repeated 10 times with different inputs to ensure the model meets the intended require-

ments in terms of adapting the Interest packet lifetime based on the PIT condition (in

worst case; case 3, when the PIT is full). The limited PIT was size=10 entries, and the

replacement policy was LRU. For NDN router (R), the number of faces were assumed

to be three at which f = {1,2,3} (i.e., router A: face 1, router B: face 2, and router

C: face 3). In addition, the Interest packets were set (S) to 20, as follows: S={Interest

lifetime, incoming face}={{3240, 3}, {3087, 3}, {3310, 2}, {3040, 3}, {3101, 1},

{3178,3}, {3215, 3}, {3371, 1}, {3214, 3}, {3222, 2}, {3190, 3}, {3195, 3}, {3063,

2}, {3249, 3}, {3314, 1}, {3388, 3}, {3053, 2}, {3211, 3}, {3107, 2}, {3195, 3}}.

As presented earlier in Section 4.3.3 above, the case 3 of STIL mechanism involves

two options. In option 1 for case 3 (not on the order as explained in the equation), it

was assumed that the ratios of the number of requests received in the list of incoming
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faces are similar (A = B =C). This means that the face field from the data set will be

ignored and the focus is only on the lifetime field. Table 4.1 illustrates the results that

reflect STIL mechanism process.

Table 4.1
PIT Process After Overflow based on STIL Mechanism

In order to detail how the mechanism works, an example of one operation is described

in the following. The PIT keeps receiving the Interest packet, and updates are com-

puted until the PIT becomes full. This means that the PIT table includes 10 entries.

Next, the newly incoming entry is recorded (pτ= 3190 ms). STIL mechanism calcu-

lates the average entry lifetime, which results in 3198 ms. Then, it updates Tth in order

to allow only the entry that has lifetime less than the Tth to replace the old one. Hence,

in this scenario as an example, there is no need to update the lifetime field at the initial

iteration. Otherwise, the incoming entry lifetime is updated with the Tth.

In addition, in order to juxtapose that it fulfills its intended requirements in terms of

adaptive lifetime, the STIL mechanism results were evaluated with the original PIT

(i.e., PIT without STIL mechanism, as shown in Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2
PIT Process After Overflow based on NDN PIT

Figure 4.7 reflects the results obtained in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The horizontal an x-

axis represents the PIT update process per cycle, while the vertical an y-axis represents

the average entry lifetime. which shows that the average entry lifetime for PIT with

STIL mechanism resulted in a better outcome. The scenario here supposed that all 10

processes were controlled, lifetime was updated, and there was a replacement for each

Figure 4.7. Average Entry Lifetime vs PIT Update Process for NDN PIT and STIL
with Similar Interest Rate
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incoming Interest packet when the PIT overflows. Thus, the lifetime parameter is

decreased for all incoming Interest packets that were replaced by the existing one.

In option 2 for case 3: it is assumed that the ratios of the number of requests received in

the list of incoming faces are varied (for instance A = 3
20 , B = 5

20 , C = 12
20 , see data set

S), which implies that the focus is on both the lifetime field and the face field as well.

For illustration purposes, Table 4.3 depicts the result that conflicts with the mechanism

process by applying the same concept as in case one, until the PIT becomes full.

Table 4.3
PIT Process After Overflow based on STIL Mechanism (detected face)

The treatment of this option determines the face that has the highest ratio that the ra-

tios of the number of requests received in the list of incoming faces. STIL mechanism

calculates the Tth for every entry recorded inside the PIT, which in this case was equal

to 3162 ms. Then, Tth is updated in order to allow only the entries that have lifetime

values less than the Tth to be replaced with old ones based on the LRU policy. Conclu-

sively, in this example Tth = 3162 ms, which means it requires an update of the pt for

newly requested Interest packets and passes it to the PIT.

In addition, as illustrated in Figure 4.8, the performance of PIT with STIL mechanism

has a good average entry lifetime. This is because the incoming Interest packet lifetime

is updated based on the Tth, by calculating the average for all packets that belong to the
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same face with a maximum value. Thus overall, the lifetime parameter is decreased

for all incoming Interest packets that are replaced by an existing one.

Figure 4.8. Average Entry Lifetime vs PIT Update Process for NDN PIT and STIL
with Various Interest Rate

Meanwhile, the simulation scenario was used as another way of validating the STIL

mechanism based on Performance testing technique, which is used to test whether all

characteristics of the performance are measured as well as evaluated with enough ac-

curacy. For that, we are comparing the results obtained from STIL with the results

from standard NDN PIT via Tree topology. Flooding route was used as the routing

protocol in this scenario, while the PIT size was set at 100 entries, and the CS at 100.

In addition, the Interest packet rate was set at 1000 Interest/second as the system pa-

rameter. Interest packet lifetime denotes the initial contention at 4 seconds (i.e., 4000

ms). For each simulation scenario, the result from the mechanism model was com-

pared with traditional NDN PIT results. For each simulation scenario, the experiment

was repeated ten times as well as the simulation time set at 200 second.
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Figure 4.9. Average Entry Lifetime vs Time for NDN PIT and STIL

Figure 4.9 represents the average entry lifetime of the NDN PIT and STIL versus sim-

ulation time. Thus, NDN router (R) maintains the lifetime of the incoming Interest

packet based on network behavior and PIT condition as described in Section 4.3.3.

The figure shows that the STIL maintains the Interest lifetime at maximum as long as

possible since the PIT has not overflowed yet. STIL adapts the lifetime of incoming

Interest packets when the PIT overflows as the minimum Interest packet lifetime of

(3.00999) seconds as compared to (3.99999) seconds for NDN PIT. It was also ob-

served that the incoming Interest packets was decreased by approximately (31%) as
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compared to the results obtained using NDN PIT.

4.3.4 STIL Evaluation

To assess the performance of the proposed STIL mechanism, extensive NDN simu-

lations were carried out in different network scenarios using ndnSIM simulations. In

this section, a selected set of simulation results is presented in illustrating the function,

properties, and benefits of the proposed solution. The experimental evaluation inves-

tigates the impact of STIL on the performance of PIT by comparing the STIL results

with traditional NDN PIT and DPEL [61] output. In spite of the simplified implemen-

tation and simulation of DPEL mechanism, it has not been compared and evaluated

in wire environments. Consequently, DPEL was implemented in the present study in

ndnSIM and it was evaluated by selected simulation scenarios. The PIT size and CS

size were set as 100 Interest packets and 100 Data packets, respectively.

For the purpose evaluation of STIL, Interest packet lifetime is assuming to be 80 ms

[52] rather than 4000 ms in order to be sure that STIL not increase the Interest retrans-

mission when the PIT become full. The Interest packet rate was set as 250, 500, 750,

1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, and 2000 Interests/second. In order to model a more realis-

tic network environment, the Abilene topology was implemented, as shown in Figure

2.16. The number of subscriber nodes and publisher nodes were fixed to 25 and 10,

respectively. Each subscriber/publisher was connected to one NDN router uniformly

selected between those available in the network. For each simulation scenario, the

experiment was repeated ten times as well as the simulation time set at 500 second.

Moreover, two different performance metrics, which were average Interest packet re-

transmission rate, and the Interest packet satisfaction rate were analyzed to study the

performance of STIL.
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Figure 4.10 shows the Interest retransmission rate of STIL, DPEL, and NDN PIT over

different subscriber Interest packet rates. The horizontal an x-axis represents the eight

different Interest packet rates per second, while the vertical an y-axis represents the

Interest retransmission rate. Subscribers resent Interest packets that have been dam-

aged and lost. Meanwhile, Interest packet retransmission after a time-out is necessary

to recover losses, even though the Data packet may just be delayed at the bottleneck

and/or the Interest packet is dropped when the PIT capacity is not sufficient. Thus, sub-

scribers’ Interest packets will be discarded from the NDN routers, and based on this,

subscribers will experience an increasing Interest packet retransmission that will result

in a complete collapse of the whole network. According to the results obtained, STIL,

DPEL, and NDN PIT share the same trend with the Interest packet retransmission lin-

early increasing with the increase in the number of Interest packet rate provided by the

subscriber. The graph below illustrates that when STIL is applied, the drop packets are

minimal, and the retransmissions required is at the minimum, thus saving the Interest

packet retransmission costs. Hence, the STIL mechanism presented the best results as

compared with DPEL and NDN PIT.

Figure 4.10. IRR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT, DPEL and STIL
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Figure 4.11 illustrates the Interest packet satisfaction rate of STIL, DPEL, and NDN

PIT over the Abilene topology. The horizontal an x-axis represents the eight different

Interest packet rates per second, while the vertical an y-axis represents the Interest

packet satisfaction rate. In scenarios where the Interest rates were between 250-2000

Interest/second, different Interest packet satisfaction rate values were set for different

predictors. The Interest packet satisfaction for STIL was observed to be always better

than NDN PIT and DPEL. This is because the STIL mechanism has the ability of adap-

tive Interest packet lifetime setting in both cases; when the PIT does/does not overflow.

Hence, this guarantees that with a large heavy load, the Interest packet satisfaction can

be dramatically maximized as compared to NDN PIT and DPEL, respectively.

Figure 4.11. ISR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT, DPEL and STIL

As a conclusion, STIL, DPEL and NDN PIT were compared by using an Abilene

topology and the results are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The analysis shows that

STIL achieves a higher Interest satisfaction when compared with NDN PIT and DPEL,

respectively. In addition, STIL significantly reduces the Interest retransmission rate

that is experienced by the subscriber node(s) when the Interest packet rate increases.
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4.4 Highest Lifetime Least Request Policy

The PIT replacement policy plays a crucial part in Interest packet caching. To achieve

a high level of sophisticated cache management, these replacement policies are neces-

sary. Due to the limited size of the PIT, PIT replacement policies are helpful in evicting

the entry from the PIT and building a new space for the new Interest packet coming

to the PIT. This is applicable when the PIT is full and then there is an incoming entry

that needs to be inserted into the PIT. In the quest for obtaining a replacement policy

that is as close to efficient as possible, this section presents a new replacement pol-

icy, namely Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy. HLLR is a replacement

policy that determines a PIT entry to be changed based on PIT conditions for efficient

PIT utilization. The significance of this section is that it presents the HLLR model, the

theory, analysis of HLLR, and validation and evaluation of the proposed policy.

4.4.1 Description of HLLR Policy

In the NDN architecture, the management of NDN routers’ storage capacity plays a

fundamental role in system performance [92]. Thus, management of PIT continues to

be one of the primary concerns of high-speed forwarding. For content PIT replace-

ment, different cache replacement policies have been proposed, which are Persistent,

Random, and Least Recently Used. For Persistent policy, a new entry will not be

created if a limit has been reached. Regarding Random policy, when PIT reaches its

limit, a random entry (both old and new entries) could be removed from the PIT. As

for Least Recently Used, when limit is reached, insertion of a new entry will evict the

oldest entry [218, 47]. However, without consideration of other factors, such as be-

ing accessed frequency, it is unable to get an ideal effect in some modes. In addition,

the lifetime parameter was not considered previously, even though it can affect entries

with long entry lifetime. Therefore, it deserves a specific study, which is the object of

this thesis.
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To overcome this sort of problem, a Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy

was proposed in order for efficient utilization of PIT via determining which PIT entry

needs to be replaced based on PIT conditions. Hence, this policy was proposed to

answers the third question of the research questions, which it is highlighted the direct

effect of Interest lifetime and popularity of PIT content in replacing PIT entry when

the PIT is overflowed for efficient PIT utilization. The main goals of HLLR were:

• to penalizing the Interest packet that occupies a large Interest packet lifetime

with a minimum number of request of Interest packet in the PIT, and

• to formulate a general rule that is a function of the entry lifetime and frequency

of entry that yields an efficient priority for replacement.

4.4.2 Analysis of HLLR Policy

The HLLR policy is a type of memory management algorithm used to manage PIT

within NDN routers. The characteristics of this algorithm involve the PIT that keeps

track of the number of times an Interest packet is requested in memory by assigning a

counter to count every face that requests the Interest packet from the PIT. Each time

a reference is made to that Interest packet, the counter is increased by one. When the

PIT is full and has a new Interest packet waiting to be inserted, the HLLR will search

for the Interest packet with the least face frequency and highest lifetime among all the

entries present in the PIT. The least face frequency and highest lifetime are used to

determine the PIT entry to be changed.

As clarified above, HLLR has two vectors which are entry lifetime and the number

of entry request. When the PIT overflows, one entry is replaced with a newly arrived

one. HLLR is designed to determine the entry that has longest lifetime and least faces

requesting to be replaced. Each entry is supposed to have a scalar entry weight of
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flowing measure, namely “weight” and denoted byp(weight), where p(weight) repre-

sents the weight of PIT entry that needs to be evicted (i.e., time to store one request

for entry into PIT), which is defined as:

p(weight)PIT =
pτ

rc
(4.25)

where pτ presents the entry lifetime, and rc is the frequency of the entry that is already

cached in the PIT, which is calculated as:

p(rc) = count{c, p : 0 < c≤ η f ace} (4.26)

where c is the request counted for the entry; c is greater than 0 and less or equal to

maximum number of faces (η f ace) of the NDN router. However, Equation (4.25) does

not support the correct p(weight) in some cases, particularly when there are two results

having the same value (i.e., p(weight) = pτ

rc
= 150

2 = 300
4 = 75) or when evicting an

entry, the pτ is therefore with higher rc (i.e., 303
3 = 101) against the intended one (i.e.,

200
2 = 100). Hence, the following theorem gives the necessary condition on p(weight).

Theorem 4.2: p(pτ , rc) defines the entry lifetime (pτ) to a specific PIT request (rc).

HLLR replaces the entry that has minimum rc with highest pτ value. Hence, the largest

p(weight) is calculated as follows:

p(weight)PIT =


µτ i f rc = 1

max

(
PITsize.pτ

rrc+1
c . 2

√
Qτ
ηR

)
p

otherwise
(4.27)
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Proof: The above theorem shows a rule of choosing p(weight) that has two options.

Thus, by running the HLLR algorithm for managing PIT, when the PIT becomes over-

flowed and has a new Interest packet awaiting a schedule of insertion into the PIT,

there will be a choice of selecting from the two available options mentioned above.

Using the proposed formal method concept of proximity for p(weight), the p(weight)

can be more conveniently depicted with removal from PIT and decrease the lookup

process time by denoting µτ to be a maximum PIT entry lifetime currently in the PIT

for each PIT entry that has rc = 1. Hence, the µτ is calculated by Equation (4.28):

µτ(PIT ) = max(pi(pτ))PIT (4.28)

where pi = {p1, p2, p3, ...,PITsize}∀piεPITsize. Hence:

p(weight)PIT = µτ(PIT ) (4.29)

This means that the p(weight)PIT equals the maximum PIT entry lifetime for all entries

in the PIT if the request of this entry equals one. By applying Equation (4.27) for the

first option, it may enable the HLLR to search for the entry that has only one request

and maximum lifetime to evict it from the PIT.

The second option is applied in order to find the accuracy entry based on the HLLR

concept without any instability in the PIT when evicting an entry as earlier mentioned

as a drawback of Equation (4.25). Therefore, the total number of requests (ηR) can be

calculated for all entries inside the PIT that is expected as follows:

ηR(PIT ) = ∑ pi(rc) (4.30)
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where pi = {p1, p2, p3, ...,PITsize}∀piεPITsize, since ηR is a total number of requests

sent by the subscribers and received from all faces. In addition, there is the need to

calculate the total amount of time (Qτ) which all entries are allowed to stay inside PIT,

and this is to be acquired based on:

Qτ(PIT ) = ∑ pi(pτ) (4.31)

where pi = {p1, p2, p3, ...,PITsize}∀piεPITsize. Therefore, the probability of p(weight)

for one entry in PIT is given as:

p(weight) =
PITsize.pτ

rrc+1
c . 2

√
Qτ

ηR

(4.32)

Hence, to look up and determine exactly the entry that should be evicted from the PIT,

it is given by the following equation:

p(weight)PIT = max(pi(weight)) (4.33)

where pi = {p1, p2, p3, ...,PITsize}∀piεPITsize.

In the first instance, HLLR is implemented and developed based on traditional NDN

PIT. Thus, HLLR will be activated when the real PIT becomes overflowed. The pro-

ceeding algorithm of HLLR is presented in Algorithm 4.4:
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Algorithm 4.4 Treatment of entry in HLLR when PIT overflow
Input:
pτ : Entry lifetime
p: Incoming entry
PITsize: Number of packets currently in the PIT
Main process:
Begin
if the size of PIT does overflow

Check if there is any entry has one request then
Find maximum PIT entry lifetime among them based on µτ ← max(pi(pτ))PIT

Calculate the weight of entry for evicting it from PIT based on p(weight)PIT ← µτ

end_if
Go to step #

else // PIT does no overflow
Counted the number of request for each entry existing in PIT
Calculate the total number of request for all entries inside PIT based on ηR(PIT )←

∑ pi(rc)
Calculate the total amount of time for all entries staying inside PIT based on

Qτ(PIT )← ∑ pi(pτ)

Calculate the weight to each entry based on p(weight)← PITsize.pτ

rrc+1
c . 2

√
Qτ
ηR

Calculate the price of entry for removing it from PIT based on p(weight)PIT ←
max(p(weight)pi|∀piεPITsize.)

end_else
#: Replacement (p(weight)PIT , p) in order to update PIT
end_if
End

4.4.3 HLLR Verification and Validation

The proposed policy (HLLR) was verified inside the ndnSIM simulator in order to

ensure that the policy deploys those assumptions correctly. Verification was conducted

following the techniques mentioned in Chapter Three. After the verification process,

the following were confirmed:

• HLLR policy is programmed correctly, and

• HLLR policy implementation does not contain any errors or bugs.

To validate the accuracy of the proposed HLLR policy, two methods were employed,
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firstly by numerical analysis via executing one operation in order to ascertain how

the HLLR policy works. The Interest packet lifetime denoted initial contention to be

between 3000 ms to 4000 ms for instance. The NDN router was assumed to keep re-

ceiving Interest packets from each face and update PIT according to network behavior.

For example, the Table 4.4 shows 30 Interest packets that need to be cached in the PIT.

Therefore, it was assumed that all Interest packets will be recorded or updated in the

PIT, and none will be rejected. The maximum capacity of PIT was equal to 10 entries.

Since the PIT is a data structure, each PIT entry contains the following information:

(i) the name associated with the entry (E_name), (ii) a list of incoming faces (I_face),

(iii) a list of outgoing faces (O_Face), (iv) the time when the entry should expire (LT),

and (v) forwarding-strategy (FS).

Table 4.4
Interest Packet Data Set

By executing one operation in order to ascertain how the current PIT replacement

policies works, it is assumed that an NDN router keeps receiving the Interest packets
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from each face and updates PIT according to the network behavior. For example, a

data set represents 30 Interest packet that needs to be serviced in the PIT. Also, it is

assumed that all Interest packet will be recorded or updated in PIT and no one will be

rejected, where the capacity of PIT is equal to 10 entries for instance. Since the PIT

is a data structure, each PIT entry contains the information that is illustrated in Figure

2.10. In this regard, Figure 4.12 illustrates the PIT after the entries were recorded

or updated based on these fields and assuming each entry lifetime is decreased by

one when a new entry is recording or updating an existing one (e.g., the lifetime of

”www.google.com/” entry is initially “3196 ms”, and after 30 operations, the entry

becomes “3166 ms”):

Figure 4.12. PIT Entries

As described in Section 4.4.3, Equation (4.27) contains two options for updating PIT

upon experiencing an overflow, which are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, re-

spectively. By applying Equation (4.27) for the first option, it may enable the HLLR

to search for the entry that has ’1’ frequency and maximum entry lifetime in order

to remove from the PIT. In this case, the p(weight) is 3314 ms because there is only

one PIT entry has ’1’ frequency. Otherwise, when there are many entries have ’1’

frequency. The HLLR will be selected for the entry that has a maximum lifetime for

replacing.
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Figure 4.13. Entry Replacement based on HLLR, rc=1

The second option for Equation (4.27) is applied in order to find the accurate

entry based on the HLLR concept. The p(weight) is calculated for each entry in

PIT as represented in this set S={entry name, p(weight)}={(www.google.com/,

12.3648), (www.onlinecorrect.com/, 0.95830), (www.ss.uni/, 12.6577),

(www.facebook.org/, 12.47420), (www.youtube.com, 0.97560), (www.tm.com.my/,

0.06403), (www.lelong.com.my/, 127.32943), (www.internetworks.my/, 12.90380),

(www.powervoip.com/, 12.94286), (www.uobabylon.edu/, 123.13784) )}. As we can

see the entry (www.lelong.com.my/, 127.32943) that has maximum p(weight), it

should be evicted from PIT for the incoming Interest packet.

Figure 4.14. Entry Replacement based on HLLR, rc>1
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The second method to validate the accuracy of the proposed HLLR policy was by

means of the simulation scenario. For this purpose, Sensitivity analysis technique is

used by methodically changing the Interest packet rate and parameters of the HLLR

across a range of interests and taking into consideration the effect on the behavior

of the model. The flooding route was used as the routing protocol in this scenario.

Additionally other system parameters include: Interest packet lifetime denoted initial

contention of 4000 ms, Interest packet rate ranged from 100 to 1000 packets/second,

PIT size was set to 100 entry packets, and CS size accommodated 100 entries. Thus,

these scenario runs may show which policy provides a better performance. For each

simulation scenario, the Interest packet retransmission rate values for HLLR policy

obtained from the simulation experiments were compared with the Interest packet re-

transmission rates for Persistent policy obtained from another simulation.

Figure 4.15. IRR vs Interests Rate for Persistent and HLLR

Figure 4.15 presents the Interest retransmission rate for Persistent and HLLR policies

under varying Interest packet rates. The horizontal an x-axis plots the ten different

Interest packet rates per second, while the vertical an y-axis plots the Interest retrans-
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mission rate. According to the results obtained, all policies share the same trend of

increasing Interests packet retransmission in line with Interest packet rate increase.

The graph surmises that when HLLR is applied, the drop packets are minimal and

required retransmissions are at a minimum, thus saving the Interest packet retransmis-

sion cost. When the Persistent policy was applied, it gave a worse result since this

policy does not take into account the PIT condition. This method drops the incoming

Interest packet directly when the PIT is full.

4.4.4 HLLR Evaluation

In order to guarantee the consistency of the presented results, the scenarios were tested

using ndnSIM simulator using the Abilene topology as shown in Figure 2.16. Least

Recently Used, Random, and Persistent policies were applied as a replacement policy

in order to evaluate HLLR policy performance. The Interest packet rate ranged from

250 to 2000 Interest/second, and for the PIT, the size was set to 100 entries, whereas

the CS size was set to 100 entries. Flooding strategy was set as a forwarding strategy

in this experimental demonstration. For each simulation scenario, the experiment was

repeated 10 times as well as the simulation time set at 300 seconds. In particular,

a comprehensive simulation was performed by measuring the Interest drop rate and

Interest satisfaction rate usage via different number of scenarios.

Interest drop rate can usually be noticed due to network congestion, such as PIT over-

flow, queue overflow, and poor channel quality. The aim of this was to analyze the im-

pact of Interest packet rate on the performance of network regarding the Interest drop

performance metrics. Interest drop refers to the number of Interest dropped in the PIT

because of the Interest packet replacement or Interest packet lifetime having expired.

According to the results shown in Figure 4.16, it depicts that the disparity in Interest

drop is very large between the LRU and Random, and Persistent and HLLR. Each pol-
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icy condition differs in the form of dealing with the PIT when it becomes overflowed,

particularly when the Interest packet rate is increased and there is no available space

for entries to wait in the PIT memory to be satisfied. Therefore, it can be concluded

that the Interest drop rate of HLLR is better as compared to the LRU, Random, and

Persistent replacement policies. This is due to the fact that HLLR can provide better

priority to entries with consideration of the lowest request with highest lifetime that

needs to be removed to allow a new entry to be inserted.

Figure 4.16. IDR vs PIT Size for Persistent, Random, LRU and HLLR

Figure 4.17 shows Interest satisfaction rate that refers to the percentage of satisfied

Interest packets per NDN router in the network. The horizontal x-axis represents the

eight different Interest packet rates per second, while the vertical y-axis represents the

Interest packet satisfaction rate. In the scenarios where the Interest packet rate was in-

creased, the Interest satisfaction rate returned almost the same behaviors by decreasing

the Interest satisfaction rate, which implies that HLLR policy may increase the total

Interest satisfaction rate. Hence, this guarantees that with a low and a high Interest

packet rate, the Interest satisfaction rate is dramatically maximized as compared to
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Persistent, Random, and LRU policies.

Figure 4.17. ISR vs Interest Rate for Persistent, Random, LRU and HLLR

As a conclusion, HLLR, Persistent, Random, and LRU were compared by using the

Abilene topology and the results are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. The analysis

revealed that HLLR is capable of significantly reducing the Interest drop rate when

compared with Persistent, Random, and LRU policies. In addition, HLLR achieves a

higher Interest packet satisfaction at routers when compared with Persistent, Random,

and LRU. Hence, the results supported that the HLLR policy can approximate and

even outperform Persistent, Random, and LRU policies.

4.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the AVPIT model, the STIL model, and the HLLR model for

PIT over a content-centric environment. The proposed AVPIT mechanism as a first

contribution, was designed for indicating the impending overflow by using VPIT indi-

cators. The second contribution is the STIL mechanism designed to adjust the Interest

packet lifetime in order to avoid overstaying of PIT entries during heavy network load.
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The HLLR policy as the third contribution, was designed to determine which PIT entry

is to be replaced for efficient PIT utilization. In addition, these models were injected

into traditional NDN via simulation in ndnSIM. The implications of these simulations

were presented in 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 sections of this chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The validation of Pending Interest Table Control Management (PITCM) approach, as

presented in Chapter Four, has yielded positive results. In this chapter, the perfor-

mance evaluation was presented to investigate the benefits of the features introduced

by the PITCM approach through extensive simulations obtained by means of varying

parameters and different topologies. For a better understanding and confirmation of

the PITCM, the PITCM’s performance was compared with that of traditional NDN

PIT. Hence, this chapter starts with an overview and implementation of the structure

of PITCM in Section 5.1. Results of the performance evaluations of PITCM over the

traditional NDN are discussed in Section 5.2. The discussion of the performance eval-

uation is elaborated more in Section 5.3. Finally, a summary of the chapter is presented

in Section 5.4.

5.1 Pending Interest Table Control Management

The ultimate aim of this thesis was to develop and implement an PITCM approach

for NDN. The PITCM monitors and controls an incoming Interest packet as well as

manages the PIT entries that deals with PIT overflow, which leads to increase the PIT

utilization. In addition, the PITCM adopted an Negative ACKnowledgment (NACK)

feedback operation at the downstream node when the PIT state overflows in the NDN

router. Also, Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) scheme was adopted

to increase and decrease the Interest packet sending rate at the subscribers’ nodes.

PITCM incorporates three proposed components, namely AVPIT, STIL and HLLR,

as presented in Chapter Four, to enhance the management operations of PIT in NDN

router. Moreover, the PITCM makes several changes and extensions at the NDN’s

PIT to cope with the new behaviors of the heavy load of Interest packet that arrives to
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NDN router. The research problem, goals specification, and research focus contributed

highly in designing the conceptual framework of PITCM.

AVPIT, STIL and HLLR were compiled at PITCM as a one approach and integrated

into NDN router code, which was implemented in the ndnSIM environment. Incorpo-

rating PITCM components aim to provide a fundamental direction of new PIT man-

agement in NDN router, which leads to enhance the PIT performance significantly as

well as enhance the entire network performance. Each step in the PITCM pseudo-code

(see Algorithm 5.1) addresses a particular issue in the PIT, which is described as fol-

lows. For each incoming Interest packet, when the Interest packet arrival epoch to PIT

do, VPIT situation is checked whether the VPIT is overflowed or not. A positive result

(VPIT does not overflow), in this case, the size of PIT and the size of VPIT are up-

dated by increasing them. In addition, the NDN router grants larger lifetime values for

incoming Interest packets (calling the STIL mechanism). Continuously with normal

NDN processing by adding the incoming entry into PIT.

Otherwise, a negative result (VPIT does Overflow), NACK packet will be sent to the

subscriber nodes to inform them about the PIT status in order to decrease the Interest

packet sent rate. In the same time, the NDN router was updated the lifetime value

for incoming Interest packet by grants shorter lifetime value to it (calling the STIL

mechanism). In addition, PITCM will be activated the feedback method in order to

send a NACK packet to the subscribers to inform them about the PIT status to be

full, and thus it needs to decrease the Interest rate. Based on that, subscribers will

decreased the Interest packets rate via using AIMD scheme. Furthermore, the PITCM

will be also activated HLLR replacement policy in order to determine PIT entry to be

changed with the new incoming Interest packet for efficient PIT utilization. With this

approach, we avoid any additional traffic into the network and network resource.
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Algorithm 5.1 PITCM Processing

Input:
p : Interest packet
PITsize : Number of packets currently in the PIT, initially equal 0
V PITsize : Number of packets currently in the VPIT, initially equal 0
ηPIT : Limit size of PIT
Tth : Threshold lifetime of PIT, initially equal 4000 Or based on subscribers setting
pτ : Interest lifetime, initially by subscribers
VPIT_condition : False

Main process:
Begin
//////////////////// At each Interest packet arrival epoch to PIT do

Update the size of VPIT, calculating based on V PITsize← max(V PITsize−Č.t)
V PITsize is checked with incoming Interest packet size if it is less than PIT limit size then //

PIT does not overflow
PITsize is updated based on PITsize� PITsize + p
V PITsize is updated based on V PITsize� V PITsize + p
VPIT_condition� false

Call STIL(VPIT_condition, pτ , p, Tth)
A new Interest will be added to the PIT // normal NDN processing

end_if
else // PIT does overflow

Return Interest NACK (PIT_Overflow) to subscriber nodes
VPIT_condition� true

Call STIL(VPIT_condition, pτ , p, Tth)
Call HLLR (VPIT_condition, pτ , p, PITsize)

end_else
End

To carefully evaluate the PITCM approach, the proposed solutions have been imple-

mented in the official NDN simulator (i.e., ndnSIM). The simulations were carefully

set to match the specification of this study. Therefore, the evaluation has been con-

ducted to study the impact of the PITCM approach on the performance of PIT based

on AVPIT, STIL and HLLR as well as to compare the performance of the proposed

approach with the traditional NDN PIT.

PITCM-test scenario, output results snapshot are illustrated in Figures 5.1 and Figure

5.2. In addition, the researcher will offer assistance and advice on the implementation
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issues of PITCM in any environment besides the ndnSIM simulator.

Figure 5.1. PITCM: Test Scenario

Figure 5.2. PITCM: Output Results Snapshot
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5.2 Performance Evaluation of PITCM

The evaluation is the main part of our methodology and choosing the evaluation

method is a very significant step in this stage for any research or project [181], par-

ticularly when the comparative analysis is needed among several designs to present

which design outperforms the others [308]. In this study, simulation method will be

used due it is particularly used for evaluation of many reviewed techniques. Choosing

the realistic simulation tools is very essential to develop meaningful experiments and

carry out the real behaviors for the proposed protocol (approach) in different phases

[211].

The main goal of these evaluations is to test the ability of the PITCM to manage the

PIT entries in NDN as compared to the traditional NDN PIT. The attempt was not

to measure the PITCM’s performance on a particular workload captured from a real

network, rather, it was to measure its performance under a range of network conditions

and scenarios. For the fair evaluation of PIT issue, there is no general agreement on

the particular topology selection [214]. Therefore, the focus was set on some network

topologies, i.e., Abilene (small topology) and Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T (large scale

topology) with a variety of Iterest packet rate and PIT size.

The key step in all performance evaluation parts are the performance metrics selec-

tion [318]. However, different researchers consider the performance metrics can mean

different things depending on the situation in which they are used [306]. Thus, se-

lecting the proper performance metrics is very important to investigate the behaviors

of the proposed approach from a different perspective. In addition, different metrics

used in different scenarios with varying nodes density give us the complete view on

the performance of the proposed mechanism. In particular, this study focuses on the

PIT length, Interest retransmission rate, Interest drop rate, Interest satisfaction rate and
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Interest satisfaction delay metrics which could be used to measure the performance of

the proposed objectives of this research.

5.2.1 Abilene and Rocketfuel Topologies with Various Interest Rate

PITCM approach and conventional NDN PIT were tested under different Interest

packet rate: 1000 to 10000 Interest/second; Moreover, the PIT size which specifies

the available space in every node for temporarily storing entries, the setting is 1000

entries, and for CS size, the setting is 10000 entries. PITCM and conventional NDN

PIT were tested all the scenarios on Abilene topology and Rocketfuel-mapped topol-

ogy. The detailed information of the simulation configuration and parameter values

was provided in Table 3.2. For each simulation scenario, the experiment is repeated

several times and the average value is obtained. In addition, for evaluating the behav-

ior of PITCM, five metrics were selected which are PIT length, Interest retransmission

rate, Interest drop rate, Interest satisfaction rate and Interest satisfaction delay.

5.2.1.1 Abilene Scenarios

This work intends to analyze the performance impact of the traffic load on the PIT

occupancy. Thus, to guarantee the consistency of the presented results, the PITCM

approach was simulated on the Abilene scenario (see Figure 2.16). Abilene consists

of 11 NDN routers, 25 subscriber nodes and 10 publisher nodes. This study intends

to analyze the performance impact of Interest packet rate on the occupancy of PIT.

Therefore, the link capacities and delays were set as follows: the capacities and de-

lays of subscriber to NDN router links are set as 0.01 Gbps and 10 ms, respectively;

NDN router to NDN router links are set as 0.005 Gbps and 10 ms, respectively and

NDN router to publisher links are set as 0.01 Gbps and 10 ms, respectively. Each sub-

scriber/publisher is connected to one NDN router uniformly selected between those

available in the network.
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Figure 5.3 shown the PIT length of traditional NDN PIT and PITCM. In the given

figure, an x-axis shows the Interest packet rate per second, whereas an y-axis repre-

sents the PIT length. The PIT length refers to the amount of non-expired pending

Interests existing on each NDN router on the topology. Both NDN PIT and PITCM

experienced a considerable PIT length increase as the Interest packet rate increases.

When the Interest packet rate is equal to 1000 Interest/second, the PITCM PIT length

is equal to (623 entries). This is followed by a dramatic increase as the Interest packet

rate increase. Then, PIT length stabilized at about (760-732 entries) with the Inter-

est packet rate being more than 5000 Interest/second. Over the same Interest packet

rate, the PIT length of the NDN PIT started at (806 entries) with 1000 Interest packet

rate per second and a considerable increase dramatically to (986 entries) at 10000 In-

terest packet rate per second. In brief, PITCM achieves PIT length lower than NDN

PIT over all presented Interest packet rate. Remarkably, the performance gap between

the PITCM and the NDN PIT increases with the Interest packet rate to reach almost

(34.96% entries) when the Interest packet rate is 10000 Interest/second.

Figure 5.3. Abilene Topology: PIT Length vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

The Interest retransmission rate refers to the amount of Interest packet retransmis-
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sions when it is reissued because of timeouts or drops. Figure 5.4 summarizes the

Interest retransmission rate of PITCM and NDN PIT. In the given figure, an x-axis

presents the Interest packet rate per second, whereas an y-axis represents the Interest

retransmission rate. According to the results obtained, it can be seen for the PITCM,

the Interest retransmissions is increased as Interest packet rate increases, which are

achieved between (9.12%) to (17.53%) with Interest packet rate from 1000 to 10000

Interest/second. On the other hand, NDN PIT obtained same behavior as a results since

the Interest packet rate increases. The Interest retransmissions also increase incremen-

tal, which is achieved between (10.11%) to (26.59%) with an Interest packet rate from

1000 to 10000 Interest/second. Over all, the PITCM performed better than NDN PIT,

and it also had a value competitively lower than NDN PIT with a heavy workload. The

result therefore showed that the PITCM reduced the Interest retransmission rate from

(10.82% to 51.64%) at Interest packet rate 1000 to 10000 Interest/second, respectively.

Figure 5.4. Abilene Topology: IRR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.5 shows the Interest drop rate of PITCM and NDN PIT, which means the

amount of Interest drops because the PIT impending overflow. In the given figure,

an x-axis presents Interest packet rate per second, whereas an y-axis represents the
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Interest drop rate. The result plots the relationship between the tested PITCM and

NDN PIT in terms of Interest drop rate and how it can impact the behavior of PIT

performance as well as the entire networking. PITCM is observed to clear the high

traffic experienced by NDN PIT. Hence, by increasing the Interest packet rate 4000

Interest/second, a high impact is displayed with a high-Interest drop rate, which is

somehow (15.11%). In NDN PIT, this percentage is increased to (22.65%) since the

Interest packet rate is 3000 Interests/second, and continues to increase. However,

the PITCM is recorded a better/decrees Interest drop rate score compared with the

NDN PIT that it is reached around (41.92%) when the Interest packet rate is 10000

Interest/second.

Figure 5.5. Abilene Topology: IDR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

One of the main concepts of NDN is that the packets must be forwarded with minimum

delay by making the NDN routers have the ability to store the copy from every Data

packet passing over these nodes. However, PIT overflow is in sometime another reason

to introduce delay when Data packet return and did not find any matching with the PIT

entries due the entry is dropped or replaced. Therefore, it is important to measure the

delay when designing a new approach. Figure 5.6 summarizes the Interest satisfaction

delay of PITCM and NDN PIT over ten different Interest packet rates. The Interest
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satisfaction delay refers to the time interval between the first Interest generated by

the subscriber for the specified content and the Data packet received in satisfying.

Although NDN PIT and PITCM showed a gradual rise in Interest satisfaction delay

as the Interest packet rate rises, NDN PIT seemed to have Interest satisfaction delay

higher than PITCM. In brief, PITCM achieves between (23.27%) and (51.45%) lower

than NDN PIT Interest satisfaction delay as the Interest packet rate is 1000 to 10000

Interest/second, respectively.

Figure 5.6. Abilene Topology: ISD vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.7 depicts the performance comparison of PITCM and NDN PIT in terms of

Interest satisfaction rate, which is the number of Interest packet that satisfied per NDN

router in the network. In the given figure, an x-axis presents Interest packet rate per

second, whereas an y-axis represents the Interest satisfaction rate. According to the

results obtained, PITCM and NDN PIT may share the same line since they decrease the

Interest satisfaction as the Interest packet rate increases. However, as seen in the given

figure, with the increase of the Interest packet rate from 1000 to 10000, the Interest

satisfaction rate is recorded a decrease from (83.08%) to (55.37%) in NDN PIT. In

PITCM, this reduction is from (82.89%) to (71.93%). Hence, PITCM guarantees that
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with high Interest packet rate scenarios (10000 Interest packet rate per second), the

Interest satisfaction rate can be maximized, which is (29.89%), as compared to NDN

PIT.

Figure 5.7. Abilene Topology: ISR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

In conclusion, NDN PIT and PITCM were compared in the Abilene topology, and the

results are presented in Figures 5.3 to 5.7. The analysis shows that both NDN PIT

and PITCM operate similarly in dealing with the various Interest packet rate and PIT

conditions. PITCM achieves a higher Interest satisfaction rate when compared with

NDN PIT. In addition, PITCM reduces significantly the Interest retransmission rate,

the Interest drop rate and the Interest satisfaction delay experienced by the Interest

packet rate. Moreover, PITCM is able to maintain an PIT length at a high Interest

packet rate.

5.2.1.2 Rocketfuel Scenario

In order to model a more realistic network environment, PITCM evaluated over a mod-

ified version of a Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T topology (i.e., large scale simulations).

Rocketfuel-mapped topology nodes is separated into three types: subscribers (296),
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NDN routers (108), and publishers (221) nodes. In order to analyze the performance

impact of the traffic load on the PIT occupancy. Therefore, the link capacities and

delays were setting as follows: the capacities and delays of subscriber to NDN router

links are set as 0.1 Gbps and 10 ms, respectively; NDN router to NDN router links

are set as 0.05 Gbps and10 ms, respectively and NDN router to publisher links are set

as 0.1 Gbps and 10 ms, respectively. In addition, each publisher or subscriber is con-

nected to one NDN router uniformly selected between those available in the network.

Hence, this section aims to evaluate the performance of PITCM relative to current

NDN PIT under various Interest packet rate.

Figure 5.8. Rocketfuel Topology: PIT length vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and
PITCM

Figure 5.8 compares the PIT length of PITCM and NDN PIT over ten different Interest

rates. As far as PITCM is concerned, the PIT length increased significantly as the

Interest packet rate increases. PIT length is (512 entries) at 1000 Interest packet rate

per second, and increases to (663 entries) at 10000 Interest packet rate per second.

By contrast, NDN PIT length suffers a significant overflow at the same Interest packet

rates from approximately (634 entries) to (858 entries) at 1000 and 10000 Interest

packet rate per second, respectively. Anyhow, the graph shows that PITCM achieves a
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considerable increase over NDN PIT from (23.8% entries) at 1000 Interest packet rate

per second to (29.32 entries) at 10000 Interest packet rate per second.

Figure 5.9. Rocketfuel Topology: IRR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.9 depicts the Interest retransmission rate of PITCM and NDN PIT over ten

different Interest packet rates. The Interest retransmission of both PITCM and NDN

PIT have been increased linearly as the Interest packet rate increases. However, the In-

terest retransmission of NDN PIT has a severe altitude, particularly in 1000 and 10000

Interest packet rate per second. Thus, the Interest retransmission fell dramatically

to (18.27%) and (41%) as compared to PITCM (14.39%) and (28.76%). Remark-

ably, PITCM achieves (43.82%) better/lower Interest retransmission than NDN PIT at

10000 Interest packet rate per second.

Figure 5.10 shows the Interest drop rate of PITCM and NDN PIT over ten different

Interest packet rates. Overall, NDN PIT Interest drop is much greater than PITCM in

all scenarios. The gap is great in the high-Interest packet rate, and it reduces in a low

Interest packet rate. NDN PIT Interest drop fluctuates between 5000 Interest packet

rates per second as (55.36%) and 10000 Interest packet rate per second as (71.37%),
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Figure 5.10. Rocketfuel Topology: IDR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

whereas PITCM Interest packet rate is 5000 Interest/second, the Interest drop increases

gradually to become (49.21%) and start to decreases to become (43.76%) when the

Interest packet rate is 10000. To conclude, PITCM moderately adapts the growth of

the Interest packet rate as a result by using the proposed AVPIT mechanism and STIL

mechanism. In contrast, NDN PIT controller could not control the growth of Interest

packet that arrives at the PIT.

Figure 5.11. Rocketfuel Topology: ISD vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM
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Figure 5.11 illustrates the Interest satisfaction delay of PITCM and NDN PIT over

ten different Interest packet rates. For evaluating the delay faced by Interests packet

that generated during the simulations, it is observed that the Interest satisfaction delay

linearly increases with the increase in the number of the Interest packet rate provided

by the subscriber. Thus, PITCM achieves between (78.95%) and (84.14%) lower than

NDN PIT Interest satisfaction delay at 1000 and 10000 Interest packet rate per second,

respectively. As a result, PITCM faces less delay during the content retrieval process

as compared to the NDN PIT.

Figure 5.12. Rocketfuel Topology: ISR vs Interest Rate for NDN PIT and PITCM

To obtain a deeper understanding of the PITCM performance, Figure 5.12 illustrates

the Interest satisfaction rate of PITCM and NDN PIT over ten different Interest packet

rates. As a result, it can be seen that the PITCM Interest satisfaction has increase

compared to the traditional NDN PIT. Hence, when the Interest packet rate is equal

to 1000 Interest/second, the Interest satisfaction of PITCM is (78.24%) compared to

(70.01%) in the case of NDN PIT. The difference increases as the Interest packet

rate increases continuously. However, the difference between PITCM and NDN PIT

becomes stabilized and reaches the value (105%) in 10000 Interest packet rates per
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second.

PITCM and NDN PIT were compared by varying the Interest packet rate, and the

metrics results were measured including the PIT length, Interest retransmission rate,

Interest drop rate, Interest satisfaction delay and Interest satisfaction rate presented in

Figures 5.8 to 5.12. Thus, PITCM performs better than NDN PIT with low and high

Interest packet rate. Simulation results show the effectiveness of this approach in both

reducing PIT length, Interest satisfaction delay, Interest retransmission rate, Interest

drop rate, and increasing interest satisfaction rate for legitimate subscribers. Thus,

PITCM approach may mitigate the collapse that can occur in today’s Internet when an

Interest packet is dropped because of the PIT overflow and the repeated retransmis-

sions from the subscriber node(s) that consume most of the bandwidth. Hence, for a

heavy load Interest rate, PITCM is preferred more than NDN PIT.

5.2.2 Abilene and Rocketfuel Topologies with Various PIT Size

Although the theoretic analysis gives us a good understanding of how PIT should be

managed to achieve better performance. However, In order to have reliable results, it

important to design a wide range of possible scenarios. In addition, to fully understand

the PIT sizing effect, we varied PIT size (capacity) from small (1000 entries) to large

(10000 entries), which allows us to see the impact (if any) of even large PIT size in the

PITCM approach. For that, ndnSIM simulator has chosen as a performance evaluation

technique for this research, as mentioned before. It had been used successfully for

implementing PITCM approach and tested it. PITCM is tested all the scenarios on

Abilene and Rocketfuel topologies.

To analyze the size of PIT effect, the maximum number of entries can be stored were

varied as 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, and 10000 entries and for CS size is by setting
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10000 entries. Moreover, the subscriber Interest rate is 10000 per second. The detailed

information of the simulation configuration and parameter values is provided in Table

3.2. For each simulation scenario, the experiment is repeated several times and the

average value is obtained. In order to evaluate the behavior of PITCM, five metrics are

selected, which are PIT length, Interest retransmission rate, Interest drop rate, Interest

satisfaction delay and Interest satisfaction rate.

5.2.2.1 Abilene Scenario

In Abilene topology where an NDN node represents a source and an associated cache.

Sources may route requests to neighboring caches. Therefore, this section introduces

the next level of performance PITCM approach, i.e., performance evaluation with sim-

ulation under varying size of PIT.

Figure 5.13. Abilene Topology: PIT Length vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.13 plots the PIT length and the different PIT size. It is noted here that both

NDN PIT and PITCM experienced a considerable PIT length increase as the PIT size

increases. Over all the results, PITCM achieves lower PIT length than NDN PIT over

all presented PIT size, which is because the PITCM holding optimal managing of all
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incoming Interest in their PIT. When the PIT size is setting to 2000 entries, the PIT

length of PITCM is equal to (1328 entries). After that, there is a dramatic increase as

the PIT size setting increase to (7049 entries) with PIT size is setting as 10000 entries.

On the other hand, the PIT length of NDN PIT started at (1926 entries) with 2000

PIT size and considerable increase dramatically to (8313 entries) at 10000 PIT size.

Noteworthy, the performance gap between PITCH and NDN PIT increased with the

PIT size decreased to reach almost (45.04%) at 2000 entries of PIT size.

Figure 5.14. Abilene Topology: IRR vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

As showed in Figure 5.14, the Interest retransmission rate over the five PIT sizes is

presented for the PITCM and NDN PIT. As seen in the given figure, when PIT size is

setting 2000 entries, the gap between PITCM and NDN PIT is increased as (26.47%),

because of the ability of PITCM to reduce the Interest rate from a downstream node

when the impending PIT overflow. Similarly, when the PIT size setting is 10000 en-

tries, the Interest retransmission for PITCM records is decreased as (13.73%). In NDN

PIT, this decrease is observed as (19.47%). Over all, the PITCM performed better than

NDN PIT, and it also had a value competitively lower than NDN PIT with a small PIT

size.
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Figure 5.15. Abilene Topology: IDR vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

The next Figure 5.15 illustrates the Interest drop rate of PITCM and NDN PIT over

different PIT size. As a result, when the PIT size is 2000 entries, a high impact is dis-

played with a high Interest drop rate, which is somehow (21.4%) in PITCM. In NDN

PIT, this percentage increases to (28.09%) at PIT size is 2000 entries, and it gradually

decreases as the PIT size increases. However, PITCM still records a better/lower In-

terest drop rate (i.e., 31.26% as the PIT size is setting 2000 entries) score compared

to NDN PIT. NDN decreases the delay by making the NDN routers able to cache the

copy from every Data packet pass over NDN routers.

Figure 5.16 presents the performance comparison of Interest satisfaction rate of

PITCM and NDN PIT over different PIT size. The Interest satisfaction is (61.97%)

with PIT size is 2000 entries in NDN PIT. In PITCM, Interest satisfaction is (74.99%)

with PIT size is 2000 entries. Similarly, with the increase of the PIT size to 10000,

the Interest satisfaction records (74.63%) in NDN PIT. In PITCM, this reduction is

(86.54%). Hence, it guarantees that with the small PIT size scenarios, the Interest

satisfaction rate for PITCM can be maximized to (21%) compared to NDN PIT.
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Figure 5.16. Abilene Topology: ISR vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.17 shows the Interest satisfaction delay of PITCM and NDN PIT over dif-

ferent PIT size. Both PITCM and NDN PIT presented a gradual decrease of Interest

satisfaction delay as the PIT size rises. NDN PIT seems to have a higher Interest satis-

faction delay than PITCM. In brief, PITCM achieves between (91.06%) and (95.53%)

lower than NDN PIT Interest satisfaction delay when the PIT size is 2000 and 10000

entries, respectively.

Figure 5.17. Abilene Topology: ISD vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

As a conclusion, NDN PIT and PITCM were compared in Abilene topology, and re-
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sults are shown in Figures 5.13 to 5.17. Based on these figures, it is clear that different

PIT size may impact the performance of the PIT since the small size of PIT could cause

the PIT overflow in traditional NDN PIT when the number of Interest packet rate in-

creases. On the other hand, when the size of PIT is increased, fairly this may increase

the performance of PIT in case of a small network as well as under this work condition.

The analysis shows that both NDN PIT and PITCM behave similarly in dealing with

various PIT sizes when it is increased from 4000-10000 entries. However, PITCM

achieves a better higher Interest satisfaction rate when compared to NDN PIT, and

also PITCM reduces significantly the Interest retransmission rate, Interest drop rate

and Interest satisfaction delay experienced by the PIT size. In addition, PITCM is able

to maintain a PIT length at a small PIT size.

5.2.2.2 Rocketfuel-mapped Scenario

The previous section focused on evaluation PITCM in Abilene topology over different

PIT size. This section presents the PITCM evaluation results using Rocketfuel-mapped

topology in order to model a more realistic network environment and tested all the

expected scenarios.

Figure 5.18. Rocketfuel Topology: PIT length vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM
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The result is presented in Figure 5.18, the PIT length of PITCM and NDN PIT over

five different sizes of PIT. According to the results obtained, NDN PIT and PITCM

were share the same behavior since they are increasing the PIT length as the size of

PIT increase which is because the ability of the NDN nodes to cache more of the

Interest packet in the PIT. Hence, the simulated PITCM performance is similar, i.e.,

the difference compared to NDN PIT is decreasing from (51.27% entries) for 2000

entries of PIT size to (17.44% entries) for 10000 entries of PIT size. To conclude,

PITCM better control management approach decreases PIT length in order to manage

the PIT size, and thus mitigates the occurrence of PIT overflow.

Figure 5.19. Rocketfuel Topology: IRR vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.19 displays the Interest retransmission rate of PITCM and NDN PIT under

various sizes of PIT. Based on this figure, it could be seen that in both PITCM and

NDN PIT, the Interest retransmission rate is (24.153%) and (39.934%), respectively,

when the size of PIT is 2000 entries, and the Interest retransmission rate starts de-

creasing when the size of PIT is increased. One of the main reasons for this is the

capacity of PIT. When the capacity of PIT is small, the Interest packet is no longer re-

ceived; therefore, Interest will be dropped. Consequently, the Interest retransmission

will be enlarged. Thus, PITCM achieves (56.364%) and lower than NDN PIT Interest
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retransmission rate when the size of PIT is 2000 entries. As a result, PITCM faces less

Interest retransmission rate as compared to the NDN PIT.

Figure 5.20. Rocketfuel Topology: IDR vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

As can be seen in Figure 5.20, PITCM effectively monitors and manages PIT. Con-

sequently, due to PIT overflow, the Interest drop rate in the network increase. Mean

of average Interest drop rate in all network routers is (44.19%) when PIT size is 2000

entries for PITCM compared with NDN PIT that increases by (68.04%). Similarly,

when the setting of the PIT size is 10000 entries, the Interest drop rate for PITCM

records a decrease (29.02%). In NDN PIT, this decrease is (44.79%). Therefore, the

PITCM could improve the PIT by (53.97%) when the PIT size is 2000 as compares

with NDN PIT.

The Interest satisfaction rate obtained due to different size of PIT is summarized in

Figure 5.21. PITCM and NDN PIT, show different Interest satisfaction rate values for

different PIT size due to the heavy Interest packet rate. The highest increase in Interest

satisfaction with PITCM is (67.45%) for PIT size is 2000 entries, and up to (88.26%)

when PIT size is setting to 10000 entries. NDN PIT is obtained (32.35%) and (61.02%)

Interest satisfaction rate for PIT size is 1000 and 10000 entries, respectively. As a
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Figure 5.21. Rocketfuel Topology: ISD vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

result, PITCM faces highest Interest satisfaction during the content retrieval process

as compared to the NDN PIT.

Figure 5.22. Rocketfuel Topology: ISD vs PIT Size for NDN PIT and PITCM

Figure 5.22 illustrates the Interest satisfaction delay of PITCM and NDN PIT over

five different PIT sizes. Over all results for Interest satisfaction delay, the perfor-

mance of PITCM decreases and depends on the PIT size. However, performance of

NDN PIT degrades due to the increase in the size of PIT. The performance of PITCM

decreases and remains constant as the PIT size increases. Thus, PITCM achieves be-
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tween (86.22%) and (50.98%) lower than NDN PIT Interest satisfaction delay, when

the PIT size is 2000 and 10000 entries, respectively. Overall, PITCM faces less delay

during the content retrieval process compared to the NDN PIT.

Overall, PITCM and NDN PIT were compared by using Rocketfuel-mapped topology

and the results are shown in Figures 5.18 to 5.22. When the network is large and the

number of Interests is also large, the PIT size will grow rapidly. Increasing the PIT

size may lead to caching more entries; nevertheless, it can be too large to be stored in a

cache and to be processed quickly for looking up or updating entries as argued in [51].

Hence, simulation results indicate the effectiveness of this approach in both reducing

PIT length, Interest satisfaction delay, Interest retransmission rate, Interest drop rate,

and increasing Interest satisfaction rate for subscribers. It is therefore possible to argue

that the PITCM provides optimizing for the performance of PIT for a given network

scenario.

5.3 Discussion on PITCM Performance

The previous sections presented the analyses of the PITCM against the NDN PIT. This

section discusses the PITCM’s performance in NDN based on the experimental results

obtained in Section 5.2. This section provides a summary of several tests conducted

to look into the behavior of the PITCM under a variety of PIT size and network condi-

tions. Specifically, this section illustrates the effects of each individual factor, namely

the PIT size, the number of Interests, the network topology, the performance metrics,

as well as a combination of these factors on the PITCM’s performance, which are as

follows:

• Impact of various Interest rates: the low or high Interest rates over the net-

work may affect the performance of PIT based on the PIT conditions. Based on
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Figures 5.3 to 5.12, it is observed that, as a general trend, the performance of

PITCM and NDN PIT would increase as the Interest packet rate increases. How-

ever, the Interest drop, Interest retransmission and Interest satisfaction delay in

the PITCM have dramatically decreased as compared to that in the NDN PIT.

On the other hand, the Interest satisfaction is increased in PITCM as compared

to that in the NDN PIT. Thus, PITCM’s quick response to the Interest packet rate

changes based on the it is behavior with PIT as compared to NDN PIT which

has poor performance when the Interest packet rate is increased.

• Impact of various PIT sizes: when the PIT size is large, PIT is capable to catch

amount of entries as much as possible. Hence, the performance of PIT depends

on the behavior of the network and PIT condition. Based on Figures 5.13-5.22,

it was observed that, as a general trend, the performance of PITCM and NDN

PIT would increase as the PIT size increases. However, the Interest drop, Inter-

est retransmission and Interest satisfaction delay in the PITCM have decreased

better than the standard NDN PIT, during comparing. On the other hand, the

interest satisfaction is raised in PITCM as compared to that in the NDN PIT.

• Impact of different topologies: the Named Data Network could be represented

in a variety of topologies depending on the implementation environments. How-

ever, the topologies are a critical issue because they have a direct impact on the

results of simulation [319]. Among the most popular static topologies are Abi-

lene and Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T. The PITCM was evaluated with 46 nodes of

Abilene and 625 nodes of Rocketfuel-mapped AT&T topology. In these topolo-

gies, the PITCM has achieved a better performance as compared to the NDN

PIT.

• Impact of performance metrics: choosing relevant metrics is very important

in order to ensure the performance of PITCM. Different metrics, such as PIT

length, Interest drop, Interest satisfaction delay, Interest retransmission, and In-
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terest satisfaction have been determined for evaluating and analyzing in this

study. Among these metrics, Interest drop Interest retransmission, and Interest

delay have the most significant negative impact on the PIT performance, which

happens after the PIT overflows. In addition, adapting the PIT length is affecting

not only the performance of the PIT but also the whole network.

5.4 Summary

PITCM was developed to extend the PIT functionalities for NDN. PITCM was de-

signed and implemented by using ndnSIM simulator environment. Following this, the

PITCM was evaluated by observing different performance metrics over a variety of

scenarios. Performance of the overall system is measured in term of PIT length, In-

terest satisfaction, Interest drop, Interest retransmission and Interest satisfaction delay

as compared to that of NDN PIT in different topologies. Thus, the obtained results

showed that PITCM outperforms with NDN PIT. As a result, PITCM has proved to be

the proper choice for developers and normal subscribers in NDN.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The time when the Internet was designed, i.e., late 1960s, it has played a more impor-

tant part in people’s life. From the earliest starting point, the Internet keeps running

on top of the protocol stack of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

(TCP/IP) with the aim of connection a few of machines. The existing Internet archi-

tecture is known as a host-centric architecture. The entire Internet data transmission is

acknowledged by building up the correspondence channels. This host-driven Internet

has superbly coordinated the early Internet use, which is not complicated. Essentially,

the Internet applications or protocols are all host-to-host correspondences, such as in-

stant chat messages, web surfing, email forwarding or File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

file downloading [25].

However, major architectural techniques and theoretical updates have been produc-

tive without dissociating their original semantics. The initial Internet design was a

model to share little memory requiring resources when compared to the needs of its

users at present. The requires of current Internet usage have boosted the usability

to the staggering traffic and memory growth in the capacity of the data traversed via

user connectivity and host-to-host interactivity [220]. These along with the predicted

traffic gave rise to the leading research of Named Data Network (NDN). The NDN ar-

chitecture that yearns to bring information which is much closer to the subscribers by

dissociating partly the address of the host in lieu of the content names. NDN has been

agreed as a future paradigm of in-network (especially in PIT) form of communication.

This thesis addressed the issue of flow PIT sizing of the forwarding system and how

this issue can affect the performance of PIT in NDN. The previous chapters proposed

a new approach, namely Pending Interest Table Control Management (PITCM) ap-
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proach that consists of Adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mechanism,

Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mechanism, and Highest Lifetime Least Re-

quest (HLLR) policy. This approach has been implemented and performance analysis

based on the numeric results obtained from simulation. Chapter Six provides sum-

maries of the thesis research in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 presents the research limita-

tions. Contributions of this thesis are illustrated in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4

provides some recommendations for future studies.

6.1 Summary of the Thesis

In spite of the numerous advantages of NDN router tables, several hardware challenges

are faced, which include the PIT in terms of Interest packets processing in the NDN.

In addition, the PIT size that requires to be control and monitored incoming Interest

packet as well as to be managed the entries inside the PIT. The problem becomes more

critical when the impending PIT overflows during the heavy load of Interest packets.

Therefore, the main objective of this thesis was to design and implement the Pending

Interest Table Control Management (PITCM) approach in order to address the PIT

overflow due to the increased Interest arrival rate to the NDN router, which can affect

the entire network.

As mentioned in Chapter One, the aim of this research was to highlight the problems

faced by PIT in the NDN environment and to introduce the issues required to be ad-

dressed. In addition, Chapter One explained the main objectives and the significance

of this work. Continuously, the brief overview of the NDN architecture was provided

as a future Internet paradigm. Next, the PIT overflow problem was presented which

showed that the PIT is affected. This leads to increased delay, retransmission and

packet drop that affects the utilization of PIT and the overall network performance.
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It was concluded that the current PIT cannot handle the challenge caused by the in-

creased Interest packet rate with high Interest lifetime that needs to be stored in the

PIT. In addition, limited PIT size leads the NDN router to be overflowed rapidly, thus

resulting in a negative impact on the PIT performance. In addition, the study speci-

fies a technical background of the research work by reviewing the core properties of

the NDN architecture that are essential to describe this work. Moreover, this chapter

presents brief descriptions of the principles and operations of the PIT regarding the

PIT management techniques, as discussed in detail in Chapter Two.

A specific framework was introduced as guidelines that were used to accomplish this

research. In order to achieve these objectives, several methods have been used for the

implementation of this research that focuses on the management of PIT, which is taken

by the researcher in order to answer all questions of the research to tally out with the

objectives of the study.

Chapter Four elaborates on the design of the proposed components of the approach.

Firstly, design an AVPIT mechanism that predicts the impending overflow of the PIT.

The queuing theory is the basis of the AVPIT design since the Adaptive Virtual Queue

concept was used as a part of this mechanism. Simulation results showed that AVPIT

improves PIT overflow prediction and reaction. Second, design an SITL mechanism

that adjusts the Interest packet lifetime in order to avoid overstaying of PIT entries dur-

ing heavy network load. STIL mechanism was inspired by a renewal theory in order

to adapt Interest packet lifetime only to Interest packet that belongs to the face which

has a heavy Interest packet received. STIL adapted Interest packet lifetime for new

incoming Interest packet during the treatment of the impact of VPIT overflow. Sim-

ulation experiments had confirmed that the proposed mechanism controls the impact

of the highest Interest packet lifetime on the performance of PIT without increasing
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unnecessary Interest retransmission. This proposed mechanism was validated using

simulation experiments.

Next, design an HLLR replacement policy that determines PIT entry to be replaced

for efficient PIT utilization. Since replacing the entry is not an easy decision, the

victim packet should be selected carefully. Scheduling theory was a basis to determine

the unpopular entry that has the longest lifetime with a minimum frequency request

inside a PIT. Simulation experiments had confirmed that the proposed policy support

the management of PIT entries by using lifetime and Interest frequency factors to

determine the replacement entry. This proposed policy was validated using simulation

experiments.

The combination of the AVPIT, STIL and HLLR in PITCM approach is a distinctive

aspect of this research. Hence, Chapter Five presents an evaluation of the performance

of the approach. This evaluation is achieved by means of the results obtained from the

simulation experiments of the designed approach and the comparisons with traditional

NDN PIT. The results demonstrated that our approach improves the PIT length, the

Interest retransmission rate, the Interest drop rate, the Interest satisfaction delay and

the Interest satisfaction rate compared with the current works (i.e., traditional NDN

PIT).

The findings have significant implications represented by providing a reliable approach

within NDN architecture. By conducting the PITCM performance evaluation, the re-

sults certainly emphasize the fact that the framed objectives of this research have been

completely achieved.
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6.2 Contributions of the Thesis

The overall contribution of this research was to design and implement a Adaptive

Virtual Pending Interest Table (AVPIT) mechanism, Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime

(STIL) mechanism, Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy and combination

them in Pending Interest Table Control Management (PITCM) approach in order to

enhance the management operations of PIT. PITCM has ability for monitoring and

controlling the incoming Interest packets as well as managing the PIT entries, which

mitigate the PIT overflow. PITCM addresses the relationship between the PIT size and

its overflow in order to enhance utilization of PIT in NDN routers. This increasing can

mitigate the Interest drop, Interest delay, unnecessary Interest retransmission as well.

The contributions of the research cover a variety of aspects as follows:

i. Designing and implementing an adaptive Virtual Pending Interest Table

(AVPIT) mechanism for improvement accuracy of obtaining early PIT over-

flow prediction and reaction. The AVPIT consists of three components that are,

namely overflow indicator, operation and feedback methods.

a. An analytical model for AVPIT mechanism based on Actives Queue Man-

agement concept to study the impact of increasing the overload and PIT

size conditions on the PIT overflow.

b. The AVPIT mechanism from analytical model equations was transformed

in to a programmable code using C/C++ Development Tool (CDT) that

runs on top of the Eclipse platform.

c. Graphical comparison technique was used to validate the AVPIT mecha-

nism, which was achieved by comparing the model results with the results

obtained from a valid network simulator. For this purpose, a Dumbbell

topology is considered with a variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM sim-
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ulator. AVPIT was validated to ensure that it meets the intended require-

ments in terms of PIT length, and Interests drop based on NDN router.

d. The verification and evaluation of the proposed AVPIT were performed

by implementing it in ndnSIM simulation environment and comparing the

identified network state by NDN based-AVPIT and the traditional NDN

(NDN PIT) environment. Tree topology is considered with a variety of

scenarios regards of PIT length, and Interests packet drop based on NDN

router. AVPIT evaluation was focused on considering the relationship be-

tween the PIT overflow and the number of PIT entries.

e. AVPIT significantly impacted on PIT performance via reducing Interest

packet drop and waiting time for subscribers nodes by informing them

faster than Interest packet timeout.

ii. Designing and implementing Smart Threshold Interest Lifetime (STIL) mecha-

nism to avoid overstaying of PIT entries during heavy network load and enhance

PIT performance.

a. An analytical model for STIL mechanism to make NDN router grants high-

er/shorter lifetime value for incoming Interest packet. Renewal theory fea-

tures and properties were carried out, which is able to accurately adapt

Interest packet lifetime according to the AVPIT and network load condi-

tions.

b. The STIL mechanism from analytical model equations was transformed in

to a programmable code using C/C++ Development Tool (CDT) that runs

on top of the Eclipse platform.

c. Performance testing technique was used to validate the STIL mechanism,

which was used for testing whether all characteristics of the performance

are measured as well as evaluated with sufficient accuracy. To validate

the accuracy of the proposed STIL, Tree topology is considered with a
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variety of scenarios using the ndnSIM simulator. Thus, the validation of

STIL focused on examining the relationship between PIT overflow and

the lifetime value of Interest packet over two different ways, including a

numerical analysis, and simulation scenarios.

d. The verification and evaluation of the proposed STIL were obtained by im-

plementing it in ndnSIM and evaluating by comparing the obtained results

with DPEL mechanism and the traditional NDN PIT. Abilene topology was

used to evaluate STIL regards two types of performance metrics, which are

Interest packet retransmission and Interest stratification rate based on NDN

router.

e. STIL significantly impacted on PIT performance without increasing Inter-

est packet retransmission, which results in a better PIT management.

iii. Designing and implementing Highest Lifetime Least Request (HLLR) policy of

PIT to assist the management of PIT entries, which is applicable for PIT since

entry lifetime and incoming face factors are already present in the PIT concepts.

a. An analytical model for HLLR policy based on Scheduling theory features.

It is formulated a general rule that is a function of the entry lifetime and

frequency of entry that yield an efficient priority for replacement when

indicate the VPIT is overflowed.

b. The HLLR policy from analytical model equations was transformed in to

a programmable code using C/C++ Development Tool (CDT) that runs on

top of the Eclipse platform.

c. Sensitivity analysis technique was used to validate the HLLR policy, which

was performed by methodically changing the input values and parameters

of the proposed model across a range of interests and taking into consider-

ation the effect on the behavior of the model. For validating HLLR policy,

two methods were employed, firstly by numerical analysis via executing
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one operation in order to ascertain how the HLLR policy works. The sec-

ond method to validate the accuracy of the HLLR policy was by means of

the simulation scenario over Tree topology regards Interest retransmission

rate.

d. The verification and evaluation of the proposed HLLR were obtained by

implementing it in ndnSIM. In order to guarantee the consistency of the

presented results, the scenarios were tested HLLR using the Abilene topol-

ogy and evaluating it by comparing the obtained results with Persistent,

Random and LRU policies.

e. HLLR significantly impacted on PIT performance via minimizing search-

ing time during content eviction and increase PIT utilization as well.

iv. Developing and evaluating PITCM approach in NDN environment.

a. Incorporation of the proposed AVPIT, STIL and HLLR in PITCM was

achieved.

b. The evaluation of PITCM over a variety of scenarios was illustrated by im-

plementing it in ndnSIM. PITCM and conventional NDN PIT were test un-

der different packet rate (i.e., 1000-10000 Interest/second)), and under dif-

ferent PIT size (i.e., 1000-10000 entries) over Abilene topology and over

a modified version of a Rocketfuel topology. PITCM was evaluated by

observing different performance metrics over a variety of scenarios. Per-

formance of the overall system is measured in term of PIT length, Interest

satisfaction, Interest drop, Interest retransmission and Interest satisfaction

delay, which is used to measure the performance of the PITCM.

c. The comparison of PITCM with traditional NDN PIT was performed to

show the significant performance that was obtained. Thus, the obtained

results showed that PITCM outperforms with NDN PIT over NDN archi-

tecture.
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6.3 Research Limitation

Although this research was conducted under careful selection and procedure includ-

ing the conceptual model, implementation, verification, validation and evaluation, it

is limited to specific and precise usage. First of all, this work was conducted in spe-

cific network topologies used in the implementation that are widely used and proved

in Named Data Networks. However, this work did not include all the available topolo-

gies. In addition, the number of nodes used in the validation and performance evalu-

ation was limited and fixed, whereas in real NDN, it is unpredictable and changeable.

Moreover, link failure and other losses are not discussed since it presumably would

not affect the result.

6.4 Recommendation for Future Work

Finally, some topics can be suggested for future work:

i. Performance evaluation of the PITCM approach in a testbed is another way to

extend this research. Although the PITCM was evaluated comprehensively and

extensively through a validated simulator, its implementation in a real testbed is

definitely of a great interest. However, due to the nature of NDN, this is a future

architecture and is not deployed yet, and it is quite complicated to evaluate the

performance on the testbed. Furthermore, to evaluate the PITCM using real

traffic is surely a good extension to be performed in extending the scope of this

research.

ii. For the PITCM proposal in reporting the performance of Pending Interest Table,

it is important to examine more ICN tables, such as Content Store (CS) as it also

can become bottleneck [233] that affect the performance of the system when the

number of Data packets are increased over time. The same concept of PITCM
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can be applied on the CS in order to predict and mitigate the CS overflow.

iii. The proposed PIT is intended for the most pessimistic scenario of flow con-

trol, yet it would not have the capacity to handle an Interest flooding attack,

where each Interest packet remains for Interest lifetime expire. For this situa-

tion, measurements gathered on the NDN routers ought to have the capacity to

distinguish the attacks, and afterward apply countermeasures. The attacker may

likewise choose expansive qualities for the Interest packet lifetime field. Thus,

the proposed approach is utilize and alter to have the capacity to redesign the

lifetime field under system control when the PIT overflows. In such a way, after

making modification, the proposed approach could possibly address the Interest

flooding issue and upgrade the lifetime field under system control when the PIT

overflows. This is another way to extend scalable PIT approach in the future

work.

iv. One more instance for the future work is that the NDN approach can be poten-

tially deployed in a Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) environment. Meisel

et al. in [138] were the first to argue that MANET can be made more effec-

tive and efficient through NDN. However, MANET needs modifications to ef-

fectively cope with this kind of network, where the proactive Interests packet

overflow announcement populate the PITs, which is unacceptable in high mo-

bility MANET because of the huge control overhead. In addition, the broadcast

wireless channel enabled packet overhearing, thus helping to identify neighbors

and to cache data, but it may cause stable/scalable problems. For this situation,

utilizing PITCM approach in the MANET can accomplish better results.

v. In the original design, the NDN router applies a centralized PIT since the PIT is

located and maintained in a single location inside NDN routers. Under certain

conditions, a centralized PIT can be beneficial, and it may get a better perspec-

tive on the big picture of the network, particularly in a small network. Hence, it
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is easier to be used by the NDN router due to the simplicity of having a single

PIT design. Moreover, Interest packet kept in the same location is easy to be

inserted, updated, managed, monitor or analyzed. However, the centralized PIT

also has certain limitations when the network becomes large, including a higher

initial setup cost, a single point of failure or PIT overflow that could bring down

the entire network, and requires to have large storage with higher processing

capabilities. In order to meet these challenges, decentralization is the key to dis-

perse the Interest packet decision-making authority in an NDN routers to popular

and unpopular.
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